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FOREWORD

In June of 1970 I requested that the Dean of Faculty

establi§h a committee which would'encourage the development of

a continuous more systematic follow-up process for the

College. Several meetings of the committee were held and

resulted in my appointment of a temporary talik force in June

of 1971 headed by the Associate Dean of Faculty and aided by

the Director of Placement and the Counseling Center Director..

The task force was charged with establishing a continuous,

comprehensive, and systematic follow-up process to improve

Delhi College's educational effectiveness for those it serves.

The following are several basic objectives relative to

follow-up the task-force has defined thus far:

1. Establishment of a follow-up process with educa-
tional benefit to the greatest number of persons
served by the College.

2. To determine how effectively the College is
meeting the needs of those it serves.

3. To determine how well the stated-objectives of the
College are being achieved.

4. To question the assumptions on which the College
programs are based; testing their continued validity.

-r-41

5. To re-examine and ascertain the validity of
present College program goals and objectives.

. To open up new College program alternatives.

7. To re-examine the validity of performance criterion
tests used in measuring the achievement of certain
College program objectives.

8. To develop information useful in defining certain
College program goals and objectives and in the
continued development and iMprovement of program
methods.



In short, the concepts embraced within the scope of

follow-up activities being developed and implemented at Delhi

College include: (1) clarifying what the College is attempting

to do; (2) clarifying the important tasks among the many

activities of the College; and (3) evaluating the effectiveness

of certain College programs and efforts. Various facets of

the College's educational programs and services need to be

investigated, with varying degrees of intensity, including:

.adaptations of curriculum and instruction; entrance require-

ments; career counseling and placement; grading standards, etc.

Early in its work the task force found it necessary to

define two concepts basic to evaluation: outcomes and

follow-up.

"Outcomes" have been defined operationally as:

The products (measured qualitatively and
quantitatively) resulting from the College's
educational program and services activities
and processes.

By "follow-up" is meant:

A continuous, comprehensive, and systematic
process for reviewing and evaluating College
program outcomes, the results of which lead
to decisions and actions designed to
maintain and improve the continued future
educational effectiveness of the College by
optimum means.

The task force also identified existing research and

information completed relative to follow-up studies.at the

College. Forty-seven separate follow-up related activities

were documented for the period 1961-1971. thus, follow-up

activities have been conducted over the years even if on an

informal basis.



To initiate a continuous, systematic follow-up process

the task force developed an initial multi-faceted program

for the first year to include: (1) questionnairei mailed to

recent graduates and non-graduates; (2) a questionnaire

mailed to employers of recent graduates; (3) on-campus

curricula meetings with selected graduates, employers, and

advisory committee members; and (4) on-the-job field inter-

views with graduates and employers. To assess the achieve-

ment of educationaloutcomes means the College must confer with

and seek the counsel of those who can offer valid, reliable,

and useful testimony and information. It is assumed our

alumni, employers, and advisory committee members can help

provide an important measure of this information. Thus, a

multi-faceted (in contrast to one dimensional) approach has

been utilized to encourage flexibility, cross-examination,

maximum participation, validity and usefulness of the

follow-up results.

The following is a report for phase one - the question-

naire mailed to graduates. A large debt of gratitude is owed

to the many who participated in this phase.of the follow-up

process, especially to the many graduates (73%) who responded

to the questionnaire.

I am proud to state that there are few colleges which

could ask for a greater participation from their own

graduates

W. R. Ku
Presid-ga

ela.
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INTRODUCTION

A recent study by the University Research Corporation

shows that fewer than 15 percent of United States colleges

ahd universities cOnduct follow-up studies on a regular basis.

For the college not to avail itself of the graduate's exper-

ience and often wide and successful background is to overlook

persons who have much to contribute to the college's success.

The purpose of this phase of the follow-up process was

to assess the quality of certain educational outcomes for the

aggregate of Delhi graduates from 1966 through 1970. The

measure of educational outcomes must of practical necessity

always be limited in any one study and the principal criterion

employed to gauge the relevance of outcomes proposed to 'be

tested was "is the objective of educatiOnal benefit to the

greatest number of persons served by the College"

In all cases the information requested was delimited to

that which could not be obtained in a more efficient manner.

Some essential questions could have more effectively been

answered by the graduates at the time they first entered_ Delhi

and again at the time of their.graduation. (For instance,

what were the graduates' impressions of the College when first

entering?) Hence, the questionnaire will be more effective

in the future as the follow-up study process is further

refined.

The principal questions tested in the follow-up survey

were broad in scope, namely: "How did the graduate visualize

1
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"the College at the time of entry?"; "How well did curriculum

information provided through Delhi's admigsions counseling

match experiences after admisSiOn?"; "How demanding and

stimulating did the graduate find educational experiences at

Delhi?"; "What counseling and guidance assistance did the

graduate receive as a student at Delhi?"; "What was the

relationship between the graduate and instructors while at

DAlhi?"; "Were there strong personal attributes or qualities

thekgraduate had when entering Delhi which should'have received

more attention in academic advisement and career planning?";

"If the graduate had it.to do over again, what 'would have been,

done differently?"; "What were the most important overall out-

comes.of the graduate's education and training at Delhi?";

"How does the graduate rate faculty competency, grading stan-

dards, instructional emphasis and depth and breadth of

specialization in the major field studied at the College?";

"What changes have taken place in the graduate's career goals

since entering Delhi?"; "How does the graduate compare actual

job performance with expectations at the time of graduation

from Delhi?"; "To what degree has the graduate's position(s)

of employment involved supervisory responsibility?"; "What

job tasks require the greatest skill or competence of the

graduate?"; "How satisfied is the graduate with progress made

toward achieving chosen career goals?"; What has been the

graduate's experience with additional training and education

since graduation?" 'How beneficial have certain courses been

in helping the graduate achieve chosen career goals?"; "If

the graduate transferred, when was this decision made and what

2
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"were the most significant factors involved?"; "What progress

have graduates made who have transferred?"; "In what way was

the graduate's-experience at Delhi helpful in transferring?";

"How do the-graduates rate the instructional program at the

colleges to which they transferred?"; "What courses at Delhi

were most helpful in transferring aside from any transfer

credits allowed?"

The "tone" of .the mailed questionnaire was designed,to--

assure respondents that the College has nothing to hide, that

its problems are not insurmouniable, and that its personnel

is sincere in its desire to take specific steps needed to

improve the institution's educational services and programs.

It is presumed that in the last analysis, a criterion for judg-

ing a program is what happens to the people involved in it in

light of relevant objectives of the college and the larger

community which it serves. Thus stated, program objectives

at the college become important benchmarks for evaluation of

degrees and kinds of educational success. In this process

new objectives and opportunities for educational service to

people are tested and may suggest fresh approaches to problems

of education and training the college has perhaps been too

close to see clearly.

Only the major findings, conclusions, and recommendations

for the study of graduates between 1966 and 1970 is presented

herein. Thus, the reader and user will find certain omissions

in interpreting the data. These are mainly due to limited time



and space available here. The task force members regret this

and hope those to whom this report is dedicated will under-
\

stand.

The reader and userof this report are reminded that the

evaluation of follow-up results is not a smorgasbord affair

with appetizers and main course served up in buffet style and

where that which is agreeable.is chosen and that which is not

is rejected. Rather, the individual reader must be equally

prepared to dismiss that which is found favorable or to one's

liking just as easily as he may dismiss that which is in

apparent disagreement.

Finally, the task force members wish to acknowledge a

special debt of gratitude owed to Mr. Peter C. Clifford,

Director of Research and Planning at the College, and to the

academic division chairmen in helping refine the study in its

early, more iificertain stages. When asked to provide assistance

everyone went out of their way to help make the,spirit of

self=diialuation at the College a reality.

THE FOLLOW-UP TASK FORCE

Ronald C. Brach, Director
Kenneth F. Bender
James W. Parker

14



'METHOD

A questionnaire was mailed to an unstratified probability

sample 1 of 250 graduates from a_population of 2159, who grad-

uated between 1966 and 1970 inclusive. The rate of return

from among graduates holding a Delhi degree was 73 percent.

The overall rate of return,including graduates holding a
-

certificate in a vocational program was 68 percent.

The following distribution of questionnaire returns was

received among the various academic divisions:

ACADEMIC DIVISIONS
2

m
tri CJ

4-) 0 ..-1 1-1

0 -r4 8r, z 0Cd 0

al 0
0 r4

0-4 4-)
0 CP 0 0 4-) fd r-4

.r4 r4 fd 0 fd
ta t7i 0 0 4-)
z ed (1) 0 '0 0

Z Cz1 E-4 > 04 El

Number Sample

Number Returned

Percent Return

49

37

76

77

52

I

68

47

35

75

42

31

74

39

15 3

39

250

170

68
4

3

Selected with the aid of a computer algorithm
assuring 99 percent randomness.

The Liberal Arts graduates were not included in
the survey as the first graduating class was 1971.

Only 15 returned a questionnaire. However, 16 of
the Vocational Education graduates in the original
sample were surveyed by phone, thus increasing
the total return to 31.

Overall percent return for the technical divisions
was 73 percent.

5 .
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The instrument was initially pilot tested on several

graduates residing near the College and with their assistance

and that of the Office of Research and Planning at the

College was subsequently improved before mailing. Questions

for inclusion in the instrument were obtained from many

sources including division chairmen faculty, graduates,

administrators, a study of the 1968 Academic Master Plan and

the 1962 Middle States Evaluation.

The survey instrument itself was divided into three

parts. Part A was completed by graduates who took a full-time

position and by those who have transferred immediately after

graduation alike. Part B was completed only by those grad-

uates who took a full-time job immediately after graduation.

Part A included questions of relevance to both groups

Part B was oriented to employment experience and Part C to

-

experr ience in transferring.

The high rate of return for the questionnaire resulted

in part from employing several proven survey practices and

techniques, not to mention the obvious good will the College

enjoys from its graduates. A phone sample of nonrespondents

was taken to ascertain the representativeness of the graduate

returns over the total sample. Verification was obtained

which supports the conclusion that the nonrespondents were not

substantially different (except in their desire to complete

and return a six page questionnaire) from the respondents as

a group. Thus, based on the sample size and rate of return,

the results from the survey can be generalized to the total

6
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graduate population between 1966 and 1970 with about 7 percent

standard error at the .10 level (90 percent certainty).

In all instances the findings of this study and the

conclusions based thereon reflect knowledge about Delhi grad-

uates as a group between 1966 and 1970 and not_as individuals,

members of academic'divisions, curricula and the like. While

it may be possible to say something about an academic division-

as a whole,it is not necessarily valid to make inferences

about individual curricula within a division. Thus, the find-

ings presented herein represent a measure of central tendency

for the College as a whole against which individual differences

uncovered by other research studies at the College may be

compared.

Finally, it is understood that the follow-up process is

but an integral element in the continuous general systems

process for curriculum development. This general systems

process is presented in Chart 1 below as a reference framework.

It was originally developed in a Masters. thesis by R. C. Brach,

Associate Dean of Faculty.

7 17



GENERAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

1. NEED

( Formulating
the Problem )

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS
( Task (role) Analysis )

(What Gets Done)
(Genera! Educational Goals)

2. WHAT
( Selecting
Objectives )

4,

DESCRIBE
TARGET

LEARNER

SPECIFY
INSTRUCTIONAL

OBJECTIVES

3. HOW

( Designing Alternatives
(Weighing Cost
Against Effectiveness)

SPECIFY
INTERIM OBJECTIVES

SPECIFY
EDUCATIONAL .

OBJECTIVES

4. PROGRAM
( Building
Models )

WRITE PERFORMANCE
CRITERION TESTS

--- DEVELOP
CURRICULA

DEVELOP
COURSES

Analyze Objectives
List Learning Points

Decide Learning Strategy
Select Media

Write Lessons

REVISE .4

5. IMPLEMENT
( Testing for Sensitivity )

FIELD TEST

USE

VALIDATE

6. FOLLOW-UP
( Questioning Assumptions )
(Reexamining Objectives)
(Opening New Alternatives)

REVIEW

TABLE 1

8
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FINDINGS

Demographic Characteristics of Graduates

Geographic Shifts and Patterns

The Cottege haA been Aetving a pte-
dominantty non-mettopotitan 4tudent

Chart A-1 on page 16 illustrates that-fewer of the grad-

uates resided in a metropolitan as opposed to non-metropolitan'

area when registered at the College. Approximately 67 percent

had a permanent residence in a non-metropolitan area in New

York State when registered at the College. The unit ."metro-

politan area" defined here is the SMSA (Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area) employed by the United States Census Bureau.

There are seven of these defined in New York State: The New

York, Capital District Utica-Rome, Syracuse, Binghamton,

Rochester, and Buffalo Regions. The urbanized portions of
Ot

counties surrounding each central city of 50 000 or more

people are included in each SMSA.

The Cottege Ls educating timined
gnaduatut pnedominatety 6oit non-
mettopotitan empayms and
communitieA

Chart A-1 on page 16 illustrates that fewer of the grad-

uates accepting a full-time position after graduation now

reside in a metropolitan area than when registered at the

College. Approximately 75 percent of the graduates residing

in New York State are now,living in a non-metropolitan area

where 67 percent did when enrolled at the College. This is

15
19



LOCATIONAL SHIFTS OF DELHI GRADUATES

1966-1970

20

L VING IN A LIVING IN A METRO NOW LIVING IN NOW LING IN
NONMETRO AREA AREA WHEN A NONMETRO A METRO

WHEN REGISTERED REGISTERED AREA AREA

.111M01.1.1111=1



in stark contrast to historical patterns of national popula-

tion movements, from non-metropolitan.to metropolitan areas.

The patduatess axe not inctined to be
geogrcaphicatty mobite

Chart A-2 on pag3 18 illustrates that Delhi students (as

graduates accepting a full-time position after graduation) more

likely than not will be found located within fifty miles of the

family hearthstone. Approximately 75 percent of the graduates

accepting a full-time position after graduation are now residing

in a community within fifty miles of their permanent residence

when leaving the'College. To derive an explanation for this

phenomenon would require the further analysis of several factors

such as desire to maintain close ties with familiar surround-

ings, relative income advantage, job potential, etc. In any

case, any benefits to be derived from relocation further away

have not been offset by the perceived advantages of remaining

near the home area.

When locational shifts beyond fifty miles of the home

area did occur, almost half were made out-of-state. The

-

distance for moves within New York State is typically about

130 miles, a quiescent shift by today's travel standards.



VERMONT

MASSACHUSETTS

ILLINOIS W. VIRGINIA FLORIDA N.J. MINN.

N. DAKOTA

_ STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA

INDICATES GRADUATE HAS MOVED BEYOND 50 MILES
OF HOME AREA SINCE TIME OF REGISTRATION

!Average disiance moved intra4;ate was 130 miles.)

INDICATES GRADUATE HAS REMAINED WITHIN A 50 MILE

RADIUS OF HOME AREA AFTER GRADUATION

CALIFORNIA

NEW JERSEY

CALIFORNIA
M ICHIGAN
INDIANA



MoAt g/taduato ake tocating within
At/Liking diAtance o6 majok vcanApokta-
tion Cohhid044 and metkopotitan cuLTA

Chart A-2 on page 18 illustrates that except for an

understandably large number of graduates located in the Catskill,

New York and Mid-Hudson Valley Regions (the largest percentage

of students come from these regions) the pattern of movement

for graduates has been predominately along the axis defined

by the Governor Thomas E. Dewey Thruway and to the tributary

areas surrounding the seven major metropolitan areas of New

York State. Again, there has been more net movement out of

(rather than into) metropolitan areas. Charts A-3 and A-4

on pages 20 and 21 prepared by the College Alumni Office,

appear to substantiate these findings and observations.

Graduates of Delhi College are locating in a predominately

non-metropolitan pattern which reveals no watershed for metro-

politan areas, their employers, and design for living. It is

noted also that 84 percent of the alumni reside within New

York State.

3.

fa

1Prepared by the Delhi College Alumni Office, November, 1971,
and based on current alumni mailing addresses. Includes both
graduates and persons who attended the College for at least
one year, regardless ofyhether_these persons_completed_a

--Tfo-g-fairi-o-k-



State University t

Agricultural:-and-Teohnical College

Delhi New York

CLINTON

HAMILTON

LAKE ONTARIO

ONON.

DAGA

LAKE ERIE
WY-

ERIE OMING

137 5

13

LIVINGS

TON

ONTARIO

33
40

CAYUGA RENSSELAER

YATES

STEUSEN

44

21

SCHYLR

TOMP.

KINS

79

CHEW

MUNG

60

CORT.

LAND

60

CHEN.

ANGO

186

ALBANY

102

TIOGA

71

2
PUTNAM

WESTCHESTER

54 188
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State University

Agricultural and Technical College

Delhi, New York

3 AK

13 APO

1 BOLIVIA

1 BRAZIL

4 CANADA

1 HI

3 KENYA

1 LEBANON

3 MEXICO

1 BALBOA,PANAMA

3 PR

1 TANZANIA

1 URUGUAY

2 VENEZUELA

CHART A.4

Residency of 6072 Alumni 1915 thru 1971



Emploliment Shifti and Patterns

Vethi ImepalLing g4aduate4 who acepoted
pobition4 mobt oiSten in the Aehvice4 and
manablettaing 4ectoA4 oi the economy Wen
g4adaation

Chart A-5 on page 23 illustrates the finding that most

Delhi students accepting a full-time position immediately

after graduation do so primarily in the services and manu-

facturing sectors of the economy. Approximately 45 percent

of the graduates assumed their first position in a services

employment field. First-time employment in manufacturing

industries ranked second with 21 percent, while retail trade

ranked third. The services sector includes: educational,

health, consulting, professional, publigservice, automotive

repair, hotel, restaurant, and similar employers. After

entering the world of work, the graduates tend to move in even

greater numbers into the services sector of the economy. A

review of their present positions in Chart A-5 on page 23

reveals this finding.

That Delhi graduates are so heavily employed in the

services industriez is no surprise; the national and state

trend has for a long time been in the same direction. Of

greater interest is that even more are. not moving into these

fields in view of the fact that, in New York-State, almost

two-thirds of the employed population are employed in the

services sector. The explanation for this lag with Delhi

graduates in part lies with the predominately non-metropolitan

geographic location of the graduates, an area where the rate

22
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COMPARISON BY EMPLOYMENT SECTOR FOR GRADUATES
WHO ACCEPTED A FULL-TIME POSIT1ON AFTER GRADUATION

First Position (FP) / Present Position (PM
OIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

DIVISION
ENGINEERING VOCATIONAL TOTAL

AGRICULTURE BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES HRFSM EDUCATION COLLEGE
FP PP FP PP FP PP FP PP FP PP FP PP

Agriculture, Forest
& Fisheries 30 23 0 0 7 8 0 q 0 0 7 6

' Mining 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CO-ntract Construction 4 5 o 3 43 51 0 0 23 24 6 7

Manufacturing Industries 0 0 42 36 7 8 13 31 18 19 21 22

Transportation, Communication,
---& Other Public Utilities 0 0 6 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3

Wholesale Trade 0 5 6 0 7 0 0 0 5 5 4 2

Retail Trade 8 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 35 28 11 8

Finance, Insurance
& Real Estate 4 0 5 3 0 . 0 0 0 5 5 4 2

Services 54 62 36 48 36 33 87 69 14 19 45 50

Chart A-5

ALL GRADUATES HOLDING A BACHELOR'S DEGREE
BY EMPLOYMENT SECTOR

First Position (FP) / Present Position (PP)
FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

EMPLOYMENT SECTOR

Agriculture, Forest

AGRICULTURE

FP PP

BUSINESS

FP PP

DIVISION
ENGINEERING .. VOCATIONAL
TECHNOLOGIES HRFSM EDUCATION

FP PP FP PP F P PP

TOTAL
COLLEGE

F P PP

& Fisheries 28 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3

Mining 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Contract Construction 0 0 0 0 33 50 0 0 7 11

Manufacturing Industires 14 14 20 0 17 0 0 0 14 3

Transportation, Communication,
& Other Public Utilities 0 0 10 10 0 0 0 0 3 3

Wholesale Trade 0 14 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 7

Retail Trade 0 0 20 20 17 0 20 20 14 11

Finance, Insurance
& Real Estate 14 0 20 20 0 0 0 0 11 7

-Services 48 58 30 50 33 33 80 80 44 55

*There were no Vocational Education graduates holding a Bachelor's Degree.

Chart A6
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of employment in the services employment sector is not as

high hs in metropolitan regions.

The Hotel Restaurant, and Food Services Management

(HRFSM) graduates are the most heavily represented in the

services sector of the economy, followed next by the,graduates

of the Agriculture Division. While there is some shifting of

the HRFSM graduates out of services and into manufacturing

industries, graduates of the other academic divisions have

tended to move in the opposite direction. The Business

Management Division graduates at entry level are most often

employed in manufacturing concerns, and later shift into

other sectors, especially the services industries. The

Engineering Technologies Division graduates are most heavily

represented in the contract construction field, and secondly

in the services sector.

Dethi gaadaates hotding a BachetoVA degtee
accept po4ition4 most oliten in the setviceA
sectot oti the economy and tend to move oat
o6 manu6actulting and agcuttalte

In Chart A-6 on page 23 is illustrated the fact that

Delhi graduates holding a Bachelor's degree likewise take

positions most often in the services sector of the economy

only at a slightly higher rate. However, there appears to be

no other dominant employment sector pattern emerging among the

graduates holding a Bachelor's degree, except the obvious

shift of these graduates out of manufacturing industries, and
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COMPARISON BY AREA OF WORK* FOR GRADUATES
WHO ACCEPTED A FULL-TIME POSITION AFTER GRADUATION

First Position (FM / Present Position (PP)
FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

AREA OF WORK AGRICULTURE
FP PP

BUSINESS
..FP PP

DIVISION

ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGIES HRFSM

FP PP FP PP

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

FP PP

TOTAL
COLLEGE

FP PP

Art 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 01
Business Relations 4 4 3 6 0 -8 0 15 0 0 2 6

Clerical Work 0 4 77 68 0 0 20 8 5 5 29 26

Counseling, Guidance
& Social Work 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

Crafts 0 0 0 0 7 8 7 0 50 46 12 10

Education & Training 4 9 0 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3

Elemental Work 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1

Engineering 0 0 0 0 79 69 0 0 18 14 12 11

Entertainment o o o o o o o o o o o o

Farming, Fishing
& Forestry 13 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2

Investigating, Inspecting
and Testing 0 4 0 3 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

Law & Law Enforcement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0

Machine Work 9 4 5 3 0 0 0 0 9 10 . 5 4

Managerial & Supervisory Work 9 9 6 3 7 15 59 46 0 0 12 .10

Mathematics and Science 13 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2

Medicine & Health 35 48 3 0 0 0 7 15 9 10 12 14

Merchandising 13 0 3 3 0 0 9 8 4 5 4 3

Music 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Personal Service 0 0 0 3 0 0 7 8 5 5 2 3

Photography & Communications 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Writing 0 0 o' o o o o o o o o o

Dictionary of Occupational Titles Classification for areas of work.

Chart A-7
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agriculture, followed by a lesser proportion moving out of

retail trade, finance, insurance and real estate.

The shift of graduates into the services sector after

obtaining the Bachelor's degree is most pronounced among the

graduates of the Agriculture and Business Management Divisions.

Yhe shift out of agriculture has been limiteCto graduates of

the Agriculture Div4_sion.

Contl,aty to the betiel5 o home, the atea
wotk' whete mote gtaduateh accept theit
pohition than any other!. i4 eteticat in natute
and not in the natute o6 "middte management"

In Chart A-7 on page 25 is illustrated the fact that

Delhi graduates not holding a Bachelor's degree-take their

first position in a job most often involving primarily

cl,lzical work and not so-called "middle management." This

is particularly true with the Business Management Division--

graduates and, because the College has graduated more of these

graduates than any other, the effect is to skew the results

this way for the total College. Also, this academic division

graduates a fairly large number of secretarial students each

year whose work is primarily clerical in nature.

2 There are 22 primary areas of work identified in the U.S.
Department of Labor's Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
Vol. 2, 3rd Edition, 1965, p. 214. An advantage of utiliz-
ing this system is the ready availability of a sophisticated
job analysis methodology and classification system which de-
fines not only the work performed but also its relative
complexity in relation to data-people-things hierarchies;
educational/training requirements relative to general
educational development, specific vocational preparation,
aptitudes, interests, temperaments, physical demands and
the like. These must be periodically refined and updated.
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AREA OF WORK

ALL GRADUATES HOLDING A BACHELOR'S DEGREE
BY AREA OF WORK*

First Position (FP / Present Position (PP)
FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

DIVISION

ENGINEERING
AGRICULTURE BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES HRFSM

FP PP FP PP FP PP FP PP

Art

Business Relations

Clerical Work

Counseling, Guidance
& Social Work

Crafts

Education & Training

Elemental Work

Engineering

Entertainment

Farming, Fishing
& Forestry

Investigating, Inspecting
and Testing

Law & Law Enforcement

Machine Work

Managerial & Supervisory Work

Mathematics and Science

Medicine & Health

Merchandising

Music

VOCATIONAL. TOTAL
EDUCATION** COLLEGE

FP PP FP PP

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

0 0

14 45

0 0

0 0

0 0

14 11

14 11

0 0

0 0

14 11

0 0

15 11

15 11

0 0

10 10 0 0 0 0 3 3

30 20 1 0 0 0

20 20 0.0 0 7

0 0 0 16 20 3 3

10 30 0 0 0 0 7 23

10 0 0 0 0 0 3 0

0 0 66 50 0 0 14 10

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 3
4

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 20 17 17 80 100 30 44
t

10 0 0 0 0 0 3 0

0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 3 3

0 0 17 17 0 0 7 6

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dictionary of Occupational Titles Classification for areas of work.
Thare ware no Vocational Education graduates with a Bachelor's degree or higher.

Chart A-8
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The definition for "clerical work" employed by the U. S.

Department of Labor is not limited solely to secretarial or

stenographic tasks however. It also includes positions involv-

ing information gathering, dispensing, verifying and related

work; data handling, computing, recording; routine checking,

scheduling, dispatching, expediting and related work.

The second most frequent first job for the graduates of

the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management Division is

clerical in nature. However, there is a significant shift of

these graduates out of clerical work in their subsequent

positions of employment. This was not the case for the Business

Management Division graduates no doubt a reflection of the

secretarial graduates who remained as secretaries.

The Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management

graduates are more likely than any other to take their first

position in a job involving primarily managerial and supervisory

work. In fact, 60 percent or more of these graduates performed

managerial and supervisory work in their first position. In

subsequent employment shifts many of these graduates move into

predominately administrative or executive positions of respon-

sibility, more so than any other group of Delhi graduates.
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The Aecond taageAt paopoation oi gnaduateA
accepted theia iinAt poAition in the ctalit4;
engineeting netated; medicine and heatth;
and managetiat and AupeaviAoty ateaA o6 tank

The second largest proportion of Delhi graduates took

their first positions in four major areas of work: the crafts;

engineering related work; medicine and health; and managerial

and supervisory work. Heavy machine work (including truck

driving) and merchandising were areas of work where the third

largest group of graduates took their first position after

graduation.

There has been considerable shifting after the first job

of the Agriculture Division graduates out of farming and

merchandising. Many graduates of this division are shifting

into medicine and health. No doubt, these include a large

number of the Veterinary Science graduates moving into this

field after first trying something else.

Among the Dethi gnaduate4 hotding a 5ache2oe4
deg/Lee, the g/Leatezt ptopottion accept than

po4ition in a job invotving ptimatity
managetiat and dupetviboty wolck

In Chart A-8 on page 27 is illustrated the fact that

Delhi graduates who.earn a Bachelor's degree are most often

employed in managerial and supervisory work. In fact, the odds

are more than two to one that a graduate with a Bachelor's

3
There were no vocational education graduates in th .. sample
holding Bachelor's degree.
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degree vs. an Associate degree or Certificate will accept a

first position in this area of work. And, after gaining some

work experience, another 14 percent of the Delhi graduates with

the Bachelor's degree move into managerial and supervisory work,

apparently out of other areas of work such as clerical and

engineering related. Thus, the Delhi graduate with the.

Bachelor's degree (as opposed to the Associate degree) more-

likely than not will become the manager or supervisor.

However, not all graduates will want to be supervisors

or managers. This is verified in the data when it is noted

that many graduates holding a Bachelor's degree shift into the

education and training area of work. In fact, this area of work

is the second most popular among the graduates holding a

Bachelor's degree. And, historically, without at least

Bachelor's degree it has been almost impossible to enter this

area of work.

The graduate of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division holding a Bachelor's degree is definitely

inclined to take a position involving managerial and super-

visory work, both in the first job and succeeding jobs. In

fact, all these graduates are presently functioning in a man-

agerial or supervisory capacity as they have shifted out of

other areas of work, principally crafts related to food

preparation.

A relatively large number of the Agriculture and Business

Management Division graduates have utilized the Bachelor's

degree to enter the education and training area of work and have

30
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consequently shifted out of clerical and other work.

definite patterns have emerged for the Engineering Technologies

Division graduates except to note that the spread aMong the

areas of work (as with the graduates of other technical divisions)

where graduates are employed tends to narrow

Bachelor's degree.

if they hold they

Why does the'dist4bution among the various areas of work

of Delhi graduates who hold a Bachelor,s degree tand'to nifirrow

compared with those who hold the Associate degree? Probably the

graduates seeking a Bachelor's degree have tended to have a more

specific view of.their career goals. That is, they have tended

to be less flexible in their career choices and aspirations.

Many have undoubtedly found their experiences at Delhi a testing

period for establishing more definite career goals and, once

having succeeded, have prepared themselves accordingly for entry

into a more specific area of work. It would be safe to assume

that most of these people were the so-called "upward mobile"

type before even arriving at the College.

Finally, it is more and more clear that as an area of

work becomes more highly professionalized or bureaucratized the

more likely it is the graduate in the position will need to have

successfully reached a well defined minimum educational and

training level, and the trend has been toward requiring the

Bachelor s degree for entry level employment in certain of the

more traditional areas of work where the Associate degree would

have qualified the graduate earlier. There are, of course,

exceptions to this emerging functional relationship, but a



tightenin, job market will only hasten the trend if the

educated labor supply in certain areas of work continues to

outstriP the demand.

The gnaduate4 ane a netativety ztabte
gnoup in netation to thein jobA

An analysis of the employment history data illustrated

in Chart A-9 on page 33 results in the conclusion that Delhi

graduates are on the whole a relatively stable group in rela-

tion to the number of job changes made. A job change Was

recorded whether the graduate changed-Iab titles or employer.

The average number of job changes per graduate taking a full-

time position after graduation was 1.7. The average number for

graduates of the various academic divisions did not vary appre-

ciably, except in the case of the Engineering Technologies

Division. Relative job stability of graduates can be inter-

preted in either a positive or negative light, depending on the

objectives one is trying to optimize. The implications for

each will not be belabored further here.
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SELECTED EMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATIONAL HISTORY
FINDINGS FOR ALL GRADUATES

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED *

SELECTED EMPLOYMENT
'HISTORY FINDINGS

Proportion accepting a fulltime
position after graduation

1. Proportion in the major
field enrolled at graduation 56
Proportion presently in the
major field enrolled at
gi.aduation 56

Average number of
job changes"

DIVISION

VOCATIONAL TOTAL
HRFSM EDUCATION COLLEGE

ENGINEERING
AGRICULTURE BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES

69

Proportion accepting a fulltime
position at technician, quasi-pro-
fessional level or above after graduation

1. First Position

2. Present Position

. 80

87

60

48

61

67

Proportion eventually entering
military service

SELECTED EDUCATIONAL
HISTORY FINDINGS

Proportion transferring to an upper div-
ision institution after graduation . 30 37

Proportion eventually transferring to an
upper division institution 38 46

Average Semester hours allowed
in transferring ** 50** 530"

Proportion transferring who remain in
major field enrolled at graduation 24 74

Proportion transfering who are successful
in completing Bachelor's Degree or
higher 83 71

Proportion transferring who first en-
tered another two year college before
entering upper division institution. 12 30

Proportion entering another institution
full time (as opposed to part time)
after graduation 83 74

Proportion transferring out of state 22 41

Proportion transferring to public
institution 72 44

Proportion of out of state transfers
to publicinstitUtion 100 50

Proportion of New York State transfers
ito public nstitution 56 44

40 45 80 55

70 77 67

65 71 65 60

3.0. 1.8" 1.8.

Skilled level
orebove

75 88 77 75

69 93 76 77

14 .

37 41 *A*
36

57 45 *0*
47

37"" 430" 46*"

.....

63

55

67

75

0** ,

*.
71

16 7 11100 16

79 100 *** 82

59 75 ** 48

45 63 *** 54

75 60

50 25 *A* 50

*There were no Vocational Education graduates who transferred to an upper division institution.
Chart A-9



Stightty nio,ke than halt5 'the A45 oc...i.a.te in

Appti:ect,'..Scienc.e degn.ee exaduate4,aceepted a
6att.-time' po4ition..immediate.ty atteir.
grcadtict.tion .

n Chart A-9 on page 33 is illustrated the finding that

slightly more than half (55 percent) of the Associate degree

graduates accepted full-time jobs immediately after graduation.

7This does pot:mean the remainder transferred to a four-year

institution however. Approximately 36 percent of the graduates

transferred to a four-year institution immediately after

graduation. Of the other 9 percent most of these graduates

entered the military.service. Some transferred to another

two-year college.

The graduates of the Vocational Education Division

(80 percent) will predictably take a full-time position

immediately after graduation more of6n than any oiher Delhi

graduate.

Of the Associate in Applied Science degree graduates,

those from the Agriculture Division most often (

accepted a

This would

Veterinary

full-time position

69 percent)

immediately after graduation..

appear to dispel the assumption that:many 0f.the

Science graduates are utilizing Delhi College as a

stepping stone along their way toward entry inio a professional

veterinary school (62 percent of the Agriculture Division

responses in the sample were from Veterinary Science graduates).

The graduates of the Engineering Technologies Division were

least likely of all to aoceptHa full-time_position immediately

after graduation (only 40 percent did so).

4 2



The majoaty 06 gAaduate4 aeeepted a Pat-
time poAition Welt. glEaduation in the, majokheLd enAitted when teaving the Cottege

Of those Delhi graduates accepting a full time position

inummliately after graduation the majority (66 percent)

accepted employment in the major field in which enrolled when

leaving the College. Approximately 60 percent of these grad-

uates are presently employed in the major field in which
,

enrolled when leaving the-College, indicating that some shift-

ing of major field does occur after gaining post-graduate 3ob

experience.

Delhi graduates typically accept an entry position at

the leV'el prepared: that is,I as technicians or quasi-professionals

if an Associate in Applied Science graduate, and as skilled

craftsmen or related functionaries if graduating with a

Vocational Education Certificate. Seventy-five percent of the

Associate in Applied Science graduates accepted their first

position at the technician level or above. Seventy-seven percent

of the Vocational Education graduates accepted their first

position as a skilled craftsman or above. There was not much

change in this proportion between the first and second positions

held by the graduates. Among the technical divisions the

proportion for the first job ranged from a high of 88 percent

for the Hotel Restaurant and Food Services Management graduates

to a low of 61 percent for the Business Management graduates.

Most graduates enter their first position as trainees

where a so-called "shake-down" period undoubtedly is, utilized
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by employers to help decide the amount and kind of job responsi-4

bilities the graduates will be assigned. The employers are

requiring the graduates to "prove" themselves in first perform-

ing characteristically elementary technical and skilled tasks

prior to assuming greater responsibilities. Evidently, the

employers are not utilizing the Associate in Applied Science

degree or Vocational Education Certificate as assumed proof of

the graduate's competence or as the "license to practice."

In sum, the majority of graduates accept a position in

the major field trained, and at a skill and knowledge level

implied by the Associate in Applied Science degree or Vocational

Education Certificate.

Continuing Education Shifts And Patterns

A4 expected, mote than one-thi4d o he
Azzociate in Apptied Science deg/Lee 94aduate4
t/Lan46e44ed immediatety to an uppe4 divission
inAtitution

In Chart A-9 on page 33 is illustrated the fact that

about 36 percent of the Associate in Applied Science degree

graduates transferred immediately to an upper division institu-

tion. This is about as expected, remembering the common

assumption of a 33 percent transfer proportion. However, the

distribution among the academic divisions of graduates immed-

iately transferring is not as expected. For instance, almost

half the Business Management Division graduates were assumed to

be transferring immediately to an upper division institution,

when, in fact, 37 percent did in the survey.
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We find that in no academic division is the 50 percent

transfer rate even approached and that the graduates of the

Hotel Restaurant, and Food Services Management Division are

more likely than any other to transfer immediately after leaving

Delhi. Similarly, a large number of the Agriculture Division

graduates (espeCiiily the Veterinary Science Technology Program)

were reportedly transferring immediately. The fact is, the

graduates of this division are less likely than those of any

other to transfer immediately after leaving Delhi College

(30 percent).

Atmodt hat6 the g4aduatde4 eventuatty enteA
an uppe4 divi4ion inAtitution

After gaining some job experience, about 10 percent of

the Delhi graduates eventually return to academia at upper

division colleges and universities. The total number of grad-

uates who either immediately or subsequently did transfer to

'upper division colleges and universities was 47 percent.

Interestingly, while the graduates of the Hotel, Restaurant and

Food Services Management Division are most likely to transfer

immediately after leaving Delhi, those of the Engineering

Technologies Division (20 percent) were most likely of all to

do so after gaining some job experience. The lowest proportion

who returned to academia after gaining job experience was found

among the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management

Division graduates. The next highest rate to return to academia

was found among the graduates of the Business Management Division.
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It is, of course, important to know why the graduates

continue their.higher. learning and also of their relative

success. Overall, about 58 percent of the graduates who con-

tinue choose the same field of study pursued at Delhi. The

greatest rate of change in career goals occurred among the

graduates of the Agriculture Division (76 percent). The lowest

is found among the graduates of the Business Management Division

, (26 percent). Over, the long run, the Engineering Technologies

graduates are most likely (57 percent) to eventually attempt

upper division college work in achieving their personal goals.

Later in this report will be found some of the personal reasons

the graduates gave for transferring.

The kaative zucce44 o vtaduate4 who
tkaluslien to uppek divizion im4 titution4 tiak
exceed4 the 'Late at which they ennote

In Chart A-9 on page,33 is recorded the finding that

among the 47 percent of Delhi graduates who eventually do enroll

in upper division colleges and universities some 71 percent are

successful in earning the Bachelor's degree or higher.. The rate

, of success ranges from a low of 55 percent among the Engineering

Technologies Division graduates to a high of 83 percent for the

Agriculture Division. It would appear that although the grad-

uates of the Agriculture Division are lease likely to transfer

to an upper division college they are most likely to complete

a Bachelor's degree or higher when they do transfer.
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When tnanatietting to an uppen diviaian
inatitution, the gkaduate typically iA
Wowed a yealt and a hatti trtanA6e4 ctedit
pcom Dethi

Chart A-9 on page 33 illustrates that the amount of

transfer credit typically allowed Delhi graduates by upper

division institutions is 46 semester hours, or about three

semesters. The amount granted ranges from no,credit to two

full years. Typically, the greatest amount of transfer credit

has been obtained by the Business Management Division graduates

(53 semester hours) and the least by the Engineering Tech-

nologies Division graduates (37 semester hours).

This does not mean that any graduate applying to a

particular upper division institution will receive transfer

credit in the amounts given above. First, the averages given

no doubt reflect a "shopping around" process on the part of

graduates to determine the best apportionment from their own

point of view and circumstances. Secondly, where some grad-

uates may be content to receive no transfer credit just to gain

admittance to a particular college or program, others would not

be happy with anything less than two full years of transfer

credit.
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About hal4 the gkaduateA who tkan46et enkott
out-o6-6tate in an Lippe& diviAion inAtitution

Where have the graduates been finding the best transfer

opportunities from their point of view and circumstances?

Chart A-9 on page 33 illustrates that a little more than half

(52 percent) of the graduates who transferred went to an upper

division institution in New York State. The remainder went

out-of-state.

Of those who transferred in-state, half went to a public

institution and the other half to a private college. Of those

who enroll in an out-of-state upper division institution,

60 percent enter one that is publically supported and 40 percent

enter one that is private.

The largest rate of transfer to in-state institutions

is found among the graduates of the Agriculture Division

(78 percent). The explanation for this is the relatively large

number who have enrolled in the statutory colleges: Agriculture

and Conservation at Cornell, and Forestry and Landscaping at

Syracuse. The graduates least likely to enter New York State

institutions were from the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division (25 percent) and Engineering Technologies

(41 percent).

While the graduates of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food

Services Management Division are least likely to enter a public

upper division institution within New York State (25 percent),

they most often enroll in a public institution when transferring

out-of-state (75 percent).
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Chart A-9 on page 33 illustrates that, overall some

54 percent of the graduates entered a public upper division

institution. The greatest exception to this general statement
,

is found among the graduates of the Busines Management and

Engineering Technologies Divisions where 56 and 55 percent of

the graduates respectively enrolled in a private institution.

Graduates most likely to enroll in a public institution are

found among those of the Agriculture Division.

From this it might be concluded that the graduates of

the Business Management and Engineering Technologies Divisions

are the most disadvantaged in terms of finding a suitable

public upper division institution in which to continue their

formal education (either in, or out-of-state). Within New York

State the graduates of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management pivision are the most disadvantaged in terms of

finding suitable continuing education opportunities in a public

institution, followed next by the graduates of the Business

Management Division.
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The Graduates' Evaluation of Experiences
at Delhi College

This section of the follow-up report summarizes the

graduates evaluation of educational experiences at Delhi

College. It includes the graduates who accepted a full-time

position and also those who transferred to an upper division

instituiion immediately after leaving Delhi.

Certain of the information provided by the graduates is

more conclusive. Where there is some doubt as to the validity

or reliability of information provided this will be noted. In

most of these instances the difficulty lies more with the

question as posed to the graduate than with the particular

response itself.

How The Graduate (as a Student) Visualized The College
When First Entering

In the official literature of the College (including

Academic Master Plans, College Catalogs, Administrative Codes,

Middle States Reports, etc.) and in informal documents and

discussion, one consistently finds inferendes made relative to

the benefits the College can offer its students. Benefits

frequently mentioned include: "A small college where an intimate

student-teacher relationship can be developed; A good place

to make up deficiencies in the student's high school performance

record; A place to get a high quality technical or vocational

education in preparation for a career; and A good place to

explore and establish career and personal goals."
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The question remains: "What benefits did the graduates

(as entering students) hope to derive through their attendance

at Delhi College?" First, it should be noted that the grad-

uates were askeil to recall their experiences upon entry to

Delhi; an avc;,cage of three or more years in the past for them.

Certainly, the graduate's response was influenced by post-

entry experiences, including employment or transfer experiences.

MoAt oaduate4 viewed Vahi a4 a ptace to
obtain a high quatity technicat. 04 vocationa
education in p4epanation 04 a cemee4

Among the range of choices illustrated in Chart A-10 on

page 44, 45 percent of the graduates gave as their major state-

=eat. that Delhi was "a place for them to obtain a high quality

technical or vocational education in preparation for a career."

This view of the College was most prevalent among the graduates

of the Engineering Technologies Division (63 percent) and

least mentioned among the graduates of the Business Management

Division (34 percent) and the Hotel, Restaurant and Food

Services Management Division (33 percent).

The second most prevalent view of the College was given

as "a good place to explore and establish career and personal

goals," (24 percent). This view was most often held by the

graduates of the Agriculture and Business Management Divisions

(30 and 33 percent respectively) and least often by those of

the Vocational Education Division (7 percent).
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HOW GRADUATES VISUALIZED THE

COLLEGE AT THE TIME OF ENTRY

(Includes all graduates responding)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

How did you visualize the College at the time

you entered Delhi?

a. Major Statement

b. Secondary Statement

c. Average

AGRICULTURE

(b) (c)

BUSINESS

(a) (b) (c)

DIVISION

ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGIES

lal (cl

H,R.F,S,M,

(a) (b) (c)

VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION

(a) (cl

1. A small college where an intimate stu

denmeacher relationship could be

developed, 16 30 23 17 16 17 13 43 28 15 34 25 7 25 16

2, A place to get a high quality technical or

vocational education in preparation for a

career. 43 13 28 34 20 27 63 10 37 33 11 22 54 17 36

3, A good place to make up deficiencies in

high school performance record, 2 8 5 4 17 10 11 0 17 8

A good place to explore and establish

career and personal goals 30 33 32 33 38 36 16 34 25 19 34 27 7 25 16

5. Did not know what Delhi College

could do for me. 19 13 31 0 16

6. Other 3 5 1 16 18

Chart 10A

TOTAL COLLEGE

(a) lb) (cl

14 29 21

44 15 30

4 10

24 34 29

3 5



The next most significant view was that Delhi "is a small

college where an intimate student-teacher relationship could be

developed" (14 percent). This factor was rated fairly consis-

tently among the graduates of all academic divisions with the

exception of vocational education graduates (7 percent).

When averaging the first and second views of Delhi

College held by the graduates (as entering students), it is

clear that they were ab concerned about exploring and establish-

ing career and personal goals (29 percent).as they were in

obtaining a high quality technical or vocational education in

preparation for a career (30 percent). This was especially the

case with the Agriculture and Business Management Division

graduates ,(32 and 35 percent respectively). Almost 10 percent

of'all graduates indicated they "did not know what the College

could do for them." Thus, a great deal more attention should be

given to helping the entering student find career and personal

goals rather than simply assuming these are firmly in mind or

unchanging and then proceeding to train the student.

This same question was asked of the 1971 entering class

of students. 1
The possibility that Delhi might be "a good

place to explore and establish career and personal goals"

ranked most important to the Fall 1971 entering student (30

percent). This was followed closely (27 percent) by the view

that "Delhi was a place to get a high quality technical or

vocational education in prepaiation for a career." A significant

1 The question was incorporated on the American Council on
Education survey conducted each fall on the Delhi campus.
See Chart A-11 on page 46 for a summary of these results.
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HOW PRESENT ENTERING STUDENTS
VISUALIZED DELHI COLLEGE AT THE TIME OF ENTRY

lIncludes all entering students, Fall 1971)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

DIVISION

co..83
E cAS *Ii c

2g
u c tg uu. ) 7 t;

B ,0 11 g'
o x 0 .0a co uo- x >u, i-c.)

From tbe statements listed below, select tbe oni-wbicb most closely represents
your visualization of tbe College at Delbi at tbis time.

1. A small college where a more individualized studentteacher
relationship can be developed. 15 18 14 24 10 15

2. A place to get a high quality technical or vocational education
in preparation for a career. 26 11 35 20 54 27

3. A good place to make up deficiencies in my high school performance
record. 5 7 8 7 6 7

4. A good place to explore and establish my career and personal goals. 33 36 24 29 15 30

5. Do not have an impression of the college at this time. 21 28 19 20 15 21

*includes Engineering Science transfer students. They represent 22 percent of the entering student enrollment in Engineering Technologies
Division, Fall 1971.
Source of Data: American Council on Education Survey, Fall 1971.

Chart A-11
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percent (21 percent) of the entering students did not have an

impression of the College at that time. Only 15 percent were

impressed that Delhi might be a "small college where a more

individualized student-teacher relationship car be developed."

All these views were rather consistently reported among the

students entering each academic division, Fall 1971.

Admissions Counseling

A bignilSicant numben o6 gnaduatet had not
Aeceived cutAicutum in4oAmation thAough Dethi'4
admi44ion4 coun4eting ;onion to enteAing the
Cottegz

In Chart A-12 on page 48 is presented the finding that

35 percent of the graduates had not received curriculum informa-

tion through Delhi's admissions counseling prior to entering

the College. It was not learned how these people had received

curriculum information about Delhi, but studies have shown that

at least 40 percent of entering freshmen are influenced in

their choice of colleges and,curricula by high school guidance

counselors.

Interestingly, only 24 percent of the Engineering Tech-

nologies Division's graduates reported receiving curriculum

information through Delhi's admissions counseling. Those

enrolling in the Business Management Division had most often

received this informatidn (40 percent).

When the graduate (prior to entry at Delhi) did receive

curriculum information through Delhi's admissions counseling,

64 percent found the information to be "substantially in

agreement" and 31 percent found "little disagreement" with
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GRADUATES RATE THE RELIABILITY OF CURRICULUM INFORMATION
PROVIDED THROUGH DELHI'S ADMISSIONS COUNSELING

(Includes all graduates responding)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

How well did curriculum information provided through Delhi's admissions
counseling match experiences as you found them after admission?

DIVISION
vi

Lu ouicc -i
3 Zo -iQz _I-
I- 2o i zo 0
-I 2 up-, or: u
m uj uj 0 .1 < ...I

0 0 Ci L) 3 i' ,

< U a
E. ro.

(9 m z w oo o
.:4 m La 1- x >ii, 1.-

, .

1. Did not receive curriculum information through Delhi's
admissions counseling. 36 40 24 37

2. Considerable disagreement 8 3 . 5 4

3. Little disagreement 34 37 32 16

4. Substantially in agreement 58 60 63 80

Chart A-12
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experiences as they found them after admission. Only 5 percent

found "considerable disagreement."

While the graduates of the Business Management Division

had apparently received more curriculum information through

Delhi's admissions counseling, they did not find it as reliable

as did those who entered the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division. Eighty percent of the graduates of the

Hotel, Rest'urant and Food Services Management Division found

curriculum information "substantially in agreement" with

experiences after admission to Delhi College. Those least

likely to report this finding were the graduates of the

AgricUlture Division.

One explanation for the high degree of reliability of

pre-admission curricula information reDorted by the Hotel,

Restaurant and Food Services Management Division graduate is

no doubt the result of former policy in this academic division

requiring an on-campus interview with the division chairman or

admissions office for prospective applicants. This policy was

discontinued beginning with the Fall 1968 entering class due to

expanding enrollment and insufficient staff. It will be inter-

esting to note any changes in the reported reliability of

curriculum information in subsequent follow-up studies. Another

explanation might be the relatively homogeneous nature of the

Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management Division curricu-

lum with only three different options in contract to the often

fragmented variety which must be articulated in other academic

divisions.
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-Educational Experience

The peat majonity o gnaduate4 Ound thein
edaeationat expenienceat Delhi both demand-
ing and Atimutating

In Chart A-13 on page 51 is presented the finding that

82 percent of the graduates found their educational experiences

both demanding and stimulating. Forty-six percent found their

educational experiences at Delhi "about as expected;" 26 percent

"greater than expected;" and 10 percent "far greater than

expected." Only 3 p6rcent found their educational experiences

"far less than expected;" and 15 percent "less than expected."

Significantly more graduates of the Vocational Education

Division (21 percent) than any other found the personal demand

and stimulation of their educational experiences at Delhi

"far greater than expected." Overall, graduates of the Agri-

culture Division (of whom 66 percent were former Veterinary

Science majors) were the most impressed with the personal

demand and stimulation offered them by their educational

experiences at Delhi. Perhaps the fine clinical training

facility and simulated professional "tone" of instruction pro-

vided by the Veterinary Science curriculum and staff contributod

a great deal to this reported finding by graduates.
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HOW DEMANDING AND STIMULATING THE GRADUATES

FELT THEIR EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES WERE AT DELHI

(Includes all graduates responding)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION
How demanding and stimulating were your educational experiences
at Delhi?

1. Far greater than expected. 5 12 10 7 21 10

2. Greater than expected. 26 24 32 31 7 26

3. About as expected. 61 39 42 40 50 '46

. Less than expected. 6 18 16 19 15 15.

5. Far less than expected. 2 7 0 3 7 3

Chart 13-A
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Counseling and Guidance Assistance Received While Attending
Delhi

Counseling and guidance of students-has always been viewed

as an important responsibility of the educational program at

Delhi. Previously handled on a semi-formal basis within each

academic division a formal Counseling Center was established

in 1967 and a formal Placement Center, was established in 1963

to supplement the efforts of the academic divisions. Thus, not

all graduates included in the survey sample were on campus when

a formal counseling center was functioning; a factor which

would certainly influence the graduate response to this facet

of the follow-up evaluation.

Mozt gtaduate4 (a4 4tudent4 at Dethi) tetied
ptincipatty on that tiaautty adviAot 6ot
counzeting and guidance

Chart A-14 on page 53 demonstrates that almost 30 percent

of the graduates reported they had relied principally on their

faculty advisor at Delhi for counseling and guidance. However,

only 6 percent reported that faculty members recognized their

potential and guided them adequately in career development.

Only 6 percent of the graduates reported they did not need

guidance and counseling. Overall, it would appear that less

than half the graduates received what they would consider

adequate counseling and guidance assistance,whether through

their faculty advisor, professors, or through the Counseling or

Placement centers. A more detailed and conclusive analysis



COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE ASSISTANCE RECEIVED

BY GRADUATES WHILE AT DELHI

(Includes all graduates responding)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

Wbat counseling and guidance assistance did you receive wbile attending Delhi?

DIVISION

1. Did not know there was a Counseling Center. 5 12 7 9 15

2. Did not use the Cotinseling Center. 11 21 17 25 35 20
6

3. Found the Counseling Center helpful with transfer. 10 8 4 5 8

4. Found the Counseling Center helpful with coursework planning. 2 5 4 2 5 4

5. Was referred to the Counseling Center ty a student. 0 0 0

6. Was referred to the Counseling Center by a faculty member. 11 5 4 4 0 5

7. Relied principally on faculty advisor for counseling and guidance. 41 16 34 27 15 27

8. Found the Placement Office helpful with job planning. 0 3 8 15 10 6

9. Faculty members recognized my potential and giiided me adequately in
career development 7 6 5 6

10. Did not need guidance and counseling 5 4 4 10

11. Other 7 9 6 4 0

art A-14
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of the adequacy of counseling and guidance assistance provided

students at Delhi must await further information obtained from

more recent graduates.2

Some results are more conclusive than others. The grad-

uates of the Vocational Education and Business Management

Divisions relied less than any other on their faculty advisors

for counseling and guidance. Nor did these graduates utilize

the Counseling or Placement Centers to any great extent.3 The

Vocational Education graduates appeared less informed than

others of the existence of the Counseling Center. The graduates

of the Agriculture Division, more than any other, relied on their

faculty advisors for counseling and guidance. However, they

were not any more certain than the graduates of other academic

divisions that faculty members recognized their potential and

guided them adequately in career development.

Was The Relationship Between Graduates And Instructors
At Delhi Satisfactory?

It is inevitable that not all student/instructor relation-

ships are viewed as being satisfactory. Some would claim the

degree of dissatisfaction has been excessive. If student/

instructor conflicts are inescapable an important question is

"Are they resolved?" and, if resolved, "How is this accomplished?"

2 Recent graduates have had the opportunity to participate in a
much expanded counseling and guidance program.

During 1970-71 a Placement Counselor Was added to the Place-
ment Center staff. His efforts were aimed almost exclusively
at Placement for the Vocational Education graduates.
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Atmoat att gAaduate4 expettieneed a aatia-
iactolLy netationahip with thea. inattmetona

Chart A-15 on page 56 illustrates that 95 percent of the

graduates reported a satisfactory relationship with their

instructors at Delhi. Perhaps even one unsatisfactory student/

instructor relationship is excessive, but on the whole there

has not been (in hindsight) the degree of dissatisfaction

expected by some observers at the College.

The lowest proportion of satisfactory student/instructor

relationships was reported by graduates of the Business Manage-

ment, Vocational Education and Engineering Technologies.

Divisions. The highest was reported by the graduates of the

Agriculture and Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management

Divisions.

When con6tietz emenged mozt gnaduatea wexe
abte to zotve theze with the inatnuetolca on
an individuat baaia

When conflicts emerged 9 percent of the graduates reported

they were unable to solve these difficulties, by whatever means.

Most conflicts were solved by conferring with the instructor

on an individual basis (61 percent). This method was employed

most often by the graduates of the Vocational Education and

Engineering Technologies Divisions and least often by the

graduates of the Business Management and Agriculture Divisions.
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THE GRADUATE'S RELATIONSHIP WITH

INSTRUCTORS WHILE AT DELHI

(Includes all graduates responding)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

What was the relationship between you and your instructors while at Delhi?

DIVISION

(a) Student-instructor relationship satisfactory. 100 91 94 100 93 95

(b) Student-instructor relationship unsatisfactory. 0 9 6 0 7 5

For instances when difficulties with an instructor evolved.

1. Unable to solve. 10 12 0 14 9

2. Solved by conferring with instructor. 54 50 71 64 82

3. Solved by conferring with faculty advisor. 10 4 7 9 0

4. Solved by conferring with fellow students. 16 22 18 0 16

5. Solved by conferring with Counseling Center. 0 4 0 0 0 1

6. Other. 10 12 4 4 9 8

Chart A-15
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The second most popular method for solving difficulties

with instructors was through conferring with fellow students.

This method wa's utilized most often by the graduates of the

Business Management Division and least often by those in

Vocational Education. It mdght be concluded that the graduates

of the Business Management Division did not receive reliable

assistance from fellow students, however, because they were the

most dissatisfied with student/instructor relationships and least

likely to confer with instructors when difficulties evolved.

This is further substantiated when noting an above average number

of instances where the graduate was unable to ameliorate the

difficulties.

Neithen the Coun4eting Centen non 6acutty
advi4o44 have been utitized to any pLeat
extent in Aotving Atudent/imstnuctok
diWcuttie4

Only the Business Management Division graduates had

utilized the Counseling Center in helping them solve student/

instructor difficulties when these evolved. And the utilization

'rate for even these graduates was not significantly high.

A slightly higher percentage of the graduates had

utilized their faculty advisors to help solve student/instructor

difficulties. However, the rate of utilization fell far short

of popular expectations concerning the importance of faculty

advisors to students as mediators in these matters.
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Evidently, most students who experience difficulty with

an instructor have followed this path in resolving conflicts:

(1) They first confer with the instructor; (2) Then with other

students; (3) With their.faculty advisor next; and (4) Then

with the Counseling Center. However, not all complete the

circuit and a number never were able to solve the difficulties

which evolved.

Has The College Adequately Recognized Strong Personal
Attributes Of Students To Improve Academic Advisement And
Career Planning?

Too often the strong personal attributes or qualities a

student brings to the College are unidentified and overlooked

in academic advisement and career planning. In many instances

the student is not even aware of unique personal qualities or

of their significance in achieving average or better successful

performance in certain occupations. The result is a predictably

high degree of personal dissatisfaction false starts and below

level achievement.

Personal attributes include special interests for certain

types of work activities; temperament or ability to'adjust to

certain occupational or study situations. They also relate to

special aptitudes or abilities for successfully learning to

perform certain occupational and study tasks, general educational

development, physical demands and prior background, training or

experience acquired in performing certain tasks and in knowing

special information. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles

identifies and correlates these traits with related requirements
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for hundreds of existing job titles, worker trait groups and

job responsibilities.4

It is understood the College does not make extensive

psychometric analyses for students in matching their personal

attributes with occupations and appropriate education and

training. Nor has the Dictionary of Occupational Titles been

utilized to any great extent in curriculum planning and devel-

opment by the College. The students need to be made aware of

the relative significance of these to future success and rate

of progress in achieving their own personal development goals.

Are the graduates of the opinion that the College

adequately recognized,their strong personal attributes in

academic advisement and career planning?

The Cottege lieu, not ptovided liot. an adequate
accounting o the student's sttong peAsonat
attnibutes 04 quatities

Chart A-16 on page 60 shows that of greatest importance

toP. the graduates was their wish to have known more about their

personal attributes in order to make wise educational and

career decisions. This was a fairly consistent observation

among the graduates of all the academic divisions - particularly

those enrolled in the Business Management and Engineering Tech-

nologies Divisions. The graduates of the Hotel, Restaurant and

Food Services Management Division were the least-inclined of

4
Op. , pp. 651 - 656
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GRADUATES STRONG PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES

WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN ACADEMIC

ADVISEMENT AND CAREER PLANNING AT DELHI

(Includes all graduates responding)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

What strong personal attributes or qualities did you have when entering Delhi
which, bad they been identified by counseling and guidance, would have
improved academic advisement and career planning?

1. My special' interests or preferences for certain types of work activities.

2. My temperament or ability to adjust to certain types of occupational and
related course situations.

3. My special aptitudes and abilities for successfully learning to perform
certain occupational and study tasks

4. My prior background, training or experience acquired in performing certain
techniques and in knowing special information about certain jobs or tasks.

5. Wished I had known more about my personal attributes in order to make
wise educational and career decisions.

6. Other

Chart A-16
60
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all to feel they needed to know more about their personal

attributes in making wise educational and career decisions.

The next greatest concern of the graduates was that their

special interests or preferences for certain types of work

activities be identified by counseling and guidance. This find-

ing is closely matched by the graduate's concern that their

temperament or ability to adjust to certain types of occupational

and related study situations be identified through counseling

and guidance to improve academic advisement and career planning. 5

Interestingly, the graduates were not teiribly concerned

about learning more of their special aptitudes and abilities

related to performing certain occupational and study tasks.

Evidently, they felt these matched career arid academic decisions

they made more closely than did their special interests and

temperaments.

In sum, 40 percent of the graduates wished more attention

had been given to their special interests and their temperaments
.

in counseling and guidance for academic advisement and career

planning. A significant number of graduates (16 percent) wished

their prior background, training, or experience in relation to

knowledge or job skills already acquired had been incorporated

into their educational programs and career planning at Delhi.

Finally, 30 percent (almost a third) of the graduates just

wished they had known more about their personal attributes to

make wise educational and career decisions. These findings.

5
Again, these and other personal attributes are codified
for various job responsibilities in the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles.



applied consistently to all graduates regardless of the

academic division in which they had been enrolled at Delhi.

If The Graduates Had It To Do Over Again What Would They
Have Done Differently?

While hindsight is proverbially more reliable than fore-

sight, insights gained through evaluating past experiences are

of even greater value. What insights have the graduates obtained

through evaluating their experiences, especially as these.relate

to Delhi College?

Chart A-17 on page 63 illustrates that the single

outstanding thought the graduates had would be to enroll

at Delhi if they had it to do over again. Next most significant

to the graduates was the thought that they would also have done

everything the same before entering Delhi. Next the graduates

would have worked harder in high school and at Delhi, and

wOuld have done everything the same after leaving Delhi. Of

next greatest importance to the graduates would have been a

change in their curriculum major in college.

Interestingly, in reflecting back on their experiences,

the graduates would not have been more inclined to enter a

four-year college or even another two-year college after grad-

uation from high school. Nor (upon leaving Delhi) would-the

graduates have been more inclined to ask the College for

assistance in transferring or finding employment. Not that the

graduates were unconcerned with these matters. Rather,
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CHANGES IN EARLIER EDUCATIONAL AND CAREER

DEC,I,SIONS THE GRADUATES WOULD NOW MAKE

AFTER EVALUATING THEIR EXPERIENCES

(Includes all graduates responding)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

If you bad it to do over again, what would you have done differently?

DIVISION

w
w 0w w la

rC 0_ -I _11

D Zo ctz -I
I- E0 Zo 00 0I-

-VAR
7 au on I-

tic.3 <
Fi z
o D zw oo oa co WI- I >w i-

1. Would have done everything the same before entering Delhi. 18 11 12 13 24 14

2. Would have done everything the same after leaving Delhi.
^

9 8 13 15 16 11

3. Would have again enrolled at Delhi. 22 23 19 14 16 18

4. Would have chosen a different curriculum major in college. 10 7 2 6 8 8

5. Would have worked harder in high school. 10 9 14 13 12 12

6. Would have worked harder at Delhi. 10 14 18 15 12 11

7. Would have entered another-twoyear college after graduation from
high school. 2 0 6 2 4 4

8. Would have entered a four-year college after graduation from high school. 7 12 0 8 8 6

9. Upon leaving Delhi, would have asked the college for assistance in finding
employment.- 0 3 12 2 0

10. Upon leaving Delhi wou1d have asked the college for assistance in
transferring. 10 0 6 10 0

11. Other 2 5 0 2 0 2

Chart A17
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in cogitating on their experiences, it is j:Ast that the grai-

uates impute a higher priority to the idea that they would

again enroll at Delhi and probably haw: worked harder.

The graduates of the Engirv2ering Technologies Div;.sion

would be least likely of all to select a different curriculum

major in college. They would also be most likely to have

worked harder at Delhi if they had it to do over again. The

graduates of the Agriculture and Business Management Divisions

(while most likely to again attend Delhi) would also be most

likely to enroll in a four-year college after graduation from

high school. The Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Manage-

ment Division and Vocational Education graduates appear to be

most satisfied with everything they did after leaving Delhi.

What Were The Most Important Outcomes Of The Graduates'
Education And Training At Delhi?

There are various outcomes which graduates of tfie

education' and training program at Delhi might experience. The

College's official statements in Academic Master Plans, College

Catalogs, etc. point to several of these as being most signifi-

cant. The question remains: "Do the graduates hold similar

views and what priority would they assign to these?"

Understandably, certain common assumptions as to the

relative importance of various educational outcomes likewise

find their way into official policy statements and positions

of the College and these must be systematically tested and

evaluated in establishing their continued validity.
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-
No doubt, certain changes in the operating assumptions

and objectives of tie college are necessary over the years in

order to develop appropriate modifications in the educational

program designed to reflect evolving community imperatives and

needs. Chart A-l8 on page 66 illustrates the results when test-

ing some of these operating assumptions on recent graduates.

FOIL the gtaduates, the College's singLe most
impo4tant mission was to picepa4e them 04
empayment in a emelt. 4iad

The College has always assumed that its most important

mission was to prepare people for employment in a career field.

This iemains'a Valid assumption in that the graduates report this

outcome as most significant to them. This outcome is valued

strcingest by the graduates of the Vocational Education Division,

followed next by those of the Agriculture Division.

Interestingly, preparation for employment in a career

field is not the most signifidant purpose the present entering

student hopes to accomplish by attending Delhi.. An equal propor-

tion of Fall 1971 entering students were completing one or two

years of college work prior to transferring to a four-year

college or university. Forty percent of the present entering

class are preparing to transfer and 40 percent are preparing for

employment immediately following graduation.6 And, unlike the

present group of entering students, preparation for transfer to

6
American Council on Education Survey of Entering Freshmen at
Delhi (Fall 1971). Delhi College asked all entering students
their purpose-in-attending the College.
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THE MOST IMPORTANT OVERALL OUTCOMES OF THE

GRADUATE'S EDUCATION AND TRAINING AT DELHI

(Includes all graduates responding)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION AGRICULTURE

What were the most important over.all outcomes of

your education and training at Delhi?

a. li,ajor Statement

b. 'iecondary Statement

c. Average (a) (b) lc)

Prepared me for transfer. 9 9. 9

Prepared me for employment in a

career field. 35 24 30

Helped me to achieve added maturity. 21 18 20

4, Improved my ability to apply myself

to college studies. 3 3 3

Improved my thinking and problem

solving skills. 12 9 11

6. Helped me understand more about my

career goals, 12 12 12

Helped me learn more about living,

working and cooperating with others.

Other

6 24 15

333

BUSINESS

(a) (b)

8 8 8

27 22 25

25 15 20

6 3 5

6 17 11

22 27 25

0 0 0

Chart A.18

DIVISION

ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGIES H,R,F,S,M.

(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c)

12 3 8 3 9 6

33 10 22 23 26 25

11 10 11 26 13 20

0 17 9

21 23 22

12 10 11

11 27 19

10 0 5

6 4 5

16 17 17

16 31 24

VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE

(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (c)

0 0 0 7

67 0 34 :13 19 26

13 0 7 20 13 17

13 25 19 11 12 12

7 17 12 10 14 12

0 50 25 13 29 21



an upper division institution is almost last in priority as a

significant education and training outcome for the graduate.

Chart A-19 on page 68 illustrates that if the present

entering student body is stratified by academic division some

further interesting findings are revealed. The students enter-

ing the Vocational Education Division are most likely to be

preparing for employment immediately following graduation

(66 'percent) followed next by those of the Business Management

,Division (41 percent). Also, these students are least likely

to be transferring (10 percent and 37 percent respectively).

The students presently entering the Engineering Technologies

Division are least likelY to be preparing for employment immed-

iately following graduation (33 percent) and most likely to be

completing the first one or two years of college prior to

transferring to a four-year college or university (54 percent).7

With the exception of the Vocational Education students,

these findings do not correlate with the assumptions commonly

held at the College. Some academic divisions have consistently

reported a large number of entering students planning to trans-

fer. The Business Management and Agriculture Division students

were felt to.be among these, but the results of the Fall 1971

American Council on Education Survey indicate otherwise, as does

the follow-up survey of graduates. Aside from the Engineering

Technologies Division, the students entering the Hotel, Restaurant

7
These results include the Engineering Science students. These
students represent approximately 22 percent of the total
entering enrollment in the Engineering Technologies Division.
This is one explanation for the very high proportion of
prospective transfer students in this division, but probably
not the only one.
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THE PURPOSE PRESENT ENTERING STUDENTS
HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH BY ATTENDING DELHI COLLEGE

(Includes all entering students, Fall 1971)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

DIVISION

At the time you made application for entrance, which one of the statements below
most closely describes the purpose you hoped to accomplish by attending Delhi?

cc
2 g.g

rt 3
ce a?. oo>w 1-0

1. Preparing for employment immediately following graduation. 34 41 33 37 66
2. Completing the first one or two years prior to transferring to a

four year college or university. 44 37 54 50 10
3. Gaining a general education for my own personal benefit. 17 14 6 8 _15
4. Only attempting to satisfy the pressures of society "to have

a college eudcation". 2 2 2 2 4
5. Did not have any defined purpose. 3 6 5 3 5

.c:

40 "-

40_
.13

2

5

Includes Engineering Science transfer students. They represent 22 percent of the entering student enrollment In Engineering Technologies
Division. Fall 1971.
Source of Data: American Council on Education Survey, Fall 1971.

Chart A-19
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and Food Services Management Division are most likely to be

preparing for transfer.

Fox the gkaduate4, the Cottege'4 4econd mo4t
impoxtant miszion wa4 hetping them teaxn moxe
about tiving, woxking, and coopexating with
othex4

In retrospect, the graduates reported that the second most

important overall outcome of their education and training at

Delhi was the assistance received in "learning more about liv-

ing, working, and cooperating with others." Almost as many

graduates mentioned this outcome as being most important as

"they did preparation for employment in a career field, partic-

ularly the graduates of the Vocational Education, the Hotel,

Restaurant and Food Services Management, and the Business

Management Divisions.

The next most important overall outcome mentioned by

graduates was that their education and training experiences at

Delhi helped them achieve added maturity. This was especially

important to the graduates of the Agriculture Division.

The graduates of the Engineering Technologies and

Vocational Education Divisions were most.impressed that the

education and training at Delhi had improved their thinking

and problem-solving skills. This view was least prevalent

among the graduates of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division, Business Management Division and

Agriculture Division.
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The graduates were not overly impressed that their

education and training at Delhi had helped them understand

more about their career goals. There was almost universal

agreement on this assessment among the graduates of all the

academic divisions.

The graduates were least impressed-of all about the

possibility they might have improved their ability to apply

themselves to college studies. For the entering student today

this would be a much more significant outcome in view of the

much higher number of these persons indicating they plan to

transfer to an upper division college after leaving Delhi.

It will be demonstrated later in this report that this was

definitely an important outcome for graduates who transferred.,

_

How Do The Graduates Rate The Instructional Program at Delhi?

Rather than ask the graduates to make a subjective evalua-

tion of the instructional program at Delhi on a good-fair-poor,

etc. scale, it was felt more useful information and valid

results would be obtained by evaluating selected instructional

characteristics impnrtan't to the success o'f educational pro-

grams at the college. Thus, the graduates were asked to

compare the academic qualifications of faculty with the

practical experience in their respective fields; grading

standards; instructional emphasis, and the depth and breadth

of specialization in the graduate's major field.
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The va.st majotity o gtaduatess tepott the
Icacutty demonAttated a good batance between
expetience in theit Said and academic
competence

Chart A-20 on page 72 demonstrates that 72 percent of the

graduates reported the faculty demonstrated a "good balance

between experience in their field and academic competence."

This ranged from a high of 86 percent for the graduates of the

Engineering Technologies Division to a low of 63 percent for

the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management Division.

A significant number of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division graduates reported the faculty were "not

well qualified acadeMically, but had good experience in their

field." The Engineering Technologies Division graduates

reported the least concern that faculty were not qualified

academically (4 percent).

The vazt majotity (36 gtaduate4 tepott
gtading standatd4 to beniu4t about tight"

Eighty percent of the graduates reported that grading

standards were "just about right" at Delhi. This conclusion

ranged from a high of 86 percent among the graduates of the

Engineering Technologies and Vocational Education Divisions

to a low of 75 percent for graduates of the Business Manage-

ment Division, where 17 percent felt grading and evaluation

too stringent. The graduates of the Agriculture Division

reported most often (16 percent) that gradin3 and evaluation
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THE GRADUATE'S OVERALL .EVALUATION OF

INSTRUCTION AT DELHI USING SELECTED FACTORS

(Includes all gradubles responding)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

On tbe basis of your experience at Delhi, please make an overall evaluation of
instruction using the selected factors given.

Faculty Competency

DIVISION

0
U10._ JZO <Z

EEO ZO
LUJ i. Ow° ....1.-
ZZ til I"-<2 U. <0Ou

C4
03

Zip 00
WI-. I >U1

1. Good balance between experience in their field and academic competency. 76 75 86 63 78 72

2. Well qualified academically. Not eXperienced in their field. 10 11 10 9 13 11

3. Not well qualified academically. Good experience in their field. 10 9 4 28 13 14

4. Not well qualified adademically. Not experienced in their field. 4 5 0 0 6 3

Grading Standards
1. Too stringent in grading and evaluation. 6 17 0 10 0 8

2. Just about right. 78 75 86 80 86 80

3. Too lax or easy in grading and evaluation. 16 8 14 10 14 12

Instructional Emphasis
1. All theory and principles. Few "hands.on" practical applications. 19 36 10 10 15 21

2. Suitable balance between theory, principles and "hands-on"
practical applications. 73 57 77 36 70 56

3. Mostly "hands-on" practical applications. Little in the way of
principles and theory. 8 7 13 84 15 23

Specialization in Majol. Field-depth and breadth provided.

1. Overspecialized in major field. Not enough general studies. 14 28 4 15 17

2. Suitable balance between major field and general studies. 66 48 79 46 59

3. Not enough specialization provided in major field. Too much general
studies. 20 24 17 36 * 24

*Not applicable - Vocational Education students do not take General Studies curriculum area.

Chart A-20
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were too lax or easy, followed next by the graduates of the

Engineering Technologies and Vocational Education Divisions

(each 14 percent).

It would appear that, overall, grading standards at th-

College have been just about right from the graduates' poin

of view, with graduates of some divisions reporting too

stringent grading and evaluation and otb too lax or easy.

Theke i4 ho ovetwhetming con4en4u4 among the
vcaduate4 that the batanee between theoty and_
"hand4 on" pnacticat apptication4 n the
in4tAuctionat ptognam i4 zuitabte

A significantly smaller'percentage of the graduates (56

percent) reported finding a suitable balance between theory,

principles and "hands on" practical applications in the

instructional program. This is a surprising result in view of

the fact that the College has consistently viewed itself

otherwise; that is, as offering a curriculum in applied science.

It is noteworthy that only 36 percent of the Hotel, Restaurant

and Food Services Management Division graduates reported a

suitable balance (the lowest of any division) between theory,

principles, and practical applications. Somewhat similar

findings were reported by the graduates of the Business

Management Division (57 percent). Graduates most satisfied

were those of the Engineering Technologies Division.

A significant number of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food

Services Management Division graduates (84 percent) reported

their instruction was mostly,_"hands on" practical applibationS
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with little in the way of principles and theory. This finding

would lend to correlate positively with the earlier statement

where 28 percent of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division graduates reported the faculty were not

well qualified academically, but reflected having good exper-

ience in their fieLd.

In contrast to the above, 36 percent of the Business

Management Division graduates found their instruction all

theory and principles with few "hands on" practical applica-

tions, followed next by the Agriculture Division graduates

(19 percent).

Thete is no ovekwhetming conzen4u4 among the
gtaduates that the depth and bteadth 06
speciatization in the majok tiietds 414 adequate

Flifty-nine percent of the technical graduates felt there

was a good balance between the major field and general

studies when evaluating the'depth and breadth of specializa-

tion provided in their major 1:..e1d. This ranged from a high

of 79 percent for the Engiheering Technologies Division grad-

uates to a low of 46 percent for the Hotel, Restaurant and

Food Services Division and 48 percent for the Business

Management Division.

In general, there seems to be slightly more concern among

technical graduates that not enough specialization is provided

in the major field and too much general studies is incor)orated

(24 percent). The exception to this conclusion are the
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graduates of the Busine'ss Management Division where slightly

more of the graduates (28 percent) feel their instructional

program was over-specialized in the major field with not

enough general studies.

In sum, the findings relative to the graduates'evaluation

of their instructional program at Delhi does provide some

'surprises. For a college which professes to educate and train

technical personnel with both applied "hands on" skills and

knowledge closely adapted to the world of work and general

education, it was surprising to note the rather dramatic

exceptions to this assumed satisfactory balance reported by

the graduates. In some cases faculty have not reflected.this

balance in their own professional preparation. In others, the

instructional program in both the general and technical areas

of study may be too heavily oriented to,theory or principles

with too few "state-of-the-art," rationally systematic

applications beyond the simple recall of knowledge to include

problem solving, analytical skill development, and synthesis

of these in role playing.

Finally, it should be noted that changes have recently

5een adopted in some curricula areas. Some of these changes

have been made in areas where the graduates, in the survey,

reported there were deficiencies.
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Information From Employed Graduates

This part of the follow-up analysis relates to graduates

who accepted a full-time position following graduation from

Delhi. That is, the graduates took a full-time position after

graduation as opposed to furthering their education full-time

after leaving Delhi. The information evaluated here thus

reflects the personal job experiences of graduates who did not

transfer immediately after graduation.

The information requested from these graduates relates

to their career goals; job performance; how their position

relates to the curriculum studied; the relationship between

the employers for which they worked and earlier work exper-

iences; their job responsibilities in relation to organiza-

tional supervision and management; job tasks requiring the

greatest skill or competence; their progress in achieving career

goals; experience with additional training and education since

graduaticn; and estimates of courses and areas of study

beneficial i.i achieving their career goals. The information

reauested is vot all-inclusive and only serves to indicate in

a general i.ay area, of concern where the College can 7:ealis-

tically provide improved Tnans for assisting the graduates in

achieving their career goa12.

T% some instances, the findings indicate that further

st%Ady is required. In Others, more immediate changes in the

educational program can be implemented. Some necessary
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adjustment ..:47gest the need for basic chan9es in objectives
and educati. responsibilities for the College and its

prorframs. :hers relate principally to the education process
wit: only minimal tampering with objectives and responsibil-
ities required.

What Changes Have Taken Place In The Career Goals Of Graduates?

It is expected.that changes in career goals of graduates

will occur just as happens with everyone. However, the extent

to which graduates of the College have changed their career

goals, when these changes occur, or .even if the graduates have

had well defined goals is not certain.

The choosing of a career field is an important aspect in

defining career goals clearly. For the Most part it has been

assumed students and graduates have chosen a career field, but

is this a valid assumption? It is an assumption on which a

good deal of the educational process, objectives, programs,

and services at mosi colleges are based. Thus, it is of great

importance that the college inquire of its entering students

and graduates of their career field goals and decisions.
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Mo4t pLaduate4 (Like pke4ent entening 4tadent4)
had abLeadY Chozien a cakeek 6ietd when enteking
the Cottege

The follow-up results in Chart A-2l on page 79 show that

89 percent of the graduates had made a career field choice at

the time they entered the College. A slightly greater per-

centage (92) of the Fall 1971 entering students reported they

had made a career field choice.1 Thus, there has not been a

significant change in the extent to which students have (or

have not) chosen a Career field at the time of entry to Delhi.

The Agriculture Division graduates were most likely to

have chosen a career field at the time of entry to Delhi,

while those of the f3usiness Management Division were least

likely to hxge so, similar findings were obtained from

the Fall 197: entiring students.

Few gtaduate4 kepokted tho.y wanted an oppo4-
tunity to exPtone diiclietenz cocaze 6ie2d4

Only 7 percelit Of the graduates reported they wanted

more opportunity to eXplore different career fields while at

D210_. Nine percent Of the Fall 1971 entering students

reported this need.

1
American Council cn Education survey noted earlier. See
Chart A-22 on page 80.
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CHANGES THAT HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN GRADUATE

CAREER GOALS SINCE FIRST ENTERING DELHI

(Includes only graduates accepting a full time position after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

DIVISION

cr,

z o
Eo az

z o
- 1-ut

OUESTION g z w
0 c)

E4
Um
0 o

co ILI I- X > ui
Wbat ch s have takenange career goals since you first entered Delhi?Place in your

1. Had not made a choice of a career field before entering Delhi.

2. Had not made a choice of avareer field before graduation from Delhi.

3' Have not made a choice of a career field at this time.

4. changed my choice of a career field while at Delhi.

5. Changed my choice of a career field after taking a full-time job.

6. Have not changed my choice of a career field since entering Delhi.

7.
piore different career fields while atWanted more 0 ily to ex

Delhi.

Chart A.21
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7 21 5 0 0 9
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25 27 13 16 13 20
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THE STATUS OF -PRESENT ENTERING STUDENT
CAREER PLANS AT DELHI COLLEGE

(Includes all entering students, Fall 1971)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

From the statements listed below, select the one which most closely represents the
status of your career plans at this time.

DIVISION

I-U

1. Have definitely detided on a career field. 44 25 27 46 51 37

2. Have tentatively decided on a career field. 44 56 56 42 35 46

3. Have not made a choice of a career field. 4 9 6 5 8 8

4. Want an opportunity to explore different career fields. 8 10 11 7 6 9

* includes Engineering Sciencetransfer students. They represent 22 percent of the entering studentenrollment in Engineering Technologies
Division, Fall 1971.
Source of Data: American Council on Education Survey, Fall 1971.

Chart A-22
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Interestingly, while the Agriculture Division graduates

were most likiy to have already chosen a career field when

entering Delhi, they were also most concerned of all the grad-

uates that more opportunities to explore different career

fields be provided while at Delhi.

Though only 9 percent of the Fall 1971 entering students

reported they wanted an opportunity to explore different career

fields, 30 percent of the entering students viewed Delhi as a

good place to explore and establish their career and personal

goals. In contrast to the graduates, only 27 percent of the

Fall 1971 entering students viewed the Collegc as a place to

get a high quality technical or vocational education in prepar-

ation for a career.

Of the present entering students, those of the Engineer-

ing Technologies Division (11 percent) and Business Management

Division (10 percent) are most concerned that they have an

opportunity to explore different career fields. Thus, some

shifting in the entering studLnts' desire to explore career

fields while at Delhi has occurred among the several academic

divisions when compared with graduate responses.

Fox most gxaduates and pxesent entexing
students, the caxeex Iciad chosen at the
time o6 entAy is oay tentative ox
txansitionat.

While most graduates (as entering students) had chosen

a career field, less than h'if have not changed their choice
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of career field since entering Delhi.
2

This finding also

correlates positively with recent findings obtained relative

to the career plans of Fall 1971 entering students at the

College where 46 percent reported they had "tentatively

decided on a career field" and only 37 percent had "definitely

decided on a career field." This also correlates with the

large number (30 percent) of Fall 1971 entering students who

view Delhi as a good place to explore and establish their

career and personal goals and the 13 percent whose purpose is

just to gain a general education for their own.personal benefit..

Of all graduates, those of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food

Services Management Division were the most stable in relation

to their early career field choices. Seventy-two percent of

these graduates reported not having changed their career field

choice since entering Delhi. In fact, 71 percent are presently

employed in the major field enrolled at graduation and only

6 percent changed their major field while at Delhi.

Graduates of the Business Management and Agriculture

Divisions were least stable in relation to their early career
.

field choices. Only 30 percent of the Business Management

Division graduates and 32 percent of the Agriculture Division

2-

Only 43 percent of the graduates have not changed their
choice of career field since entering Thi. Evidently the
desire to change career goals or fields has to a large
extent matched the number of changes actually made. It was
noted elsewhere, an examination of the employment histories
of graduates accepting a full-time position after graduation
revealed that 60 percent were presently employed in the
major field enrolled at graduation Also, 13 percent of
the graduates had actually changed their major field while
enrolled at Delhi, thus making a net change of 53 percent
(47 percent still in the same field).
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graduates had not changed their career field choice since

entering Delhi. For the Business Management Division graduates

this finding is understandable -A view of the relatively large

percentage of these graduates who had not chosen a career

field either when first entering the College (15 percent) or

at the time of graduation (21 percent). However, there is no

ready explanation for the relative low stability of Agriculture

Division graduates in remaining with their early career field

choices. One concluiion can be stated: The fact that the

Agriculture Division graduates were most likely of all enter-

ing students to have chosen a career field was no bellweathei

indication they would also be most likely to remain with their

early career field choice.

When vtaduates have 4hitited ca4eek ed
choice4 this ocatated moAt oiten atitek
taking a licat-time job

The chances are about 5 to 3 the graduates, when changing

career field choices, did so after taking a full-time job.

There is no apy LT: explanation for this finding except to

say there is a stiong negative correlation between curriculum

inflexibility reported by graduates of the several academic

divisions and their tendency to have made the career field

change before leaving Delhi: It is almost as though many

students first leave Delhi in order to make a desired change

in caree: fields.
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In instances where the College just does not offer a

desired career field, the explanation for the.preponderence in

post-Delhi changes is explicable. In other instances, any

earlier career plans or expectations the graduate had just did

not materialize.

The graduates of the Hotel,Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division, Agriculture Division, and Business

Management Division when shiV.ing career field, did so most

often after graduation. The Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division graduates were least likely to 11-,ve made the

career field change while at Delhi and those of the Vocational

Education Division most likely.

Some gnaduates never:. do choose a caneen
6ietd

Approximately 9 percent of the graduates report not having

made a career,field choice prior to graduation from Delhi

indicating that most who take a full-time job after graduation

have decided to try some career field. The Business Manage-

ment Division graduates were least likely to have chosen a

career field before graduation (21 percent) while all graduates

of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management Division

and Vocational Education Division had done so.

There were graduates taking a full-time job after grad-:

uation (7 percent) who reported not having made a choice of

a career field at the present timr.?. Again, the Business
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Management Division graduates (15 percent) were most likely of

all to feel this way. Evidently, some people just do not have

any specially defined career purpose when enrolled at the

College. With 15 percent of the Fall 1971 entering class

reporting their purpose was to just obtain a general education

for their own personal benefit, the proportion of these people

enrolled at the College ii probably increasing.

The tenacity oi caneek choice4 made by
entening 4tudent4 may be ,,,:..ta4ing Wtthen
04 the academic divi.sio

The great amount of career field shifting made by grad-

uates between the time they entered Delhi and up to the time

of the follow-up survey has beth documented. Overall, only

43 percent of the graduates had never changed the career field

chosen at the time of entry to the College, ranging from a low

of 30 percent to a high of 72 percent. For most graduates,

more shifts have occurred after taking a full-time job than

before graduation from Delhi.

It was learned that, while few of the Fall 1971 entering

students had not made a choice of a career field, the majority

of these people have only committed themselves to an acknowl-

edged tentative decislon. As with the graduates surveyed,

the students entering the Business Management Division are the

lease definite of all about their career field choice (onlY

25 percent) and those most certain are enrolled in the Hotel,

Restaurant and Food Services Management Division and

Vocational Education Division.
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There has been a decrease in the certainty of career

field choice among the students entering the Engineerin9 Tech-

nologies DiviSion also when compared with the graduates of this

and other divisions.. Only 27 percent of present entering

students in the Engineering Technologies Division have definitely

decided on a career field.

In sum, it is safe to say that loss students today than

in the recent Fast are firmly committed to a career field

choice and thus are exploring before establishing more definite

career and personal goals.

Is The Actual Job Performance Of Graduates Equal To Their
Expectations At The Time Of Graduation From Delhi?

Devising a unit to measure the relative satisfaction, of

graduates with their educational outcomes at Delhi is diffi-

cult at best. One indicator would be the degree to which their

job perfprmance.expectations at the time of graduation matched

their early employment experiences after graduation.

The fact that graduates are satisfied or not with actual

job Performance does not,of course, tell the whole story.

Other individuals and community groups derive direct or

indirect ifits from the educational program at Delhi (for

instance, employers or the community at large) and may or

may not agree with the graduates' evaluation of job performance

citizenship responsibility, etc. Hence, the measure of
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achievement for educational outcomes utilized here is not

comprehensive by any stretch of the ima9ination.

The vabt majokity o6 gkaduatez 6e.et theih
actuca job ijek6o4mance waz equat to Oh
gheatek than they expected it woutd be at
the time o6 gkaduation Oom Dethi

Chart A-23 on page 88 illustrates that 79 percent (almost

4 out of 5) of the graduates accepting a full-time position

after graduation from Delhi reported their actual job per-

formance to be either equal to or greater than they expected.

it wo6ld be at the time of graduation. Thirty-five percent

felt their job performance was "equal to," 36 percent "above,"

and 8.percent "far above" their expectations. Sixteen percent

felt they performed "below" and 5 percent "far below" their

expectations.

The graduates of the Vocational Education Division were

.moStopt2tistic (86 percent) about theiractual job performance

followed next by the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management and the Engineering Technology graduates. Those

ef\.)

least optimistic were graduates of the Business Management and
0-

Agriculture Divisions. ,Significantly, there were no Business

Management Division graduates who felt their job performance

was "far above" their earlier expectations at the time of

graduation. The greatest percentage of "far above" assessments

were reported by the Engineering Technologies and Vocational

Education Division graduates.
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HOW THE GRADUATES COMPARE ACTUAL JOB PERFORMANCE WITH

THIER EXPECTATIONS AT THE TIME OF GRADUATION FROM DELHI

(Includes only graduates accepting a full time position after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

Based upon early employment experiences, how would you compare your actual job
perfOrmance with your expectations at the' time of graduation from Delhi?

DIVISION

0 w
z
c73
WO
Z Z
00
Zuiuil

1. Performed far above expectations. 9 0 16 6 14 8

2. Performed above expectations 18 41 37 53 22 36

3. Performed equal to expectations. 50 31 32 26 50 35

4. Performed below expectations 18 24 10 10 7 16

5. Performed far below expectations. 5 4 5 5 7

Chart A-23
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To What Degree.Have The Graduates' Positions of Employment
Matched The Curriculum Major Objectives At Delhi?

It is important for a college historically oriented to

career education aild training to evaluate the extent to which

curriculum objectives match the graduates' positiom of employ-

ment. One way to obtain this information is to ask the

graduates. Obvious limitations are involved, such as the

graduates' possible unfamiliarity with the curriculum objectives

themselves.

' However, since the graduate-to-be is the principal

beneficiary and participant in the educational process, the

graduates own views about curriculum objectives (whether the

,..-

objectiven are really known or not) are as important as Any in

evaluating educational outcomes. The fact that a graduate may

not know the o:dactives of a curriculum major:is irrelevant,

since these should have been conveyed to the stUdent and agreed

upon anyhow in the instructional process. Hence, it must be

assumed the graduate should and can make these judgments or the

educational process had failed in an important area of concern.

Fo.4. the va4t ma,o,tity o4 cptaduate4, thei4
po4ition(4) o6 emOoyment we4e "4e1.ated" to
the objectivez o6 thei4 cu4nicuZum majo4 at
Delhi

Chart A-24 on pac,e. 90 shows that 90 percent of the

graduates taking a full-time position after graduation from

Delhi reported their positions of employment have been related

to the objectives of their curriculum major at Delhi. Forty-
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THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE GRA.DUATE'S POSITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT

HAVE BEEN RELATED TO THE OBJECTIVES OF THEIR

CURRICULUM MAJOR AT DELHI

(Includes only graduates accepting a full time position after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

To what degree has your positMn(s) of employment been related to the objectives
of your curriculum major at Delhi?

DIVISION

1. Unrelated 26 10 5 0 7 10

2. Somewhat related. 44 50 50 53 22 47

3. Matched the curriculum objectives. 30 40 45 47 71 43

Chart A24
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seven percent reported a "somewhat related" degree and 43 per-

cent reported their positions of employment "matched the

curriculum objectives."

The graduates of the Agriculture Division were least

likely of all to find the curriculum objectives of their major

matching positions of employment. Twenty-six,percent of these
r

graduates reported the objectives of their curriculum were

"unrelated" to their positions of employment and only 30 percent

felt they matched. None of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food

Services Management Division graduates felt the objectives of

their curriculum major were "unrelated" to their positions of

employment. Most all of these findings correlate with the

analysis of the graduates employment histories.

Less than hat6 the g4aduate4 4epolLted a
"match" between-cukkicuZum objectivez and
"positions o6 empZoyment"

While, overall, there was considerable agreement among

graduates about the positive correlation between their positions

of employment and curriculum objectives, there were still only

less than half (43 percent) who-reported a "match" between

curriculum objectives and positions of employment. As noted

earlier, 47 percent reported they were "somewhat related."

Among the academic divisions the Vocational Education

graduates were most apt (71 percent) to find a "match" between

curriculum objectives and their positions of emp1oy,nt.
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Graduates of the Agriculture and Business Management Divisions

were least likely (30 and 40 percent respectively) to find a

match.

It might be concluded that the curriculum objectives for

Vocational Education are probably easier to define and match

with positions of employment than are the professional and

technical programs. In any case, they have been matched quite

well. An explanation for the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Ser-

vices Management Division graduates would be their greater

tendency to accept positions of employment in the major field

for which they were trained.

Have Graduates Worked Either Part-Time Or During Vacation
Periods For Employers Pri6i.T5TaTing A Full-Time Position
With Them After Graduation?

The College has always encouraged its students to seek

relevant part-time vacation work experience in their major

field prior to graduation. This is an important strategy which

is often employed by colleges and individuals in job placement

and career education. Many employers (particularly when making

hiring decisions in a "tight" labor market) will use the"prior

experience" criterion in making choices between prospective

-job applicants.

The College's work/study encouragement in recent years

has consisted mainly of verbally persuading students to seek

part-time or vacation work experience. In the instance of the

Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management Division, legal



sanctions related to meeting minimum graduation requirements

have been imposed on students to further emphasize the

importance attached to this placement and educational strategy.

It is not known how many students are able to find

relevant part-time or vacation work experience during their

education and training at Delhi, but the number is probably

quite small. More formalized and aggressive work/study

processes by the College will be required.

One indicator of the importance of the work/study

strategy to placement and training would be the relative number

of graduates who (prior to accepting a full-time position after

graduation from Delhi) worked either part-time or during vaca-

tion periods for any of the employers indicated in their

post-graduate employment history.

Mo4e than one out oA Aive g4aduate4 obtaining
a Autt-time job a6te4 gAaduation i4 deAinitety
aided by having a oeviou4 wo4k/4tudy expeltience

Chart A-25 on page 94 illustrates that a significant

number of the graduates have taken full-time positions with

previous work/study. employers. Overall, 23 percent of the

graduates taking a full-time job after graduation had worked

either part-time or during vacation periods for employers with

whom they later accepted full-time employment.

On the face of it, this would, by most college placement

standards, be considered an" above average proportion. Thus,

more than one out of five graduates are definitely aided in
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THE EXTENT TO WHICH WORK/STUDY EXPERIENCES CAN

LEAD TO FULL TIME POSITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT

(Includes only graduates accepting a full time position after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

Prior to accepting a MI-time position after graduation from Delhi, did you work either
part-time or during vacation periods for any of the employers indicated in your
employment history?

DIVISION

COUJ

UJJujO
ZZ
COCJ
ZW
WI-

1. Yes 23 23 18 17 46 23

2. No 77 77 82 83 54 77

Chart A.25
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obtaining a full-time job after graduation by a previous

work/study experience before graduation.

Evidently, obtaining prior work/study experience is a

particularly important placement and training strategy for the

Vocational Education graduates. Almost half (46 percent) of

these people had worked either part-time or auring vacation

periods for employers with whom they later accepted a full-

time position.

Some may argue that Perhaps more of the Vocational

Education students have been sent to Delhi for training by an

employet for whom they worked part-time and that they have

merely returned to this organization after completing their

studies at Delhi. This may be so, but it does not negate the

apparent importance of the work/study experience to.the student

in both finding a full-time job after graduation and increasing

the relevancy of the education and training received.

myThe College has recently developed its first formal

cooperative work/study program during the 1971-72 academic

year. With the aid of a federal grant, the Parks and Recrea-

tion Management students will spend 10 or 12 weeks duting the

1972 summer in a College supervised work/study program with the

Long Island Park Commission. It will be important to evaluate

the results of this venture as it relates to curriculum,

instruction, and placement.
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To Wilt Degree Do The Graduates' Pogitions Of Employment
Require Them To Be Responsible For The Work Of Others?

It is often noted in the official statements of the

College and in informal conversation that the A.A.S. technical

and professional curricula prepare graduates who will be

qualified to assume responsibility for the work of others such

as supervision, middle management, and general administration

in an organization. Often it is implied the graduate will

assume these supervisory/managerial type responsibilities at

entry level after graduation. Curricula, counseling, and

advisement have, to a large extent, been based on these

assumptions. Thus, it is important to assess the degree to

which the A.A.S. graduates do in fact assume.these responsi-

bilities.

Placement experiences for college graduates in gimeral

would suggest that the inexperienced graduate does not in fact

necessarily assume supervisory or related responsibilities in

the first entry level job. Generally, movement into super-

visory related functions occurs after job experience is

obtained. Recognizing this requirement, the graduates were

asked about the supervisory and related managerial responsi-

bilities for the first and present full-time jobs after

graduation from Delhi. These responsibilities were classified

as "responsible only for your own work," "some supervision

of others," "management of a major organizational function -

middle management," and "supervision and administration of a

total organization."
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Atmoat hat6 the A,A.S. foaduatee ,frpokt they
we4e 4e4pon64bte onty 04 the44 own wo4k in
thei4 6446t 6utt-time job aAteA gnaduation

Chart A-26 on page 98 shows that 49 percent of the

A.A.S. graduates accepting a full-time position after gradua-

tion reported that in their first job they were responsible

only for their own work. Thus, about half the graduates

reported they had some supervisory or administrative responsi-

bilities in their first position.

The graduates of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division are most likely to be responsible for the

work of others in their first full-time position after grad-

uation from Delhi. Only 31 percent reported they were not.

Interestingly, the Business Management Division.graduates

were least likely of all the technical and professional grad-

uates to be responsible for the work of others. Sixty percent

reported they were not.

More of the Business Management pivision graduates than

any other (20 percent) reported they were responsible for a

"middle management" function in their first position after

graduation. Those least likely were graduates of the Engineer-

ing Technologies Division. Graduates of the Hotel, Restaurant

and Food Services Management Division were most likely to be

in a "top" management position with the first job (13 percent),

while none of the Agriculture or Business Management Division

graduates were so employed.
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THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE GRADUATE'S POSITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT

REQUIRE THEM TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE WORK OF OTHERS

(InclUdes only graduates accepting a full time position after graduation)

QUESTION

. To what degree,has your position(s) of employment required you

to be responsible for the work of others?

to

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

DIVISION

ENGINEERING VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES H.R.F.S,M, EDUCATION TOTAL COLLEGE

(a) First full-time job after graduation from Delhi.

(b) Present fultime job. (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b)

Responsible only for my own work . 50 41 60 56 47 8 31 6 75 64 51 36

Responsible for some supervision of others.. 35 21 20 24 47 50 43 40 25 .36 33 33

Responsible for the personnel and fiscal management of a

major organizational function(s) e.g. (Middle Management). 15 29 20 16 0 25 13 27 0 0 12 21

Responsible for supervision and administration of total

organization. 0 9 6 17 13 27 4 10
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In sum, it appears that a significant number of A.A.S.

graduates taking a full-time position after graduation are

responsible for some supervision of others (34 percent);-

12 percent assume "middle management" responsibilities; and

4 percent top management (mostly'those who are self-employed

proprietors) duties in their first job. In fact, 25 percent

of the Vocational Education Division graduates reported they

were responsible for some supervision of others.

The A.A.S. g4aduate4 4epo4t having 4hilited
into manageltiat and admini4t4ative 4e4pon-
4ibtie4 in thei4 p4e4ent pozitions

While 49 percent of the first time positions require

no supervision of others by graduates, 68 percent of the present

positions held by the graduates do. In fact, there was a

decided shift into middle management and top administrative

positions reported by the graduates (36 percent) as compared

to 17 percent in the first positions. Not only did the grad-

uates shift out of being responsible only for their own work,

but also out of "Some" (limited) supervision of others into

more intensive supervisory responsibilities.,

The Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management

Division graduates are most intensively responsible for super-

visory, managerial and administrative functions not only in

the first job. after graduation, but also in their presnent

positions. Ninety-four percent of these graduates are

presently employed in this manner, followed closely by the
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Engineering Technologies graduates (92 percent). Surprisingly

(in contrast), only 44 percent of the Business Management

Division and 59 percent of the Agriculture Division graduates

-are-presently employed in a supervisory, managerial, or top

administrative position. In faCt, the Business Management

Division graduates are least likely of all to be presently

employed in top management responsibilities: again, no doubt

a reflection of the secretarial science graduates included in
the sample for this division.

The Engineering Technologies graduates are most likely

of all to be responsible for only "some" supervision of others
-

in thei'r present positions, though the greatest shift among

these graduates has been into managerial and supervisory

positions. The greatest shift for the Agriculture Division

graduates has likewise been into managerial type responsibil-

ities (29 percent). The Vocational Education Division gradu-

ates have likewise shifted into these kinds of responsibilities.

If the reports of graduates are reliable, then it can

safely be concluded the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management graduates are decidedly being prepared for super-

visory, managerial and administrative positions both for their

first-and present jobs after graduation. Graduates of the

Business Management Division are least likely to be employed

in positions involving these responsibilities in both their

first and present jobs.
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Are The Graduates Satisfied With The Progress Made Toward
Achieving Their Career Goals?.

'The gteat majeiti o6 gtaduatez accepting a
6utt-time pozition a6tek gkaduation ptogte44
et/acct. tO Oh gteatet than they expected in
achieving theik cakeek goa-bs

Chart A-27 on page 102 demonstrates that the great majority

(74 percent) of graduates accepting a full-time position after

graduation feel they have progressed equal to or above their

expectations in achieving their career goals. Thirty-seVen

percent felt they progressed "equal to," 25 percent "above,"

and 12 percent "far above" their expectations. Twenty percent

felt they progressed "below" and 6 percent "far below" their

expectations.

The Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management

Division graduates were most satisfied of all with the progress

made in achieving their career goals. Eighty-seven percent

progressed equal to or above their expectations. Least satis-

fied were the Agriculture Division graduates. Seventeen per-

cent reported they had progressed "far below" their

expectations.

Interestingly, while the Agriculture Division graduates

were least satisfied in general, this division also reported

the greatest number of graduates who felt they had progressed

"far above" their expectations in achieving their career goals.

In'other words, these graduates were disproportionately either

extremely satisfied or extremely dissatisfied with their

progress in achieving their career goals.
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THE DEGREE OF GRADUATE SATISFACTION WITH PROGRESS MADE

TOWARD ACHIEVING THEIR CAREER GOALS

(Includes only graduates accepting a full time position after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCCNT

QUESTION

flow satisfied are you with the progress made toward achieving your career goals?

DIVISION

1. Progressed far above expectations. 21 10 11 7 15 12

2. Progressed above expectations. 8 24 32 40 23 25

3. Progressed equal to expectations . 33 38 33 40 39 37

4. Progressed below expectations. 21 25 23 13 8 20

5. Progressed far below expectations. 17 3 0 0 15 6

^

Chart A-27
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Have The Graduates' Exkoeriences With AdditiOnal Education AndTraining Since Graduation Been Satisfactory?

The rather orthodox doctrine that the vocational and

technical graduate's formal education and training at Delhi was

terminal (terminated) after completing a program at the College

has gradually yielded to the premise that self-improvement

through formal education and training must be a lifetime

commitment. Formal train.Lng and education is now held to be a

continuous plannirl, testing, and improvement process which is

never really terminal for anyone any longer. Thus, the

"terminal" lexicon (and all that this concept implies) has now

been supplanted by the "career" education and training concept

at the College -- an idea not yet fully accommodated equally

in all the educational programs and which must be imparted to

students, employers, and communities the College serves.

It is important therefore that the College ascertain the

graduates' needs and opportunities for additional education and

training after completing a program at Delhi; whether the grad-

uates have in fact continued their training and education and,

if so, how; and the responsibility the employer is assuming in

providing these opportunities. It may well be the College and

general public must assume a greater responsibility for the

continuous training and education of college graduates from

career programs. These may take the form of.paid internships,

mini courses, extension, and Baccalaureate education and

training for technology fields.
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The vazt majoitity o pLaduate4 -accepting a
tiutt-time po4ition a6te4 vtaduation have
liound a need 6o4 additionat education and
t4aining Aince gitaduation

Chart A-28 on page 105 illustrates that only 17 percent

of the graduates accepting a full-time position after gradua-

tion have not found a need for additional education and

training since graduation. The largest percentage of graduates

reporting they had not found a need for additional education

and training since graduation were from the Business Management

Division (32 percent). The graduates of the Agriculture and

Engineering Technologies Divisions were least likely to state

there was no further need (6 and 7 percent respectively).

White the vu4t majo4ity o g/taduate4 accept-
ing a Autt-time po4ition have 6ound a need
6o4 additionat educat.i.on and t4aining, ew
have actuatty pu/usued 6u4the4 4tudu

Only 29 percent of the graduates accepting a full-time

position after graduation have actually undertaken some degree

and kind of further education and training since graduation.

Of these, about 16 percent of the graduates reported that

employers have h d in-service training programs that meet the

graduates' needs. Thirteen percent of the graduates have

since graduation pursued an extensive formal education and

training program at higher education institutions. About 10

__Percent was_.14PclticeEJL Afl fPur-year_colleges_and_universities____

and 3 percent exclusively in other,tWo-year colleges. Thus,
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THE GRADUATE'S EXPERIENCE WITH ADDITIONAL

EDUCATION AND TRAINING SINCE GRADUATION FROM DELHI

(Includes only graduates accepting a full time positIon after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PEHCENT

QUESTION

What has been your experience with additional training and education since graduation
from Delhi?

DIVISION

1. Find a need for additional education and training. 31 16 30 30 37 27

2. Opportunities for additional training anJ education are not ay., lable
for my field. 3 3 7 8 0 4

3. Have pursued an extensive program on .rny own initiative. 6 6 19 8 0 9

4. Have pursued an extensive program required by my employer(s). 6 0 7 4 6 4

5. Employer has provided some incentive to pursue additional education
and training. 14 10 11 8 13 11

6. Employers have inservice training programs that meet my needs. 20 16 14 13 19 16

7. Do not find a need for additional educ'ation and training. 6 32 7 16 19 17

8. Other 17 17 5 13 6 13

Chart A-28
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more than half the continued training pursued by graduates was

obtained through employer in-sel-vice programs, as opposed to

higher education institutions.

The Engineering Technology graduates more than any other

have obtained further education and training of some kind since

graduation from Delhi (40 percent). Least active were the

graduates of the Business Management Division, Hotel, Restaurant

and Food Services Management Division, and Vocational Education

Division (22, 25, and 25 percent respectivelY). The relative

activity or inactivity of these graduates correlates well with

their assessment of the need for additional education and

training.

Graduates of the Agriculture and Vocational Education

Divisions more than any others have found.that their employers

provided in-service training programs meeting their needs.,

The Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management Division

and Engineering Technologies graduates were least likely to

experience this opportunity.

/n deciding to puksue (.k/Lthett. extensive educa-
tion and tkaining in a coLeege 04 univeksity,
the gkaduate's own inative as opposed to
empZoyek kequikements is the deciding 4acto4

More tlian twice as many graduates pursuino an extensive

education and training program in a college or university

sincE graduation have done so through their own initiative as-

opposed to abiding by an employer requirement. All the

Business Management Division graduates pursued further
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education and training as a result of their own initiative.

Evidently the graduates' employers are not as a rule requiring

further extensive formal education and training. The reason

for this is not known but should be an important topic for
3further study.

Exceptions to the above general conclusions are found

among the Agriculture and Vocational Education Division grad-

uates. Half the Agriculture Division graduates pursued

programs required by employers. All the Vocational Education

Division graduates who pursued extensive trainin9 ana education

programs did so at the urging of their employers.

Retativety ew oK the gtaduate4 tepoAted that
emptoyeAs pAovided <some incentive to pdA4Lie
additionaZ education and tAaining

Only 11 percent of the graduates reported the employers

provided some ingentive.for them to pursue additional educa-

tion and training. This does not include the 16 percent who

reported that employers had provided in-service training

meeting their needs. Certainly, this is important'incentive

in itself and a responsibility of employers. However, the

graduates obviously do not equate this with providing .incentive

to pursue the kinds Of education and training of concern to

themselves.

The Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management

Division graduates were least likely of all (only 8 percent)

to find employers
providing_some-incenti-ve-to-pursue-----

3 One factor might be the increasing number of more responsi-
ble entry level positions requiring a Bachelor's degree.
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additional education and training, followed closely by the

Business Management and Engineering Technologies Division

graduates (10 and 11 percent respectively).

To What Extent Has Instruction In The Various Areas Of Study
Assisted The A.A.S. Graduates in Achieving Their Career Goals?

A minimum curriculum structure for the Associate in

Applied Science Career Programs is provided for by the New

York State Education Department. It is provided that one-third

of the2 course work distribntion be in general studies and

two-thirds in professional and technical studies. A reasonably

broad distribution of general studies (as opposed to concen-

tration in any one area) is requested.

Within the above guidelines, the College can adopt its

own distributional requirements. For intance, within the

general studies component the College requires 6 hours of

social science, 6 hours of math and/or physical science,

6 hours of English composition, 3 hours of health and physical

education and 3 hours of free electives in any of the first

three areas of study.

What assistance are the various areas of study to the

graduates in achieving their career goals? The College has

greater flexibility than commonly assumed to make necessary

adjustments within the broader State Education requirements.
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As expected the gitaduate,s' technicat and
p4o6e44ionat c0u44e4 at Deihi we4e o gkeatest
use in hetping them achieve thein cakeatt goats

Chart A-29 on page 110 demonstrates that 64 percent of the

P;sociate in Applied Science degree graduates reported the

technical and professional courses studied at Delhi were of

"great use" in assisting them to achieve their career goals.

This ranged from a high of 79 percent among the Engineering

Technologies Division graduates to a low of 50 percent for the

Agriculture Division graduates.

Only 10 percent of the graduates reported ihey had not

used the technical and professional courses studied. This

ranged from a high of 16 percent for the Business Management

Division graduates to a low of 4 percent among the graduates

of the Agriculture Division.

Eleven percent of the graduates reported they should

have had additional instruction in their professional and

technical area of study. This ranged from a high of 23 percent

among the Agriculture Division graduates to a low of 5 percent

for the Engineering Technolo3ies graduates.

Overall, it appears the professional and technical area

of study provided has been great use to the.graduates.

There are some interesting exceptions among the technical

divisions. The Agriculture Division graduates quite clearly

do not feel they should have had additional technical and

professional courses of the kind they had studied. If anything,
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EXTENT TO WHICH GRADUATES FEEL CURRICULAR AREAS OF STUDY

ASSISTED IN ACHIEVING THEIR CAREER GOALS

(INCLUDES ALL GRADUATES ACCEPTING A FULL TIME POSITION AFTER GRADUATION)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

EXTENT OF ASSISTANCE BY DIVISION

Should Have Had

Have Not Used Some Use Great Use Additional Instruction
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up to 25 percent of all graduates would probably even prefer

less of what they experienced judging the number who reported

either "not having used" or "some use" for this area of study.

Among the genekat 4tudie6 anea d4 6tudy the
mathematic4 ptovided wa6 o6 gneate6t ube to
the gtaduate4 in azzizting them to achieve
thein caitee4 goats

Forty percent of the graduates reported that the mathe-

matics area of study provided was of "great use" to them in

achieving their career goals. This ranged from a high of

89 percent among the Engineering Technologies Division .3rad-

uates to a low of 23 and 25 percent respectively among the

graduates of the Business Management Division and the Hotel,

Restaurant and Food Services Management Division.

Only 11 percent of the graduates reported they "have-not

used" the mathematics studied at Delhi in achieving their

career goals. The greatest percentage not using the mathe-

matics provided at Delhi was found among the graduates of the

Hotel, Restaurant'and Food Services Management Division.
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It pkobabtu time that additionat inbthuc-
tion in ba4ic mathematic4 (atLithnietic,
etemntaAy 4tatist4caf method4) woutd be
pite6otited to hiahot mathematic4 (aigebrta,
cat.cutuz) by many akaduate4 .acceptinp a
Autt-tiM-opo4ition a6teA vtaduation

Sixty-five percent of the Hotel, Restaurant-and Food

Services Management Division graduates, 67 percent of the

Business Management Division graduates, and 52 percent of the

Agriculture Division graduates 1,.:port they have either "not

used" or find only "some use" for the mathematics studied at

Delhi. In contrast, only 11 percent of the Engineering

Technologies graduates had this to report.

On the other end of the spectrum, 16 percent of the

Agriculture, 10 percent of the Business Management, and

10 percent of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Manage-

ment Division graduates reported they should have had additional

instruction in mathematics. None of the Engineering Technol-

ogies Division graduates reported needing additional instruction

in mathematics. Clearly, the graduates are reportin9 some

discrepancy between the mathematics received at Delhi and

what they need in achievina their career goals when acceptin/

full7time positions after graduation.

Since the gradliates have predominately received

instruction in higher mathematics such as algebra, trigonometry,

and even calculus at Delhi, the alternatives suggested are

lower level math (such as basic arithmetic, ratios, proportions,

percentages) and probably. some work in elementary statistical

methods.
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Among the gene4aZ studies akeas oK study, the
Engtish compositiun:insticuction oovided was
(next to mathematic's) oA gkeatest use to the
g4aduates in assisting them to achieve theik
cakeek cocas

Thirty percent of the graduates accepting a full-time

position after graduation from Delhi listed their instruction

in English composition of "great use" in assisting them to

achieve their career goals. Forty-five percent listed it of

"some use," and 20 percent stated they "had not used" the

English composition'instruction received in achieving their

career goals.

The Business Management Division graduates reported the

most use for the English composition instruction received at

Delhi. On the other hand, they did not feel they should have

more of the instruction they received i -English composition.

The Engineering-Technologies and Hotel, Restaurant and Pood

Services Management Division graduates reported the least use

for the English composition instruction received. However,

these graduates also more than any other reported they should

have additional instruction in this area of study. A relatively

large proportion of- the Agriculture; Engineering Technologies,

and the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management Division

graduates reported not having used the English composition

instruction received.

In analyzing the above data, it is probably true. that

(like the mathematics instruction received) the graduates feel

they have made use of the English composition instruction
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received at Delhi but would prefer some shift in content and

emphasis. What the desirable shift would be is open to specu-

lation at this point, but judging by the response of alumni and

employers who participated in the'follow-up conferences on

campus during the 1971 academic year the change in emphasis

desired is probably toward building more career oriented

communications skills and abilities (both written and oral) as

opposed to literary knowledge.

The phyzicaZ aciencez inztAuct.ion at Valli
haz been baow ma4ginat pkoductivity to moat
pkaduatez, ezpeciatty thoze out4ide the
EngineeAng TechnoZogies and AgAicuetuke
Vivizionz

Only 21 percent of the graduates reported the physical

sciences instruction received at Delhi was of "great use" to

.them in achieving their career goals. In fact, none of the

Business Management and Hotel, Restaurant and.Food Services

Management Division graduates found any "great use" for these.

Forty-four and 42 percent of the Agriculture and Engineering

Technologies graduates respectively noted the physical sciences

instuction received t Delhi was of "3reat use" in helping

them achieve their career goals. Significantly, none. of the

graduates of the Engineering Technology Division reported they

should have had additional physical sciences instruction of

the kind received at Delhi. The Business Management and

Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management Division gradu-

ates reported essentially the same finding.
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Fully 42 percent of the graduates reported having not

used the physical sciences instruction received at Delhi in

achieving their career goals. The Business Management Division

graduates were most adamant in this regard (84 percent),

followed next by the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division graduates (59 percent).

In all probability, the physical sciences instruction

received by students at Delhi should be examined extensively.

Obviously, a different curriculum and instruction must be

provided for the Business Management and Hotel, Restaurant and

Food Services Management students preparing for employment after

graduation from Delhi. And, there is alSo needed a re-examination

of the physical sciences curriculum and instruction offered

the Agriculture and Engineering Technologies students prepar-

ing for employment after graduation. A relatively large

percentage of these students also reported below marginal

productivity from instruction received in this area of study.

Thus, while some change in the physical sciences instruction is

indicated, the desired direction and rate will vary both be-

tween the academic divisions and between the.transfer, non-

transfer, and general education student.
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Findings simitak to the phoicat sciences
instkuction at Vethi weke Aepokted 6ok the
sociat sciences as wett

Some would argue it is probable that many graduates are

not even aware of what the social science area of study is.

This would not be their fault, however, as they all studied at

least two social science courses while at Delhi. Certainly a

basic outcome expected from this study would be the students'

comprehension of what the social sciences area of study is.

Only 16 percent of the gradUates accepting a full-time

position after graduation reported the social science instruc-

tion received at Delhi was of "great use" in achieving their

career goals. The Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division and Engineering Technologies Division

graduates were least likely (7 and 1 percent respectively) to

_find the social sciences of "great'use" while the Business

Management and Agriculture Division graduates were most likely

(25 and 19 percent respectively) to find it of "great use-"

Similar conclusions might be drawn for the social sciences

instruction received by graduates accepting a full-time position

as was noted for the English composition, mathematics and

physical sciences areas of study. The problem will be easier

to deal with in some than in others, but the need for certain

basic changes in their form, content and balance are clearly

indicated. One suggestion for the social sciences area of

study would be offering an introductory seminar utilizing

inter-disciplinary approach before specialization of subject

area begins. Perhaps thiS Course would stretch over two semesters.
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In Performing The Duties Of Their Position, What Task Or
Function Requires The Greatest Skill Or Competence Of
Graduates In The First Position And Present Position?

The College is training specialists,as opposed to

generalists, for roles within various technical, professional

and skilled areas of work. It is presumed the graduates will

develop into technicians', quasi-professionals, and skilled

craftsmen who are acknoWledged as displlying special compe-

tencies within their respective major fields, areas of work,

and job responsibilities.

There are a range of possible special job competencies

which may be linked to job tasks and functions the graduates

are respons:;...Ile for performing. It is probably not possible

for the College to prepare all its graduates equally well

across the full spectrum of job tasks and functions in just

one or two years. Hence, it is out of practical necessity

that the College restrict the boundariesof the full rangq. to

selected tasks or functions requiring the greatest skill or

competence from the graduates.

The graduates were asked to help set the necessary limits

by identifying the tasks and functions requiring the greatest

skill or competence in their first position after graduation

and for their present position. Not all graduates were able

to identify their special tasks or functions. Others just did

not respond to the query at all. Further study of the problem

is necessary. The field interview method would be most

functional in helping to obtain a broader and more intensive

analysis%
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The graduates' responses to this question are recorded

in Appendix A on page 152 by academic division, major fiead,

year of graduation, and job title. The reader is referred to

these for further analysis.

In general, the graduates have reported the tasks and

functions requiring the greatest skill or competence in their

positions of employment relate to dealing with data, people or

things.5 They do not all deal with these in equal measure nor

at equal levels of complexity within each skill area.

5
By data is meant: information, knowledge, and conceptions,
related to data, people, or things, obtained by observation,
investi5ation, interpretation, visualization, Mental
creation; incapable of hein5 touched; written data taking
the form of numbers, words, symbols; other data are.. illeas,
concepts, oral verbalization.

By peoFle is meant: human beings; also Animals, dealt with
on an individual basis as if they were human

By thius is meant: inanimate objects as distingtkished from
human beings; substances or materials; machines, tools,.....

equipment; products. A thing is tangibl e. and has shape_,
form, and other physical characteristics.

For more information see The Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, Op. Cit., Appendix A op. - .
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The table below presents three hierarchies of complexity

for the data, people, and things skill areas, beginning with

most complex and ending with no significant telationship.

DATA, PEOPLE, THINGS SKILL AREAS
AND HIERARCHIES OF COMPLEXITY

Data People

Synthesizing Mentoring

Coordinating Negotiating

Analyzing Instructing

Compiling Supervising

Computing Diverting

Copying Persuading

Comparing

No significant Serving
relationship

Things

Settinl-up

Precision Working

Operating-Controlling

Driving-Operating

Manipulating

Tending

Speaking-Signalling Feeding-Offbearing

Handling

No significant
relationship

No significant
relationship

For example, at the"synthesizing" level of complexity

in reference to data, the graduate must integrate analyses of

data to discover facts and/or develop knowledge concepts or

interpretations. At the "mentorins" level of complexity in

reference to people the graduate must deal with individuals in

terms of their total personality in order to advige, counsel,

and/or guide them with regard to problems that may be resolved

by le5al, scientific, clinical, spiritual and/or other pro-

fessional principles. And, at the "setting up" level in
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reference to thinas the graduate must adjust machines or equip-

ment by replacing or altering tools, jigs, fixtures, and

attachments to prepare them to perform their functions, change

their performance, or restore their proper functioning if they

break down. Graduates who set up one or a number of machines

for other workers or who set up and personally operate a

variety of machines are included here.

Naturally, the general educational development levels of

skill in relation to reasoning development, mathematical

development, and language development prerequisite to perform-

ing the respective tasks in relation to data, people, and

things must be known and incorporated in the curricula for the

various major fields and job responsibilities. 6
They give

credence to the observation that language development, for

instance, may be as important for the Engineering Technologies

graduate as it is for the Veterinary Science Technology or

Secretarial Science graduate. Table 2 in Appendix B

outlines the several general educational development levels

for ready reference by the reader.

6 These are outlined in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
Op. Cit., Appendix B, p. 652 and are keyed to numerous
17pEUT571 job responsibilities.
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How Beneficial Have The Courses At Delhi Been In Helpiu
The Granates Achieve Their Career Goals?

The graduates accepting a full-time position after grad-

uation were asked to list any courses taken at Delhi which

were of exceptional benefit and any which were of some benefit

in helping them to achieve their career goals. The graduates

were also asked to indicate those areas of study in which they

should have had more preparation.

Not all graduates listed courses nor did they all indi-

cate areas of study where more preparation is required. The

results from those graduates who did have comments here are

summarized in Appendix C on page166 to this report. They

are summarized by academic division, major field studied at

Delhi, and year of graduation for each graduate providing a

response to this question. It is interestin5 to note the

great variety of present job titles held by the graduates at

the time of the survey.
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Evaluation of Transfer Experiences By
Craduates Who Transferred, To An Upper Division

College or University-After Leaving Delhi

Even before tha follow-up survey it was known that many

nraduates furthered their education full-time following grad-

uation from Delhi. While preparation of graduates for transfer

after graduation is not a primary mission of the College

(except for the A.A. and A.S. programs), it is important to

know how many graduates do transfer, reasons why they do, their

success, and other such matters. This is especially important

where added recognition is given to the eventuality that grad7

uates will continue their formal education and training in the

future to further enhance their own self-development.

When Did The Graduates Who Transferred Decide To Do So?

It is important to know when persons who transfer make

this decision. The time frame when the decision is made will

influence the form and content of curricula, counseling, and

other such educational functions and activities. For instance

if most transferees make their decision prior to entering Delhi

the appopriate educational response will be different than

if they decide after leaving Delhi or even while enrolled at

the College.
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The majoiLity o6 g/Laduatez who tiLan46e/uLed
alite/L g/Laduation made thei/L decizion white
ervLotted at Vethi and du/Ling the zecond yea/L

Chart A-30 on page 124 shows that 57 percent of the grad-

uates who transferred after graduation made this decision while

enrolled at Delhi. Of these, the majority (62 percent) were

made during the second year while enrolled at the College.

Twenty percent of the graduatesr who transferred decided some-

time after graduation from Delhi and 23 percent before entering

the College. Thus, most decisions to transfer were made While

enrolled at Delhi and during the second year.

There were some variations to the above pattern among

.the different academic divisions. Of the graduates who made

their decision to transfer after actually leaving Delhi, those .

of the Business Management Division did so most often (30 per-

cent). Of the graduates who made their decision to transfer

before entering Delhi, those of the Agriculture Division did so

most often (46 percent) , followed next by the Engineerin5

Technologies Division graduates (25 percent). The Hotel,

Restaurant and Food Services Management Division gractuates were

least likely of all (7 percent) to have made the decision to

transfer before entering Delhi.

The Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management

Division graduates were most likely of all (79 percent) to have

made the decision to transfer while enr011ed at Delhi, and in

the second year, followed next by the Engineering Technologies
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WHEN THE GRADUATES DECIDED TO TRANSFER

(Includes only graduates transferring after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

When did you decide to transfer to another college?

DIVISION

1. Before entering Delhi. 46 16 25 7 23

2. While enrolled at Delhi. 36 54 63 79 57

(a) During the first year. 40 50 20 36 38

(b) During the second year. 60 50 80 64 62

3. After graduation from Delhi. 18 30 12 14 20

*There were no vocational education graduates who transferred.
Chart A.30
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graduates (63 percent). The Agriculture Division graduate5

were least likely of all (36 percent) to have made the

decision to transfer while enrolled.at Delhi.

The Aatio oi entuting ..6tudent4 who have
aZAeady decided to tAanz6eit haz incAeazed
in Aecent yecutz

While only 23 percent of the graduates who transferred

had decided to do so before entering Delhi', some 40 percent of

the Fall 1971 entering students stated their purpose in attend-

ing Delhi was to complete the first one or two years prior to

transferring to a four-year college or university. 1 AtAnother

13 percent of the Fall 1971 entering students stated their

purpose was to gain a general education for their own personal

benefit. Five percent did not have any defined purpose.

The Fall 1971 students enterin5 the En/ineerin5 Technol-

ogies Division more often than any other (54 percent) of the.

technical or vocational students stated their purpose in comin/

to Delhi was to complete the first one or two years prior to

transferrinl to an upper diyision institution.2 Half the Fall

1971 students enterinu the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services

Management Division stated a simdlar purpose in attending

Delhi.

Fall 1971 American Council on Education Survey for Delhi
College. See Chart A-19 on naae 68.

2 -This included the Engineering Science transfer students
enrolled in this Division. They represented 22 percent
of the entering students in this academic division.
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The Fall 1971 students entering the Business Manapment

Division were least likely of all (37 percent) to be completing,

a program at Delhi prior to transfer,followed next by the

Agriculture and Vocational Education Division students (44 per-

cent and 10 percent respectively).

Thus, t4ere has been some shifting in the purposes of

students entering the various divisions granting the A.A.5.

degree. Where formerly the students enterin3 the Agriculture
-;.

Division had often already decided to transfer and those

entering the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Manatiement
...

Division least often, now, those entering the Engineering

Technologies and Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Manalement

Divisions are most likely of all to have already decided to

transfer to an upper division institution. In contrast, there

has not been much change in the purpose of-students enterin5

the Agriculture Dixiision relative to transfer over the past

six years.

Fewek oA the pkezent enteking 6tudent6 cote
pkOaAin4 Aon emptoyment immediatav Aoteow-
ing 9kad4ation Anom pethi-

Whei'e formerly the-vast majority (75 Percent or more.)

of gradua:tes (as entering students) were preparina for employ:

ment immediately following graduation, it is now learned.that

only 40 percent of the Fall 1971 entering students have tliis

purpose in attending Delhi College. Present students entering

the Vocational Education Division are most likely of all
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(66 percent) to be preparing for employment immediately follow-

ing,graduation. Those new students presently enrolling in the

Engineering Technologies Division were least likely (33 percent)

to be pursuing this purpose.

Forty-four percent of the Fall 1971 students entering the

Agriculture Division were planning to transfer, and 34 percent

were preparing for employment immediately following 5raduation.

A significant proportion (17 percent) of the students entering

the Agriculture Division stated their purpose was to "gain a

general education for my own personal benefit." SiThilarly,

14 anat. 15 percent respectively of the Business Management and

Vocational Education Division students stated similar general

education purposes. Relatively few, 6 and 8 percent respective-

ly, of the students entering the Engineering Technologies and

Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Mana5ement Divisions noted

similar general education purposes.

It may be concluded that fewer of tha students entering

Delhi today than those of only six years alo .are.prep4rinl for

employment immediately following /raduation. A much greater

proportion of the students entering Delhi.today are lalanninq

to transfer to an upper division institution. An even greAter

rate of increase has occurred in the proportion of students

whose purpose in coming to Delhi is gainin, a general education

for their own personal benefit.



What Persons Influence The Student/Graduates' Final Decision
Pio Transfer.

Few persons make decisions imoortant to their self-

development without first consulting.others. The quality of

these decisions is in large part a function of the quality of

information on which they are based. Thus, it is important

that the College first know the source of information utilized

by the transferree before judging and seekin3 to improve its

quality.

The zingee mozt in6tuentiat pe/t4on4 aecting
the g/taduate'4 Kinat decizion to t/tan4Kek a/te
membe/t4 oi the peeA g/tottp

Understandably, responsibility for the final decision to

transfer must rest with the individual. Thus, for the graduates

they list themselves as the most influential person in their

final'decision to.transfer. This finding is obtained from the .

"other" category in Chart A-31 on page 129. However, standing

close at hand to the graduate when making a final decision'to

transfer are members of the peer groUo. College. friencis Mpre

than any other persons are most influential in affecting the

graduate's final decision to transfer. The 5raduates reported

these persons to be the single most influential individuals in

making their final decision to transfer (16 percent). Thus,

counting themselves first, 44 percent of the graduates were

influenced most either by themselves or college friends in

making their final decision to transfer.
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FINAL DECISION TO TRANSFER

(Includes only graduates transferring after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION AGRICULTURE

What persons influenced your final decision to tr:Ins'er?

(a) Most Influential person

(b) Second most Influential

(c) Average (3) (b) (c)

BUSINESS

(a) (b) (c)

DIVISION

ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGIES

(a) (b) (c)

H,R,F,S,M,

(a) (b) (c)

VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION *

II

I

TOTAL COLLEGE

(a) (b) (c)

1. High School guidance counselor(s) 0 0 0 9 9 9 11 0 6 0 0 0

2. College counselor(s) at Delhi 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

3, Admissions Officer(s) at Delhi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 6 14 0 . 7 3 2 3

4, Admissions Officedsl at other college 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/

5, High School instructor(s) 8 12 10 0 4 2 5 8 7 0 0 fi

6, Instructor(s) at Delhi 9 12 11 4 0 2 16 8 12 0 12 /6
7

7, Instructor(s) at other college 0 0 0 0 4 2 4 0 2 0 0 0

8. Prospective employer(s) 8 0 4 0 '2 5 8 7 6 0 3

9. Previous employeds1 0 0 0 0 2 22 0 11 6 13 10 6 4 5

10. College friends 17 13 10 22 20 21 0 30 15 22 13 '18, 16 19 18

11. High School friend(s) 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 7 4 0 0 0

12. Father 8 37 23 18 20 19 5 8 7 0 38 19 9 .25 17

13, Mother 8 13 11 14 14 14 5 0 3 0 0 0 8 8 8

14, Brother(s) or sisteds1 in college 0 0 0 4 4 4 5 0 3 7 0 7

15. Relative(s) other than immed. family 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 12 6

16. Spouse 9 0 5 0 0 0 5 16 11 7 0 4 5 4 4

17, Other 33 13 23 26 9 18 17 12 15 (40 12 26 28 11 19

*There
were no vocational education graduates who transferred, Chart A31
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The above finding is more explainable when earlier it

was learned that most graduates who decided to transfer did so

while enrolled at Delhi. Fad most graduates decided before

entering Delhi or after graduation the results would have been

different, though one could predict a strong peer group

influence for these time frames also.

The major exception to the above conclusion is found

among the graduates of the Engineering Technologies Division

where the single most influential persons affecting the final

decision to transfer are previous employers. Evidently, the

employers of Engineering Technologies graduates play an impor-

tant (though undefined) role in this decision-making process

of graduates. From the report of graduates accepting a full-

time position after graduation, we know the influence is not

necessarily direct assistance to graduates pursuing further

study.

Standing atmozt bezide the peeA gtoup in
impottance, the gtaduatee ratentz ate the
next mozt inAiuentiaZ petzonz alcAectinci the
AirtaZ decizion to ttanzAet

Next to the peer sroup .are the graduates' perents as the

most influential persons affecting the final decision to trans-

fer. Twenty-five percent of the graduates listed either their

father or mother as the second most influential persons affect-

ing their final decision to transfer.. Between the, two, t.he
...

father more than 2 times out of 3 is more influential than the

mother of the graduate in making the final dedision to transfer.
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Faculty at Delhi were of next most influence in makin5

the final decision to transfer. However, their influence will

be limited mostly to the time frame where the graduate is

. enrolled at Delhi.

Again, as more decisions are made to transfer before

entering Delhi, the greater will be the parental influence.

As the decision point shifts to the College and beyond the less

influential the parents will probabry be. After graduation

from Delhi, the employer, peer groups, and spouses will begin

to play a more important role in this decision-making process.

In sum, it is evident that if improvement in the quality

of information utilized by students/graduates decidin5 to

transfer is to occur then this decision-makers peer group and

parents must be included as important participants in this

career plannin3 and self-improvement process.

What Are The Most Significant Factors Inf1uencin9 The Final
Dealsion To Transfer?

What is it that motivates the 3raduate to transfer to an

upper division. institution? Money? Prestige? Tb find a rnore

suitable job? The primary factors given by the graduate who

transfers are important in career advisement. They can also

furnish insights into attitudes and beliefs of these decision-

makers and those who influence them, especially factors

(rightly or wrongly) deemed beneficial to the transferee and

which evidently have not been completely answered by Delhi

College.
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The most .sig1cant rcactok 4.n6tuencing the
6inat deci4ion to tkan404 is the expectation
06 a highe4 income pozition within the
co.aduate4. caiteek 6ietd

The graduates noted more than one significant factor

influencing their final decision to transfer. In Chart A-32

on page 133 we find the one noted most sirificant was the

expectation they would thereby qualify for a higher income

position within their career field. The major exception to

this assessment was found among the Hotel, Restaurant and Food

Services Management Division graduates where the desire to just

obtain more education and training was rated most sisnificant;

an intrinsic value placed on higher education.

kemo4t o6 equaZ impoktance to the t4ansAetees
is the oppoktunity to juat obtain mcite educ4-
tion and ttainina -- a 4t4ong, int.tin4ic
vatUe i4 thus ptaced on highe4 education

Almost as many graduates just wanted more education and

training (27 percent) as did those who expected to thereby

qualify themselves for a higher income position wlthin their

career field (29 percent). A strong intrinsic value is thus

placed on higher education by the graduate.

The next most signif,icant factor identified by araduates

in their first choice was "change of career goals" (16 percent).

This factor was rated as high as any other amons the Agriculture

Division graduates as the most si3nificant motivation for trans-

ferrin5. Evidently these graduates are utilizing transfer as
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THE MOST SIGNIFICANT FACTORS INFLUENCING THE

GRADUATE'S DECISION TO TRANSFER

Ont.:ludas only graduates transferring after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

DIVISION

QUESTION

What were the most significant lactms influencing

your find decisitm to transfer?

(a) Most significant factor

(b) Secondary factor

(c) Average

AGRICULTURE

(a) (b) (c)

BUSINESS

(a) (b) (c)

ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGIES

(a) (b) (c)

H.R.F.S.M.

(a) (b) (c)

VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION * TOTAL COLLEGE

(a) (b) (c)

1. Change of career goals. 25 0 12 14 14 14 11 6 8 15 0 7 16 6 11

c.j 2. To qualify for a higher income position

within my career field. 25 13 19 33 20 27 32 6 19 23 27 25 29 17 23

3, To qualify for a more prestigiaLs position

within my career field. 0 38 19 9 24 16 13 28 21 15 26 21 9 29 19

4, Just '). f..,^fe education and training. 25 38 31 24 33 29 22 50 36 39 41 40 27 40 34

5, Could not find a suitable job. 0 13 6 6 9 7 6 10 8 0 0 0 3 8 5

6, Other, 25 0 12 14 0 7 16 0 8 8 6 7 16 1 8

There were no vocational education graduates who transferred.
Chart A.32



a means of changing career goals more than are others from the

College. 'This motivation is least si5nificant to the Engineer-

ing Technologies Division graduates.

In avekaging tke 6ikAt and Accond choice6 o4
Qkaduate6 the deoike to juot obtain moke
education and tkaining kank6 a6 the pkime
motivation 4ok tkamgekkino

Overall, in averaging the first and second choices of

graduates who transferred, the desire to just obtain more

education and' training ranks as the prime motivator for trans-

ferring (34 percent). This is a consistent pattern among the

graduates of all academic divisions.

Ovekcat, the expectation oi qUae.ying KOk a
highek income po6ition within theik cakeek

ed kank4 <second a6 a motivatok 4ok. gkad-
uate6 who tkan66ek

An average of 23 percent of the graduates who transferred

indicated the principal motivation was the expectation of

qualifying for a higher income position within their career

field. The OusineSs-Management and Hotel, Restaurant and

Food Services Manaement Division graduates more than any other

were motivated by this belief and desire.
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Oveltate, the .xpectat-ion oK quayinp liot a
motto rte6tig.iou4 po64.t.ion the.ift caAcon
ctd a6 a motivation 4oA
tAanoWtling

Overall, an average of 19 percent of the. 9raduates

-who transferred expected to thereby qualify for a more presti-'

gious position within their career field. Though historically

closely associated with income level, prestigious positions no

longer are necessarily on a higher income level than others

not held in such high esteem. Just ask any college president.

In some social classes income level is still closely equated

with prestige, but by and large this eneral attitude is 5ivin9

way to separating income level and the relative prestige- of

a particular position. Thus, the reason for the separation here,

particularly where a vocational education bricklayer may earn

more, but possibly enjoy less prestige, in the position than

a public school teacher with a lower income level.

The graduates of the Engineering Technologies and the.

Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management Divisions were

motivated more than any other by the expectation that transfer

would qualify them for a more presti9ious.position within

their career field.

An insirificant ratio (5 percent) of the graduates

reported.transferring because they could not find a suitable

job. The Engineering Technologies Division graduates noted

this motivation more often than did any other (8. percent).

None of the Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services Management

Division graduates noted this factor as a reason for transferring.
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Taken topethelt the expectation cq quaeHinq
Koh a higheh income position and one with
MOAC pliestipe within theili CalteCA 'eed i6
the most impolitant motivation .0A pladuates
who tAansKelt

An average of 42 percent of the graduates who.transferred

noted they expected to qualify for either a hi9her income (or

more prestigious) position within their career field. The

Hotel,Restaurant and Food Services Management Division graduates

more often than any other (46 percent) noted either of these

reasons. The Business Management Division graduates followed

closely behind at 43 percent.

Credibility is leant to the above conclusion when reflect-

ing that just obtaining more education and training is some

assurance of gaining more prestige (and possibly) income for

the graduate who transfers. And a large percentage (34) of

the graduates noted they transferred just to obtain more educa-

tion and training. Also more education and training is often

obtained to change career goals and positions.

No doubt a fairly large proportion of those graduates

who transferred did so just to obtain more education and train-

ing alone. However, it would be expecting too much to presume

the graduates' apparent increased thirst for hi5her education

was unilaterally stimulated (and inextin5uished) by their

educational experiences at Delhi College alone.
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In What Way Was The Graduates' Experience At Delhi Helpful
In Transferring?

The A.A.S. de3ree graduates' experience at Delhi is no

doubt of benefit in transferring, even though not specifically

desianed to prepare students for transfer to an upper division

institution. While the career programs cannot serVe the two

"masters",(preatronfor_transfer and preparation .for early

employmenti eguaLly well the fact remains a large number of

graduates do,transfer and,formal.education'is 4811.6:',,continuous,

in-and-out, lifetime commitment. Thus, yrep4Fing'the career

graduates for continUing their formal education must be recog-

nized as a legitimate, realistic educational goal.

This does not mean a transfer program for career students,

where specific courses are articulated in form and,content with

upper division institutions, should necessarily.be established,.

The earning of transfer credit means clearina institutionalized

hurdles and obtainin3 official sanctions more than it does

actual personal growth and development of Delhi graduates.

It may be possdble to.1,in'COrporate foundations for the araduates'

continued formaledUcation,within the various career curricula

without radical dysfunctional surgery and which may be equally

compatible with instructional objectives and methods designed

to prepare graduates for early employment.

There are cornerstones integral to layin a foundation

for the gradwAte's continued self-development, preparation

for early employment, and continuing formal education, such as:
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selection of a satisfying career field; selecting a satisfactory

college environment; learning what is demanded of a college

student; learning how to 'apply oneself to college studies;

providing an opportunity to attempt college work; transfer

credit; and the like. Which of these are most significant to

the person who does transfer to an upper division institution

is of great concern in establishing appropriate instructional

objectives and methods at Delhi.

The ma.ik expn.ience4 at Vethi hetOuZ to
vtaduates who ttan6liet 4:6 teatning what is
demanded 66 a coUege 6tudent and how to
appty one6e.. to coUege 6tudi.e.6

Chart A-33 on page 139 illustrates that Delhi gra4uates

who transferred to an upper division institution reported the

main experiences at Delhi helpful in transferring were

"learning what is demanded of a college student" (overall

average of 23 percent) and "how to apply themselves to college

studies" (overall average of 23 percent). Thus, on the average,

these two experiences were of equal importance to graduates

who transferred and taken together are most important to 46

percent of the graduates. The Hotel, Restaurant and Food

Services Management Division graduates were least impressed.,

of all with this aspect of their Delhi experiences (overall

average of 39 percent) and the Business Management and

Agriculture Division graduates most impressed of all (overall

average of 49 percent each).
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HOW THE GRADUATE'S EXPERIENCE AT DELHI

WAS HELPFUL IN TRANSFERRING

(Includes only graduates transferring after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

In what way was your expeneitce at Delhi helpful

in transferring?

(a) Main experience

(b) Secondary experience

(c) Average

AGRICULTURE

(a) (b) (c)

1, Selecting a satisfying career field, 17 16 16

2, Selecting a satisfactory college

environment. 0 8 4

3 Learning what is demanded of a college

student 8 30 19

4. Learning how to apply myself to

college studies,

Provided an opportunity to attempt

51 8 30

college work. 8 0 4

Transfer credit, 0 30 15

7. Did not help in any way. 8 0 4

8, Other 8 8 8

There were no vocational education graduates who transferred,

DIVISION

BUSINESS

(a) (b) (c)

ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGIES

(a) (b) (c)

H,R,F.S,M,

(a) (b) (c)

VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION*

13 13 13 34 22 28 29 0 15

4 0 2 0 7 3 0 0 0

40 10 25 27 22 25 14 30 22

17 30 24 16 22 19 14 20 17

13 13 13 16 13 15 0 30 15

13 30 21 7 7 7 22 20 21

0 4 2 0 0 0 7 0 3

0 0 0 0 7 3 14 0 7

Chart A.33



It is noteworthy that, overall, an average of only 2 per-

cent of the graduates who transferred reported their experiences

at Delhi did not help in any way. All of the Engineering Tech-

nologies Division graduates reported their Delhi experiences

were helpful in some way.

Of interest also is that an overall average of only

2 percent of the graduates who transferred reported that

selecting a satisfactory college environment was a way Delhi

experiences were helpful in transferring. None of the Hotel,

Restaurant and Food Services Management Division graduate's

reported this experience as a way Delhi was helpful in trans-

ferring. The Agriculture Division graduates were most impressed

of all (4 percent) with this Delhi experience.

The next mozt impoktant way the.gkaduate4'
expekience at Vethi wa4 happa . in tkan46ek-
king wa4 in zeZecting a zatizliying cakeek
6ietd

An overall average of 18 percent of the graduates who

transferred reported selecting a satisfying career field as a

way in which their experiences at Delhi were helpful in trans-

ferring. This ranged from a low of 13 percent for the Business

Management Division graduates to a high of 28 percent for the

Engineering Technologies Division graduates.

Standing almost adjacent in importance to "selectin3

satisfying career field" is t,he graduate's receipt.of transfer..

.credit from experience at Delhi. This finding ranged from a

high. of 21 percent among'the Business Management Division and
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Hotel, Restaurant and Food Services ManageMent Division grad-

uates to a low of 7 percent for the Engineering Technologies

graduates. Evidently the Engineering Technologies 5raduates

did not have as,much success with earning transfer credit as

did those of some of the other technical and professional

divisions.

The fact that Delhi does indeed provide the student with

an opportunity to even attempt college work was important to

12 percent of the graduates who transferred. This finding

ranged from a high of 15 percent for the Hotel, Restaurant and

Food Services Management Division and Engineering Technologies

Division graduates to a low of 4 percent for the Agriculture

Division. The graduates' identification of this experience is

no doubt in part functionally related to the number of college

choices available when entering Delhi.

In sum, the receipt of transfer credit was not the most

important experience at Delhi helpful for. the graduate who

transfers. This could mean the graduates did not receive as

much transfer credit as they expected. However, the 5raduates

did report receiving an average of 11/2 years transfer credit

so this is not likely to be of great concern to them.

It is more likely the graduates just do not place as

much value on transfer credit as might be expected, especially

after transferring and finding that their ultimate success in

the upper division institution is more a function of selecting

a satisfying career field, learning what is demanded of a

college student, learning how to apply oneself to college
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studies, and the like; all
Of which are equally compatible with

career education and training goals and methods.

How Does Delhi Help Solve Transition Problems Encountered Ih
Tranirerring To Another College?

It is to be expected that all graduates transferring to

an upper division institution experience some transition

problems. A major re3ponsibility of the College is that it not

add to these normal difficulties'unnecessarily and in fact seek

to assist the student transferring wherever possible. Students

transferring typically need information and counseling about

colleges accepting transfer students, realistic information

about transfer potential, and other such data.

The question remains, "What might Delhi have done. (if

anything) to help solve the transition problems encountered by

students transferring to another college?" Some students will

require assistance prior toentering Delhi, some while at Delhi,

and perhaps others after they graduate. The appropriate

assistance will necessarily vary with each time frame.

Gkaduates who t.tan44e,t4ed most oten noted
that tAansitiona i. pAobi.ems encounte.ted in
tkansiekking weke not caused by Dethi

Chart A-34 on page 143 indicates that 22 percent of the

graduates who transferred reported transitional problems they

encountered in transferring were not caused by pelhi. This

ranged from a low of 15 and 17 p4..rcent among.the Hotel,
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WHAT DELHI MIGHT HAVE DONE TO HELP SOLVE

TRANSITION PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN TRANSFERRING

(Includes only graduates transferring after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

What might Delhi have done (if anything) to help solve the transition problems
encountered in transferring to another college?

DIVISION

<2
20

<<0
c.)D
o
>w

1. Delhi's transfer counseling was satisfactory. 14 12 10 11 12

2. Transitional problems not caused by Delhi. 34 17 23 15 22

3. Provided more information and counseling about colleges
accepting transfer students. 13 21 19 26 20

4. Provided more realistic information about transfer potential of
program at Delhi prior to admission. 13 17 14 26 17

5. Provided more realistic information about transfer potential of program
at Delhi during counseling and academic advisement. 12 12 14 11 12

6. Other 13 21 20 11 17

* There were no vocat.onal educatton graduates who transferred.
Chart A-34
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Restaurant and Food Services Mana5ement Division and Business

Management Division graduates respectively to a high of 34 per-

cent for the Agriculture Division. At the same time,

relatively few (12 percent) of the graduates noted that Delhi's

transfer counseling was satisfactory. What recommended

improvements did the graduates suggest were of most concern to

them?

Twenty percent of the graduates who transferreanoted

Delhi should provide more information and counseling about

colleges accepting transfer students. The Hotel, Restaurant and

Food Services Management Division graduates were especially

concerned about this (26 percent) and the Agriculture Division

graduates least concerned (13 percent).

A somewhat smaller ratio (17 percent) of the graduates

noted the College should have provided more rea.listic informa-

tion about transfer potential of their program at Delhi prior

to admission. Again, the graduates of the Hotel, Restaurant

and Food Services Management Division were most concerned about

this matter (26 percent) and the Agriculture Division lraduates

least concerned (13 percent).

Still fewer of the graduates (12 perdent) noted the

College should have provided more realistic information about

the transfer potential of their program at Delhi during Counsel-

ing and academic advisement. The Engineerin5 Technologies

Division graduates were most concerned about this matter

(14 percent).
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In sum, the graduates appear to be most concerned that

they should have been provided with more information and coun-

seling about colleges accepting transfer students, a service on

which the new counseling center is now concentrating, and more

realistic information about transfer potential prior to

admission at Delhi. The latter recommendation will, of course,

be more difficult to accomplish, if for no other reason that

38 percent of the graduates (as prospective Delhi students) did

not receive any information about curricula through DeIhi's

admissions counseling.

How Do The Graduates Evaluate The Instructional Emphasis
AE-The Upper Division Institutions To Which They TrahlTe-rred?

It is not.valid to ask the graduate to compare the

technical and professional instructional programs offered at

Delhi with those provided at upper division institutions. The

educational and instructional objectives of upper division

institutions do not necessarily match those of Delhi Colle9e.

However, it is instructive for the College to learn what the

transferrees' impressions are so that insights may be obtained

relative to instructional expectations and needs of graduates.

These are important in devising appropriate career counseling,

curricula, and continuing education goals and programs.
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A majokity o6 the gkaduate4 tkantAekking
6ound a buitabte baZance between theoky,
pkinc4ple4, and "hand4-on" pkacticaZ appti-
cation6 at the uppen. divi4ion in4titution

In Chart A-35 on page 147 is reported that 62 percent of

the graduates noted a suitable balance between theory, princi-

ples, and "hands-on" practical applications at the upper

division institution to which they transferred. Almost

(1 percent) reported finding mostly "hands-on" practical

applications with little in the way of principles and theory.

It is noteworthy that 37 percent of these graduates

reported finding all theory and principles with few "hands-on"

practical applications in their upper division instructional

programs. This is an unsatisfactory report from graduates who

more likely than not will find career opportunities open to

them mainly as middle level techniCal and professional

specialists,"middle management" and supervisory personnel

after obtaining the Bachelor's degree.

The problem of instructional etphasis for the graduate

who transfers is particularly serious for the Engineerins Tech-

nologies graduate where only 35 percent report a suitable

balance between theory, principles and "hands-on" practical

applications, and where 59 percent report all theory and

principles with few "hands-on" practical applications. And,

as noted earlier, this is a technical and professional field

at Delhi Where a higher proportion of graduates than any

other do transfer. Also, it was learned earlier that an



EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL EMPHASIS AT

UPPER DIVISION INSTITUTIONS

(Includes only graduates transferring after graduatipn)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTION

On the basis of your experience, please make an overall evaluation of the
instructional emphasis at the college to which you transPrred.

DIVISION

so
4,ow ...;z 0 azRo zo

so w-J o
w wo 1.-
U.! 0 <Z Z Z- I
7) LD c.) on
z z to cc. o o
co w 1- I > LU

1: All theory and principles. Few "hands on" practical applications. 46 25 59 22 37

2. Suitable balance between theory, principles and "hands-on" practical
applications. '54 75 35 78 62

3. Mostly "hands.on" practical applications. Little in the way of
principles and theory. 0 0 6

*There were no vocational education graduates who transferred.
Chart A-.35
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unusually high proportion (57 percent) of the Engineering

Technologies Division graduates who transfer did not complete

a Bachelor's degree program at the,upper clivision institution.

Le46 than hatS the gicaduate4 who tican4Se4
Sound a good batance between 4peciatization
in the majo4 iiictd and gene4at 4tudie4

Chart A-36 on page 149 illustrates that 49 percent of the-

graduates who transferred reported- finding a suitable balance

at the upper division institution between specialization in.

their major field and general studies. This problem is

particularly acute for the Agriculture Division graduates

where only 20 percent report a suitable balance.

In the case of the Agriculture Division graduates,

however, the imbalance is decidedly different in direction

than for the graduates of the other technical and professional

divisions. Here the imbalance results from overspecialization

in the major field with not enough general studies. Among the

graduates of the other divisions the overwhelming problem is

not enough specialization provided in the major field with too

much general studies.

In sum, there are relatively.serious shortcomings in

the instructional programs provided graduates who trav.sfer to

upper division institutions. Fundamentally, the graduates

have not been overly satisfied with the instructional em?hasis

nor specialization in their major field at the upper division

institutions to which they have transferred.
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EVALUATION OF SPECIALIZATION IN MAJOR FIELD

AT UPPER DIVISION INSTITUTIONS

(Includes only graduates transferring after graduation)

FIGURES SHOWN ARE IN PERCENT

QUESTI.ON

On the haus of your experience, make an overall evaluation of the specialization hi
your major field at the college to which you transferred.

1. Overspecialization in major field. Not enough general studies. 80 5 6 14

2. Good balance between major field and general studies. 20 57 66 53 49

3. Not enough specialization provided in major field. Too much
general studies. 0 38 28 33 26

There were no vocational education graduates who transferred.

Chart A-36
149
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What Courses Taken At Delhi (Whether Completed...Satisfactorily
Or NOTT Have Been Most Helpful To Transferees Other Than For

,Possible Transfer Credit?

The graduates who transferred were asked to list

courses taken at Delhi "most helpful" and "second most helpful"

(whether completed satisfactorily or not) for purposes other

than possible transfer credit. The graduates were also asked

to state the reason they listed any of the courses taken at

Delhi.

The purpose for inquiring about courses of benefit in

transferring was to move beyond the general to the specific.

That is, the-objective was to find areas of study and courses

which would-begin to help eXplain more fully where the grad-
, -

uates learned.what ig demanded of a college student, how to

. apply.themselves o.College studies, about selecting a satis-
VV, _. . .fyingcareer fW.d and the like. Not all graduates who trans-.-

.

ferred listed-courses in answer to this question. The.results

for those who did are summarized in Appendix D on page 176.
- .

.

In general, i .w111 be noted that the two areas of study

mentioned,moit ofteri;-asbeing of particular benefit in trans-

ferrilic w-er Ihe Bnglish composition and technical and

professi6nal dOurses. ,.ThiS conclusion was applicable to all

the career fields at Delhi, with but very feW exceptions.

-
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GENERAL COMMENTS OF GRADUATES

A number of opportunities were provided for the graduates

to make general comments-7,regardin9 their experiences at Delhi,

employment experiences, and transfer experiences after gradua-

tion from Delhi. The content of these has been classified

by major emphasis for each of the academic divisions. These

are presented in Appenckix E on page 183.

The general. Comments are divided into three parts:

(a) The evaluation of Delhi experiences by all graduates;

(b) Graduates accepting a full-time position after graduation

from Delhi; and

(c) Graduates transferring after graduation from Delhi.

The Open-ended comments of the graduates have added a great

deal of substance to the College's self-evaluation. For one

'thing, they add living testimony to otherwise lifeless, dry

statistical summarizations.

Not all graduates had general comments to make. The.

vast majority did, however. It is probably true that those

with pet ideas or gripes are not over represented because of

the great variety of both positive and negative.comments

received and their 3eneral agreement with the findings of the

statistical summarizations.

It should be recalled that these are comments received.

from many successful graduates of the Collear who have. matured_

in.many cases beyond their years. Thus, these. ideas cannot be

"pooh poohed" arbitrarily or sarcastically by those who may

have other beliefs, or who operate from other basic prenises.
151
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APPENDIX A

JOB TASKS OR SKILLS REQUIRING THE

GREATEST SKILL OR COMPETENCE

- AS REPORTED BY THE GRADUATES -
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41.10R AT DELHI

JOB,TASKS OR FUNCTIONS REQUIRING THE GREATEST SKILL OR COMPETENCE

(Graduates Who Accepted a Full-Time Pi,sition After Graduation)*

AGRICULTURE rVISION

JOB TASKS Oh FICTIONS REQUIRING GREATEST SKILL OR COMPETENCE

GRAD. FIRST JOB TITLE TASK OR FlICTIGN PFSENT 'JOB 1TLE TASK OR FUNCTION

Animal Science 06

---
Laboratory

Supervisor

Supervising others

___-_--__________

Senior Technician Same

Animal Science 66 Veterinary

Assistant

Being able to handle

people

Same Same

Animal Science 66 Technical

Assistant

Repair of equipment

and teaching labs

Same Same

Animal,Science 68 Animal

Technician

Taking X-rays,

medical treatment of

itients

Assistant in Research

Chemotherapy

Administering I.V.

anesthesia, removing

bone marrow

Animal Science GS Laboratory

Technician/

Receptionist

Being receptionist and

coping,with clients

Same Admitting emergency

cases and knowing .what

to do until veterinarian

arrives, answering phone

and knowing what consti-

tutes an immediate

emergency

Animal Science 08 Veterinary

Assistant

Lab work E.K.G. Technician Know about operation

principles of lab

machines (such as,E.K.G.

Animal Science 08 Life Insurance

Agent

S'alesmanship Meat Inspector Judgment, interpretation

and application of

standards in practice

Animal Science 09 Research

Assistant .

Ag Experiment

Station

Following new

techniques of analysis

Same Same

Animal Science 09 Farm Hand None Assistant Manager

Discount Record Store

Management of employees

.

Animal Science , ,09 Science Lab

Technician .

Community

College

Patience with the

students

Receptionist -

Animal Hospital

Handling clients,

interpreting emergency

'situations

Animal Science 09 Laboratory

Animal

Technician

Hematology, media

preparation, .culture

in micro and tissue

Veterinary Technician Fecal exams, bloods,

urines, radiology,.

bookkeeping
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...Animal Science

Animal 'Science

AGRICULTURE DIVISION (Continued)

YEAR
JOB TASKS OR FUNCTIONS

REQUIRING GREATEST SKILL OR COMPETENCE
WO, FIRST JOE TITLE TASK OR FUNCTION

PRESENT JOB TITLE TASK OR FUNCTION

Clerk . Assistant General management

Manager, net shop

Laboratory

Technician,

Milk Co o

Senior Lab Animal
Anticipating needs of

Caretaker the department

70

Animal Science 70

Veterinary Assistant
Medications

Bacteriological and

butterfat procedures

Same
Same

Same
Same

Animal 'llusbanUrv
Nerdsman Watching for illness, Employee

curing and preventing

illnesi

Agriculture

bus.i.ness

Also, correct feeding

of the animals

0 Trainee, Milling Sales management Store Manager,
Sales management,

company
Agway

personnel management,

financial management
Agriculture

Business

Agriculture

business

67 Partner, Feed Credit with retail

service customers

Same Same

68 Assistant Manager Supervising other

Retail chain people

store

Armed Service None

Agriculture

Business

Auctioneer SaleSmanship Farmer
Salesmanship and

ability to understand

peoples' desires and

wants

Dairy Tlant

Management

70 Route Driver, None

Dairy
.1111=11111=111*

Lab Technician
Plating of milk and

milk products

) Dots rto H41114 tll frabuiQs hQ accepted a Full-time Position after graduation. Some just did not list any
tasks or functions

re!uiring weater skill or competence.



MAJOR AT DELHI

JOB TASKS OR FUNCTIONS REQUIRING Tilt GREATEST SKILL OR COMPETENCE

(Graduates Who Accepted a Full-Time Position After Graduation)*

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT DIVISION

JOB TASKS OR FUNCTIONS REQUIRING GREATEST 'SKILL OR COMPETENCE

GRAD, FIRST JOB TITLE TASK OR FUNCTION PRESENT JOB TITLE TASK OR FUNCTION

Accounting 66 Junior Data

Processing

Technician

Coordination of informa.

tion from research

departments & ready for

computer running

Accountant. Budgeting, changing ,

work habits of peers

to make more functional

ACcounting

.

66 Payroll Clerk Using office machines,

analyzing payroll

procedures

Business Teacher Being a "Jack of all

trades"

Accounting 69 Junior

Accountant

Auditing Same

.

Supervision of three

persons

Business

Management

67

.

Stock. Clerk Inventory control Industrial Credit

Clerk

.

Accounting

.

Business

Administration

68 General Office

Worker

Accounting None None

Business

Administration

.

69 Laborer and

Forklift

Operator

Had to remind pwner

how to deal with

employees

Kitchen Aide and

Baker's Assistant

Learning to work with

employer, fellow

employees, and others

Business

Administration

70 Secretary Communications abilities,

both oral and written

Same Same

Marketing 68 Executive

Trainee

Setting up floor dis.

plays, pricing merchan.

dise, supervising sales

personnel

Sales Representative Representing company to

the public, explaining

billing procedures and

solving discrepancieS

that may result

Marketing 69 Management

Trainee

Managing people well,

balancing things to be

done with time allotted

Receptionist Accuracy is most

important. Volume

follows
,

Marketing 70 Purchasing

Assistant

Maintaining a suitable

inventory of parts

,Eclui,nment Cancellation

Coordinator

Realize the advantage's

of competitive thachines

and through good cus.

tomerrelations main-

tain users. Greatest

skill is to work effi-

ciently with others,

especially salesmen and

truckers when removal

of machines is necessary
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BUSINESS MAGEMENT DIVISION (Continued)

JU TASKS OR FUNCTIONS REQUIRING GREATEST SKILL OR COMPETENCE
GRAIL F RS TASK OR FUNL SEN 0 AS OR FUNC ION

Secretarial Science 66 Secretary All phases of secretarial.

work, decisionmaking

Same Same

secretarial Science 66 Stenographer Scheduling overseas

trips, learning visa,

passport, & innoculation

requirements

None None

Secretarial Science bb Secretary Organization, working

with different types of

peole

Same Same

Secretarial Science 67 Secretary Getting correct informa-

tion for claims

Same Taking dictation and

transcribing
Secretarial Science 67 Data Control Accuracy

Clerk
Purchasing Clerk Accuracy

SecretarialScience 67 Secretary Typing lengthy equations

for engineering reports,

dictation with chemical

and engineering terms

Illustrator Fine line drawings,

exact measurements

deciding most attrac-

tive way io show an

illustration so It is

easy to comprehend
Secretarial Science'

. ,

68 Personnel narking with data pro-

Secretary cessing system,

transcribing shorthand

Executive Secretary Preparing .payroli,

transcribing shorthand

SecretaFial Science.

.

68

,

IBM Machine ile sure all work is

Operator right before leaving

de artment

same Same
,

secretarial Scienee 6,,-,, Legal Secretary ot mucil skill required Same Organization, law

conce ts

Secretarial Science 68 Secretary Keeping IP top of action

items for my employer

and myself from day-to-

day

Same Same

Secretarial ScienCe 69 Clerk Shorthand and typing Same Same

Secretarial. Science 69 Secretary Handling office

situations in absence

hof supervisor

Executive Secretary Handling "public,

relations" with

dialomacY

Same Same
Secretarial Science 70 Secretary Getting the work done,

being able to work with

and for others

Secretarial Science
! A

70, Stenographer Doing things over , or 3

times, not because wort

wasn't perfect, and

r e'-------it'2. i n leasa

Same Same

,
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JOB TASKS OR FUNCTIONS REQUIRING THE GREATEST SKILL OR COAFETENCE

(Graduates Whp Accepted a Fall-Time Position After Graduation)*

,ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES DIVISION

YEAR JOB TASKS OR FUNCTIONS RE UIRING GREATEST SKILL OR COMPETENCE
MAJOR AT DUO JJ GRAD. 7113177rriffir TASK OR FUNCTION 1. TITLE TASK OR FUNCTION

.

Building

Construction I

66 Crew Chief Adjusting from classroom

to job site

Same Same

Building

Construction
--------,7,--
Ouilding

Construction

67 Junior Engineer Reading prints, survey

and pre-plan

Union Carpenter Same

67 Engineering

Technician

Careful inspection of

contracts, work to

state szecifications

Same Same

Building

Construction

69 Inspector Dealing with different

types of people, i.e.

architects, contractors,

carpenters

Seif-employed

Contractor

,

Dealing with customers

,

Building

ConstrUction

69

, .

Draftsman Constant coordination

with others on a

articular 'ob

Same Same ,

Building

nSliliction

69 Draftsman Industrial building

design in general

Same

,

Same

Building

Construction

69 Draftsman -

Structural Steel

Speed Draftsman-Architect Being organized

Building

Construction

70 Self-employed

partner

All aspects of home

construction, design

to finished home

Same Same

Building

Construction

70 Apprentice

Bricklayer

Mastering the trade Same S'ame

Building,

Construction

70 Estimator Broad knowledge of

construction phases

Same Same

..
Mechanical Equipment

for Buildings

66. Fitld

Engineer

Esimating

,

Same Contracting., estimating

mathematics

Nechanical Equipment

for Buildings

67 Draftsman Underst*ing mechan.

ical equipment

Apprentice Steamfitter Welding

Mechanical Equipment

for hildings

67 Phot6grapber,

Art Director

--._
:Planning and coming up

witiCo,reative ideas

Self-employed

Executive Director -

Commercial Advertising

and Photografajtudio

Same
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MAJOk AT Unlit

Hotel Management

Motel Management

Motel Management

Hotel Management

Hotel Management

Hotel Management

hotel Management

JOB TASKS OR FUNCTIONS REQUIRING THE GREATEST SKILL OR COMPETENCE

(Graduates Who Accepted
a Full-Time Position After Graduation)*

HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND FOOD SERVICES MANAGEMENT

JOB TASKS OR FUNCTIONS RE UIRING GREATEST SKILL OR COMPETENCE

YrAR

CRAU. flR
OR FU

FUN ON

66 food Service

Director
Management of people in Purchasing Agent
food service de artment

Manager, Drive- Daily accounting

In Food Service Rrocedures

Personnel Clerk, Personnel records
Hotel

Assistant Personnel management
Manager . Food

Com an

Assistant Tact in dealing with

Manager - Motel hotel guests

Assistant

Manager Fad

Chain S7ore

70 Food Director

Public

Institaicn

Head Ca:thl4r

Mote

Hotel Management

Faod Services

Hanagemek

Food Servicr,

Witmer,

Food Servivis.

Management

I

Pealing with other

people (customers and

_employees)

Food jtjOfl
Supervisor .

Hos ital

Associate

Dietitian -

Hospital

68 Assistant

Dietition -

'Hospital

Comnunication with

perple

Kenping track of petty

cash bank

Die: thnapy for

patients

Personnel relations

Supervising a small

number of employees and

diet writing

Same

Executive Secretary

to Vice Presieent

in Hotel

Manager Food

Company

Purchasing department

in nursing home

Same

Handling guest

complaints (face to

face, as well as

correspondence)

Same

Night Auditor -

Travel Inn
Getting management to

change and showing

clerks underlying

reasons for rocedures

Food Service Sales Being able to

Consultant . Paper and communicate verbally
Bag Com an

Food Manger - Public Same

Institution

,..11Mtl
Night Manager . Hotel Employee supervision

Cafeteria Helper -

Public School

None

Assistant Dietitian - Keeping perspective,as
Hospital

"middle man" between

department head and

employees

Kitchen Supervisor . Supervising a large
Hospital number of employees,

giving equipment demos-

trations, and writing

special diets
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tiAlOR AT UW41

. Carpentry

(, arpentry

JOB TASKS OR FUNCTIONS
REQUIRING TUE

GREATEST SKILL OR COMPETENCE
(Graduates Who

Accepted a Full-Time
Position After

Graduation)t

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DIVISION

YEAR
JOB' TASKS OR

FUNCTIONS RE UIRING GREATEST SKILL OR
COMPETENCE

71
Carpentry

(Millwork

Installation)

Trying to like the
work Carpenter (bridge

construction)
The skill

of perfection
in doing,the

best and
most accurate 'ob

Same

Carpenter
Pounding a nail into

woodwork and not

hitting the wood

Same

Carpentry

(None) employed

in Lumber Yard
Auto Mechanics 70

Mechanic

Millwork and estimat-
ing in lumber ard

Doing work on a car

that may mean the

difference hetween a

safe and unsafe car

Same

Same

Same

Same

Auto lecOanto
70

Line Mechanic
Electric system on Vw Same

Charging systems
0 atlioning

Office

ilorker
70

Cashier-Secretary The ability to post

hooks and
working with

the computer
center on

running ledgers and

closing of ac )unts

each month

Same
Same

abbliwymmilloomonwas

Drafting 0
Draftsman 11

The layout
raftsman III

Same

Same

Electricity
Llectrician

Licensed Practical

Nursing

Does not require very
much skill or

competence
70

Licensed
Practical Being able to careNurse

for and get along

with co le

Mason-Apprentice Cutting masonry

Masonry

Same

5ame
Same

Mason-Apprentice
Laying, brick and block

faster
* Nes nut

include all
graduates who accepted a full-time

position after
graduation, Some just did not list any

lob tasks or functions
rennirino preater skill or

competence,
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GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT LEVELS

Source: Dictionary of Occupational Titles
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GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

virautitz I

APPlv principles of logical or scientific
thinking to 8 w ele range of intelleetual
tIIII practield proltlftils Deal w all ion-

sitilbolisiii Iformulas, selenidie
equations, graph-. onisionit note", ete
in i t s mod l i l i a s e s , l i e n ! w Oh
a variety of ale-Arne! and coyerete % art-
aides. .\pprehend the tiloi alt,truse
classes of concepts,

APIA/ principles of logical or scientific
Ilonking to define problems, Offiletit
data, establish facts, if draw valid ;

conchismns. Interpret an esten-ive
eariet v or teehniea instvirt ions, in
books, manuals, awl mathematical or dia-
grammatic form. Deal w it li several
abstract and concrete variables.

_pp.A I ,- principles of rational stems to
solve practical problems and deal with
a variety of concrete %arialdes in sitna-
tiring where onl% starlit:int-
izat ion exists. interpret it Varier v of
instructions furnished in written, oral,
diagrammatic, or schedule form.

A PIO' under-itaniltrig to ram'
out ryetion, furnished in written,
oral. or !grain/mote form. !teal Nt

several conereie
r friOl lint

; fT).(f. It. 4,,,Ortriding Ifl carry
out detsited iit loon% written or
oral til-trurtion- 1)..; ' itli problems
iiivolv UtA. 1 fe» eon eret unable- in or
from standardized -alien/ins

Ntattieimaicat Iteveloprucat

.pply l.nowledge of advaLc,
mathemat icid an(1 stat is) inn!
technimies such as difTeren-
tial anti integral calculus,
hoitor probabil.
il v determination, or work
o ith a wide variety of theo-
retiral mathematical eon-
eepts and make ttriginal
applivat ions of mat hetnat Ical
procedures, as ill etilpirieitl
1111(1 tlItreretit ti 1411111tiOOS.

Perform ordinary arithmetie,
algebraic, and geometric pro-
cedures in standard. practical
a pplicat ions.

Make arit met ic calculat lofts
11% oli nig

and ixreental4C-

's.i. aritlitnetir to al -subtract,
multiply, and do vie -A 1.0le
1011111.0.1-s

Apply common -att-o, understanding to carry ' Perform addit ion fuel
ono- or Iwo-step subtraction, reading of i

Deal %volt standardized ' cop% ing of Moire", (ir 00,tyl.
ocete.aotta1 icr IA) ariables itt or from ing.and recording.
t best, "it nation, totrowereil on the job,

TARLE 2

165
1 ;7; 9

11, vcitii11111',II

Comprolle; expression of it level 10
-Ifepor rite, or edit articles for
lich 'Ions as new papers, maga-

or ut lk )ournitl,.
I% up deed., leases, wills,
contract:.

leetures on poll.
nit's, nation, or science.
riouti - or advise such

people clients, or pationt.,
in suet), as welfare eligitinoy
voefoiey0, rehabilitation, mental II-. tnarital relations.

. . technivai flata it
oundings fold bridges.

'otnpreliension and expression of a level to
--Transcribe dictation, make appoint-

ments for executive and handle his per-
sonal mail, interview and screen people
wishing to speak to him, and write rou-
tine correspondence on own initiative,

Interview'. job applivants to determine
wOrk };("7::f.' suited for their abilit his
and esricnce, and contact employers
to interest them in services or agent...,

Interpret technical manuals as well as
drawings and specifications, such as
layouts, blueprints, and schematics.

Comprehension and expression of a level to
-File, post, and mail -mill material as
fortiN. ,rhockst, receipts, and bills.

--cop.. data from one reeord to another,
till in report form-, and type all -work
frow rough draft nr eorrected ropy.
Inieryiew members of household to ob-
tain suet, infornatio,i as age, occupa-
ion and ii-itiber 'or children, to he

otiil as lat.,. 'or survevs, or economic

people on tours through.
torical or public buildings, describ-
ing such features as size, value, and
points of interest.

Comprehension and expression of a le'.(..1 '47
I arn jolt diii:e from OThl nest rnetion-.
tin thmonst ration,

i-hintifving informal km, such as
name a..d adIres, if ell,/ tinier, v. i.igh;t,
',umber, or type of product, on lags, or

Request orally, or mu Writ in g. SW' ti
as linen, soap, or work materials.
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INC OADUATE,' WESSMENT OF THL COURSES AND AREAS OF STUDY OF BENEFIT IN ACHIEVING THEIR CAREER GOALS

iGratluats Accepting a Full-Time Position After Graduation)'

AGR)CULTURL DIVISION

YEAR UORSES OF

:1AJ,1 AT DELHI

PRESENT

JOB IITLE GRAD, EXCEPTIONAL BENEFIT SOME BENEFIT

AREAS NHERE MORE

PREPARATION IS REQUIRED

Animal )eionce Se1lior

Technician

66 Practical lab cytology,

hematology

Animal vicience lcat Inspector 0 Genetics Anatomy, physiology,

bacteriology

Total animal research

Animal 'cience Vsterinary

Assistant

b?) Science course' j Pharmacology, lab tests,

diseases & treatment

Animal Scienc,: lechnical

Assistant

06 Radiology, animal care,

hematology, parasitology

anatomy, physiology,

managerial accounting

Microbiology, chemistry,

livestock production',

animal nutrition

11:151A1 .)cience Veterj,nar

Assistant

68 Hematology, parasitology

anatomy, pathology,

radiology

Chemistry, math Feeding & care of

animals during pregnancy

Ahlaal )cience As%ist2nt IN

Research

68 Hematology, parasitCogy

animal care, anesthesia,

radiology

Microbiology, urinalysis

anatomy, physiology

Radiology, animal care

Antroal ciencc Meat Inspector 68 Anatomy, pathology,

histology'

Physiology,

anthropology

Animal ',cience JC, Technici,,A 68 Anatomy, physiology,

office records

Physiology, office

records, surgery,

hematology

ANIAd CIClice Research

Assistant

tit.) Hcato1ogy, histology Genetics, chemistry,

miC.robiology

Statistics

Animal ',cience Assistant

Manager

b9 Psychology I & II,

hnglish III, Sociology

Animal science courses,

dairy sciences,

animal reproduction

More general studies

Animal Science Receptionist at

Animal Hospital

69
Anatomy, physiology,

clinical management,

chemistry, hematology,

parasitology

,

Histological techniques

pathology.,
.

Botany

Animal science Veterinary

TeAnician

69 Radiology,. hematology

parasitology

Genetics, office

records, pharmacology

Nursing care,

surgiv assisting

Animal Science Veterinary

Assistant

70 All science courses SociAl Sciences,

math,' English



1n

1

o 1)F1,a 1

AalCUEIORL 11141SlON (Continued)

YEAR CAMAS OF
AREAS WHERE MORE

(IRA, DCEPTIONAE dENEFIT SOME BENEFIT
PREPARATION IS RE UIRD

.. . .

Ail ') leheo

r

Lur;itur

k!chnician

7U hab animal science 1 &

II, anatomy, hematology

Physiology, pathology

..........____

I.. 1 ,, Hike

. ___

i:,1:etaH.
'1) hal) animal science 1 l'i

I!, animal science 1

II

distology, clinical

management, medical

terminology, microbiolog,

111)11 7ip6andrY 1mpioyer 67 Soil technology, animal

nutrition, livestock

feeding, farm management

I rl II, fields 6 crops

Ag cooperatives, welding

livestock reproduction,

animal breeding, milk

marketing

Farm machinery, farm

power, welding,

metallurgy

tr.,/ Plant Eahoratory

Tecfnician

70 Rairy bacteriology,

dairy engineering

Refrigeration, animal

husbandry

ricoltaral

1,,Inoy, lailagement

ilgway Store

lana'ler

67 Accounting, business law,

feeds & feeding, soil

technology, business

mama ement

Farm management, soil

conservation, dairy

science

Chemical spray G other

uses of chemicals in

field of agriculture

JicnItural

1111c6 Management

tiministrative

uTecialist

68 Personnel management,

p'3ycho'logy

College math, English

composition

Psychology, sociology

CH ultural

vdney, !1a4meilt

farmer 69 Accounting, agriculture

Courses

Economics, sciences

(physical)

Jloil!ural

hqnro lanaitemeat

Aanwment

Trainee

0 Aocounti4, tu- eting,

law, econolics, ,i'mistry=.0...
Riological fl physical

sciences

Riological G physical

sciences
,

IM.11.11.M...R

hot indlide 111 t;raduates who accepted 1 full-timo posit,H, after graduation, Some just did not list any
(.0ArW 1 M Of "e\ceptional Eenefit" or "some knefit."
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,HF AlMoAILs' A ryinol ME IHI Ar(1s() ANh WAS Of STUDY OF BENEFIT IN ACHIEVING THEIR CARIIR GOALS

IMraduatts Accepting a Full-Time Position After Graduationl'

BUsINLS MANAGEMENT DIVISION

Nlio A ELM

PEF'd,NT

juk EITEL

qAk COURSES OF

BLNHIT 757E777
AREAS WHERE MORE

PREPARATION IS REQUIRED
____ ........... ______

1, Juni i ly

_......,_......____

Account ant ob Last year of accounting,

business administration,

English composition

Unman relations, data

processing

Marketing

Hun c i n,i Busiuess icaLher oo Uata processing,

accounting

Use of business

machines

ti ,.uun t I II '. lonior

Accountant

0 AcLoonting English composition,

data processing

;i , rHot 1 n,, !Icchanical

Evii9eat

Uiieritor

lir Accounting, financing Computer, mathematics

fin , i Icy, secretary (0, ;'lisiness Gblernment Psychology

Hislay,

,I.:InLAration

kitchen Aide II

Baker's Assistant

6i) Psychology, human

relations, small

businesses, management,

health, ecology

Personal contact

courses, encounter

sessions, retailing

11W,1111

HanwHieut

';ocrotary 71 Communications I & II,

business law, psychology,

English literature &

couosition

Human ecology, elemen.

tary statistics, math

of finance

Generalized areas

Harkytin,,, lolophone Cogipany

Representative

63 Credit & collections,

business communications

(written & oral)

English, business

management

Job training

market ing Receptionist 0 Business communications,

marketing I l'i II, sales

promotion, merchandise

buying, human relations

Marketing Aerox Equipment

Cancellation

Coordinate

hecutive

Secretary

70

0

Sales promotion,business

organization & management,promotion,

finance, human relations,

_psychology, marketing

Shorthand, typing,

secretarial practice,

data processing, English

Purchasing, sales

business

law

Business math, office

practice

Business lawhecotive

Secretarial

Administration

Simetarill

Science

Secretary 66 Secretarial courses,

English, math

Human relations Math, computers

19i;



1110,

".;

111,T.r
LI

OINKS CNACJALNI OIVMON (Continued)

COURSES OF
AREAS huh 1OREC411, OCEPTIONAL ilSLpiT SOME MEM

PREPARATION IS REQUIRhO

Hrt'LirI31
h,t.

y r,.ta:.! II

,..!IcHl

1

..

...,.....

c,i,iaii.1

, 00,-e

,.. roam a I

,t.11,J

',crvt,irv hh Aorthand, secretarial

practice, typing

Office machines

-------__

'0,,..rvtArv- WI Secretarial practice,

shorthand, data process-

inv., typing

Accounting, business
Specialized generaleconomics, marketing,

k studierMrin relationstbUSine55.: J
law, or:anization machines

;cretary m) office practice

_____

Secretarial courses Case studies, dictating

equipment
.

'4.(retary HI Secretarial practice,

shorthand, typing,

human relations,

Lnglish comation

All secretarial courses,

secretarial practice

Economics, sociology

All science and scial

science

Psychology

Secretarial accounting

.1c.countiv,

';ocretarv

0

o'P,,t,irlal

ence

',vcretary b7 Shorthand, typing
Business machines

y r11:11
S

4,th IcJitirr b; hypin, shorthand Lconomics

.,ea ro anal

,cien,..a,

Purchasing Clerk 67 Secretarial practice,

shorthand, typing,

math, accounting

Business machines,

data processing

',e,:retarcal

', leill:e

IA Yachine

liperator

0 Typing, shorthand,

English composition,

data processing

!iiI'li

Ho:r...t.irill

),:ionce

Legal secretary 68 Secretarial courses,

business law

Human relations

,e(rotJr;al

,cience
Lxecutive

Secretary

Y.I Secretarial courses,

English, business
Public relations

'or:rt''..1rt.i1
:,cience

Clerk 69 Secretarial practice,

shorthand, typing,

business communications

Speech, business law

rt.t,iri.il
no,

reoartment

',ecretary

70 fyping, shorthand,

secretarial practice

English, composition,

business communications

Learning to use modern

machines how to fix

when something goes

wrong
11

)cieuce

.,ecretarv III 70 Typing, tabulations,

i.iorking with numbers

)e(retarLil

.,civo..e

elfare Unit

Assistant

70 American government,

conomics,psychology,

hnclish

Shorthand, typing,

secretarial practice

Psychology, economics

1

i .,i'creHr; 11

_

Jtenoapiier 70 English, shorthand,

transcription

Typing. management,

business communications

all grildilates who accepted full.tir4 positions after graduation.

pf "n(vptiplul
hem:fit" (4 "some benefit,"

$ome lust did not list ao7



11A I 11 ',11 Lttl

LIAPIJAT,' IY1.!,1 01 l01. CiiIitSt \Np Aldy, or slimy a nENLFIT IS ACHIEVING TOUR CARE1R GOALS

liradoales 1c:eilli% a iI1lilni Position After Graduatio0'

1 "Ii; I NIL RI ti6 4C11alLin; I LS DIVISION

corms OF ARIAS oau MORL

;p,11, 1:1777771, 1rrrtT ,01.11"-1rNryIT PREPARATION IS RLQUIRLD

oli I 11 ni'

;,i, I liN,

Al I III M,I

i oa ,i rii t Hn

milding

.:a.trktion

_

;aildiag

Lai t rui t In

('Fc6 (hlrf

Hon Cmpntcr

(16 :',urtivving I ri II,

building construction

Math, drafting

h7 Architectural drawing,

mechanical equipment,

Arvveing

Lstimating, NaqInTY Contracting

.....

0 !nr C0.011 Survoving, strength of

material, structural

design, drafting

Construction, labor

relations, drafting

Phvsics economics

Hilo
Cmhultant

Contracting

613 Drafting (more detail) Steel loading, loading

of beams, effect of

wind I; earthquakes

Mechanical equipment

Electrical layout of

lighting, plumbing

Law ti constructing

(iractical not theory)

61 Construction I, II, Ill,

IV

-

,Ailding

aun.oroc,tilm

Draftsman 69 All construction 1, math

courses

lhysics

Lecnani(al

Cyltpl;Hnt lor

kni1111,:

Lftld Lagineer 66 Math, basic construction Physics, drafting Construction inspection

MvelkinhAl

10 :limit for

,iiiidin4

hiot og raplier/

Ait 9irector

67 Construction seminar Plumbing, construction Actual dealing with

people

1110111,w:it for

onildings

Apprentio'

teamfitter

67 Welding, heating

controls, seminars,

estimatiq

Llectrical pneumatic

controls, accounting

Lngincering labor

relat:ons, economis

,av Lo:1,,tril,110!1 111!'kman 69 Structural drafting,

strength of materials

Surveying

Ircl,itccturdl

ioulruciion

c'lf-employed

Homo ComWmuction

70 Ill math courses,

mechanical equipment

technical courses

(;eneral studies Rusiness, management

record keeping

Li !ht

..0a.itru,:tido

Architectural

Draftsrian

09 Strligth of materials,

dr4fting, construction

Nodular or panelized

tv.t of building

..onstruction

rochulogv

Corporate

t.'cretamv

66 iirafting, math,

engineering construction,

contracting

Accounting Accounting, physrcs

'1mi:ruction

rechnolo,7

)1nrc0tice

Brcklayer

76 Calculus, construction

!, drafting, surveying

I r, II, sewage treatment

Mechanics, physics,

economics

199
200



1.111,i.

Elidql:RENC ThCHNOLOOIES MAISlON (Continued)

COURSES OF

6RA11, 57EPT ONAL bEti[FIT SOME REEFIT

AREAS WHERE MORE

PREPARATION IS RE UI

,-

Ivyr id Labor relations seminar,

architectural drafting

Psychology, sociology,

public speahing

1

.n:or

, ,el[cin

Surveving, highway

structures, strength of

laterials, concrete

Mathematics Field trips to major

construction sites

should he used more

extensively

Ln;HieJ:;i:

.]:,:chnician

07 Triunometry, cnncrete,

sli e rule

English Calculus, surveying,

lhysics drafting

jechnIcal

, Lnoneer

70 Construction English, math, physics

hw,way ilesincr 07 Surveying, highway

construction ll design,

mathematics

All drafting courses,

engineering technology

Highway geumetrics,

computer technology

' ) ,raduatf-, who accepted a full-time position after graduation, Some just did not list any

r r, 1.!1,,C, Of uvcqt1c,nal !,cnefit or "some benefit,"



AIN,:;timENT OF THE COURSES AND AREAS OF STUDY OF BENEFIT IN ACHIEVING THEIR CAREER GOALS

(Graduates Accepting a Full-Time Position After Graduation)*

iloTEL, PESTAUROT FOOD SERVICES MANAGEMENT

PRLSP:T COURSES OF

GRAD. 7TcEPTI0NAL liENEFIT SOME BENEFIT

AREAS WilERE MORE

PREPARATION IS RE UIRED

Hoteltaurint ;

iIttuIllinAi

Food Director 6o Food 1, 11, Ill, food

equiplent, heverage

'control

Front office manage-

ment, hotel accounting

Food personnel

management, accounting

Manager, Orive-

In i2,estaurant

6: Hotel accounting,

manaement of food

production

Food purchasing, foods Area concerning fast

serving drive-ins,

chain operations

1n4inv,

i!irector

u7 business communications,

English composition

Accounting, hotel

accounting

Found courses and text

complete

.1anager,

Foods company,

67 Cooking food J, II, III,

IV, V

Practical experience

Assistant

Pietitiiiin

67 Nutrition, diet therapy,

quantity foods

Equipment Equipment, sanitation,

public health laws

governing food service

establishments

Food Service

Sales Coa,ultant

68 Courses that provide

practical application,

College Hotel in

Stamford

All courses Practical experience at

college

Kitchen

c,porvisor

OS Nutrition, communications

quantity food production

Accounting, English

composition

Nutrition, diet ther-

apy, communications

Consultant of

feeding programs

for youth and

elderly

68 Foods I, II, III, IV,

catering, psychology,

food purchasing,

food equipment,

personnel management

Accounting Food chemistry, hand-

ling of employees

Food Manager 70 English Microbiology Hotel accounting or

general accounting

Cook-hker 70 Food preparation,

food I, II, III

i'iranch Manager 70 Social sciences, should

be more related though

Night Manager 70 Sociology, psychology Front desk management Employer-employee

relations

204



4',1dln;;t AI

HOTEL, RESTAURANT & FOOD SERVICES MANAGEMENT (Continvq)

PRI.SbNik COUR6ES OF

ii lIT GRAO, EXCEPTIONAL lIENEFIT SOME E1NEFIT

ARFAS WHERE MORE

PRFPARATION IS REQUIRED

lot61 Manavmcnt Purchasing

Ag6nt

6f) Purchasing, personnel

management

Foods, accounting

lutd Andgelit Host, Coatail

LOU4e

67 All HRIM courses GenPral studies Uotel law, insurance

liabilities, suits

[Hi ,Qnir,Htraion

flestaurant

1111,eent

,

.,i11.6 :161per 67 Diet therapy, nutrition krsonnel management

Restaurant

Hanag6r

70 Foods, all RIM courses Mathematics

-
Restaurant

lanagment

Pantryan 70 Catering, foods & labs,

menu planning, public

speaking

Sales promotion, hotel

law, nutrition

Foods & labs, catering,

purchasing

' )0es lot :nclude all graduates who
accepted a full-time position after graduation, Some just did not list any

courso Is liPing of "exceptional benefit" or "some benefit,"

9 g
v



MAW AF blLMI

r.RAIHIATEs' ASSESSMENT OF THE COURSES AND AREAS GI: STUDY OF BENEFIT IN ACHIEVING THEIR CAREER GOALS

(Graduates Accepting a Full-Time Position afte: (Liduation)*

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DIVISION

nLSENT

UI TITLL

TRANSFER COURSES OF

PROGRAM EXCEPTIONAL BENEFIT nil BENHIT

AREAS WHERE MORE

PREPARATION IS RE UIRED

Draftli4; Braftsman Drafting

Flectrilty Electrician Vocatienal electricity Electric circuit

heating, air condition-

ing, water waste,

water treatment

Heating, air

conditioning

Masonry Masan

Apprentice Vo-ed masonry Print reading

Masonry Carpenter Carpentry, masonry Carpentry, masonry

Carpentry Bridge

Construction

Carpenter

Millwork ft

Estimating

Carpentry

Carpentry Masonry CarpentryCdrpentry/

Masonry

Auto Mechanics Auto Mechanic Shop Theory

Auto Mechanics Mechanic Auto mechanics

Secretarial Cashier-

Secretary

Business correspon.

oence, accounting

Business law Accounting

Nursing Anatomy, pharmacology All courses Nutrition

' Does noi Include 311 graduates Ao 'dcupted a full-time position after graduation. Some just did not list any

cources bein,, of " eAceptional henefit" or "some benefit."
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APPENDIX D

GRADUATES' ASSESSMENT OF COURSES TAKEN
AT DELHI HELPFUL FOR PURPOSES OTHER

THAN POSSIBLE TRANSFER CREDIT
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NI' DI 1.111

COURSES TAKEN AT DELHI IlElPFUL FOR PURPOSES

OTHER THAN POSSIBLE TRANSFER CREDIT

(Graduates Who transferred After Graduationt)

LNCTNELRING TECHNOLOGIES DIVISION

COURSES AT DELHI WHICH WERE

HUD. MAAR AEUR (aAPIIAL ION I I MOST HTLPFDL 2) SECOND MOST HELPFUL COMMENTS (I 2
-7-

ill4i, L'ohtriicii:in

ciTArat;011

hilding Cmn.,truction

h6

oi,

h-

huildilg 1:oh,trmion

.

All l r:,:.! Lig Courses Wood Construction

Courses

1) Receive a great deal of

satisfaction.

2) Helps me to talk knowledg-

ably with subcontractors.

ludiv.trial Alt, Building Construction 1-V Drafting 1) Insight to cInstruction

useful to life,

2) Useful in everyday life.

hilding Construction Ruilding Construction 1-6 Statics l'I Strength

of Materials

1) Provided excellent back-

grood knowledge.

2) Provqied goad all-around

knowledge of "a structure."

kuilding Coctrmion

hildiug (iv,truction

h7 Civil Engineering Surveying, ainstruction General Education

Courses

1) Practical experience very

helpful.

2) Helpful to learn specific

study habits needed for

many (much too many) general

education courses at West

Virginia In'versity.

7(1 Architectural rechnology MecLanical Equipment, Law & Const7uction Labs in

Contracting, Architectural general

Drawing

1) Gave a better background in

field than any other courses

understood them well.

2) Provided good "hands on"

experience.

Cl Technology hh Electronic technology English Drafting 1) Communication with other

people.

2) Understanding of tech. draw-

ings.

Civil Technology 67 Civil Engineering Surveying 1 fi 11 1) Helped in work.

Civil Technology 67 Civil Engineering Architectural Drawing I-II1 1) To secure drafting job after

bachelor's degree,
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10 11.T ny,

lor

iethanical Equipment

foi hoildings

,lechanical Equipment

fur

ENCMEPING TECHNOLOGIES DIVISION (continued)

AP
COURSES AT DELHI WHICH WEPT:,

l4ARF. AELL GP,ADIAIP; I TS1 HElPFUE 2l SECOND HELPFUL

Ehgineori4 AI; courses were helpful

10;

1)7

C,enoral Construction trength Courses Surveying

Civil Ingineeriag Physics

Iectrical Engineering

Applied l'hermodyrdmic,,

MEM 11 ')

Gave a broad knowledge of

engineering, mathematics,

and sciences to help in

college studies.

I) Did lots of design *ork.

2) Aided in plan interpreta-

tion and takeoffs.

CalculL,s

Ali courses talen were very much needed,

Cannot single out one.

English Composition Seminar 1) Helped to be more creative

and loosen up.

2) Opportunity to lister to

others, talk to others,

share ideas experiences.

Mechanical Engineering Trigonometry, Calculus applied Welding

2 '

Indu.strial Arts Educa;.ion English Composition

1) Practical

2) Helped select alternative

vocation.

1) Use it all the time.

Nes not include all graduates who transferred
after graduation. Some just did not list any courses as being "most helpful" or

"second most helpful.



MAIOR AT D11.111

COURSES TAKEN AT DELHI HELPFUL FOR PURPOSES

C1HER THAN POSSIBLE TRANSFER CREDIT

(Graduates Wlio Transferred After Graduation*)

IRYFEL, RESTAURANT, FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT DIVISION

YEAR
CCURSES AT DELHI WHICH WERE

GRA, MD ATM GRADUATION 1 140ST HELP ST I hELPFUL TS,
oud ervicp,.

4,1n ;Lomeli t

tc1 c ( Kin agement

(id Maugement

67 Vocational Education Science, English
Cooking Courses - Foods 1-V

Composition

1) Experience

2) Maturation

66 Hotel Administration Accounting Purchasing and

Merchandising

1) Record keeping.

2) Correct buying procedure

and promotion of sales,

66 Hotel Administration English Composition, Foods I-II,

Purchasing

1) All Hotel courses were

relevant & probably proved

to be equally helpful in

practical application.

iot e I Management 67 Food Science General Studies 1) Provided for more well-

rounded person regardless of

field entered into later.

I iotel Management 68 Hotel & Restaurant

Management

Personnel Management 1) Must deal with people ?very-

day & this course helps one

know how to handle certain

situations,

hotel Management (19 Hotel Management English Composition 1) Led to discovery of oneself.'

Dote 1 Management 69 Hotel & Restaurant

Management

Accounting, Law, English Foods, Microbiology,

Composition, Beverage Control Chemistry, History,

Math of Finance

liot el Management 70 Entomology Seminar 1) provided an opportunity for

everyone to relate experience !

and knowledge to others.

Many new ideas & techniques

were discussed & evaluated.

Hotcl liamagesent

-

70 Hotel Administration

,

All were helpful, general

studies and majors.
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0 I 1,1it g0men

711

cra, R100 SEIVICE MANAGEMENT DIVISION (colainued)

COURSES AT DELHI WHICH WERE

MAJOR A111,P, C,1,11)11,1110N
2) SECOND MOST HELPFUL

Housekeping Equipment Personnel fi Front

Office Management

COMMENTS (1 2)

I) Knowledge of equipment and

how it works, how to place

it in kitchen, art of buying

things.

2) Understanding labor, gave a

'feel' of the industry and

enabled me to obtain a part-

time job as front office

cashier.

hood Management

-

Foods, Catering
Personnel Manage-

ment

1) Gets you into the kitchen

to see what's going on.

2) Gives you a basis to act as

a manager -- compassion and

a work-together attitude,

1100) nut include all graluat6 who
transferred after graduation. Some just did not list any courses as being "most helpful" or

'second most helpfuL"

7
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COURSES TAKEN AT 1)11111 HELPFUL FOR PURPOSES

oTHER THAN POSSIBLE TRANSFER CREDIT

(Ciraduato Who TraEferred After Craduation*)

AGRICHLUE DIVISION

l; 1)11+11

ineY,

'ILA

4A1L MAAOR EltR GkAllUAlThN

COHRSLS AT 1H1J11 WHICH WERE

COMMENTS (I, 2)li MOST HELPFUL 2) SECOND MOST HELPFUL

I .Ag. Tconomio

Enyjkn Education

Public Speaking Genetics 1) Basic principles used in

many courses

Socioloc, English

An 1 I 1111..1w:1dr.; .16 Education hold Crops Farm Management 1) Closely related to present

occupation.

',1i; -.11 eiKe !qi

2) Same comment as 1),

Biolqical Selena 2oonose Animal Care

English

1) Directly applicable to my

job. English always

necessary.

6(i Biology Nursing Chemistry American Government 1) Good scientific basis,

2) Steered in direction of

personal interest.

Animal Science

co

66 Education English Composition Animal Sciences 1) Awareness,

2) Background knowledge.

Animal :)cience oh Pre-Vet Chemistry All Courses 1) Helped in further study.

2) Helped in thinking things out,

Animal Scienee 0 Wildlife Management Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry

histology

1) Basic background for future

courses,

2; Headstart on future chemistry

courses.

Animal Science 71) None noted Animal Science I Histology Tech,

Lab Animal Science 11

1) Good background to obtain job.

2) Same comment as 1).

Se,iencc Dairy Science Microbiology EngliA Composition 1) boric principles used in

many courses.

Do6 not indude ahl 0aduates who transferred after graduation. Some just did not list any courses as being "most helpful' or

"second must helpful,"
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MAJOR AL 111111

YLAR

6RAD. MAJOR AFTER GRAMATION

COURSES MKEN AT DELHI HELPFUL FOR PURPOSES

OTHER THAN POSSIBLE TRANSFER CREDIT

(Graduates Who Transferred After Graduation")

DIVISION or BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

COURSES AT DELHI WHICH WERE

I) MOST HELPFUL 2 SECOND MOST HELPFUL COMMENTS 11. 2

Acounting 66 Public Accounting Major courses in Accounting 1) Formed basis for current job

Ac,:oull t 14 66 Teaching (Business) typing 1) Use for part time jobs.

Accounting 68 Accounting 1) Major field

A(counling 69 Public Accounting Little relationship with

courses when transferred.

liollv6 Management 66 Business Administration Accounting 1, 2, 3 1) Helped in transferring and

present business.

B6iness Management 66 Business Management All Management courses 1) Many principles can be

applied to present position.

Business (lanagement 67 Business Administration Financial Analysis, Human English

Relations, Business Organiza-

tion, Management

1) More insight to enterprise

system

2) Helped communicate better.

Built up confidence.

kuinecs Management 67 Business Management Public Speaking Accounting 1) Helped organize thoughts to

express clearly.

2) Gave theory to advance to

present job level.

Business Management 68 Marketing Psychology, Business Organ- Principles of Mar-

ization, Sociology keting, Retailing

1) Gained a better understand-

ing of people and business

theories,

Business Management 70 Business Administration Elementary Probability & Statis-

tics, Economics, Management Courses

1) Have taken further courses

in those fields.

Business Management 70 General Business Production Management Human Relations 1) Highly informative, not just

memorization.

2) Gave insight as to what

business is like.

Marketing 69 Business Marketing Personnel Relations I) Gained a better understand-

ing of people and business') ,

theories.

'iecrotarial Science 66 Secondary Education Shorthand Secretarial Practice 1) Helpful in taking notes.

2) Gave well-rounded experience

in my field.

Does not include all graduates who transferred
after graduation. Some just did not list any courses as being "most helpful" or

"second most helpful."



PART A

PART B

PART C

APPENDIX E

GENERAL COMMENTS AND
TESTIMONY OF GRADUATES

IN EVALUATING THEIR EXPERIENCES

Includes All Graduates' Evaluation
of Delhi Experiences

Includes Only Graduates Accepting
A Full-Time Position After
Graduation

Includes Only Graduates Transferring
After Graduation From Delhi

2 2 2
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PART A

GENERAL COMMENTS OF GRADUATES

EVALUATING THEIR DELHI EXPERIENCES

A number of opportunities were provided for the graduates to

make general comments regarding their experiences at Delhi. The

content of these has been classified by major emphasis for each of

the academic divisions at the College. These are presented below

in summary form and without further comment.

Classification System

General

'. Curriculum

3. Faculty

4. Instruction

5. Guidance & Counseling

6. New Insights of Graduates

7. Placement



AGRICULTURE DIVISION

I. General

"I would recommend Delhi to anyone who is looking for a small
college but a good academic program."

PART A

"The educational experience offered at Delhi was practical and wellrounded. It could serve either as terminal education or be suitedfor future pursuits. Technical schools such as Delhi arc serving
an important function and should not be altered to become liberal arts
or general education oriented."

2. Curriculum

"Delhi did a good job preparing me for the three jobs I have held
since graduating. Without my Delhi training I wouldn't have gottenthe jobs, much less being able to perform in a qualified manner."

"College farm not used enough for educational purposes."

"I feel that the Animal Husbandry students should have more practical
experience on the farm. A graduate who has had very little practical
experience finds a herdsman job very difficult."

"In the Animal Science curriculum, there could be more practical
experiences. (Maybe there is by now.)"

"When I attended Delhi the courses were inadequate and not specializedenough to prepare me for my present employment."

"I believe the Animal Science students should have had more practical
experience with working for vets before leaving. Have them help a localvet or a college vet for a week just as though he were starting a job."

"General Studies lacking in organization and direction. Small AnimalScience extended into large animal too far."

"I feel that the Animal Science Department does a wonderful job of
preparing students for careers, even with such a lack of space andfacilities. I feel that it would be of great help to students if therecould be a clinic sct up so students would get more practical experienceand see

1

what they arc getting into."

"General studies should not be overwhelming in their number. Practicalexperience where the students can 'get their hands dirty' is of primaryimportance."

2 ?
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AGRICULTURE DIVISION (continued)
'ART A

3. Faculty

"General Studies professors were well qualified but lacked experience."

"I felt that my professors in the Animal Sci ence rorriculum wefe very
good."

"Instructors in my division were willing to help more and relationship
was more relaxed and found that some of the general studies instructors
were less willing to participate with students and classroom atmosphere
was rather stifled."

4. Instruction

"As with most educational institutions, I found that several instructors
were using teaching methods that were outdated by about 30 years. Times
change and this dictates that education must change with the pace set by
the needs of the people in an active society."

"I felt that my subjects in the Animal Science curriculum were not to be
understood but were to be memorized. And mcmc:zation is not at all a
good way of retaining knowledge -- at least for me. In a month's time
I would forget what I studied if it was particularly technical, which
all the Animal Science courses were . . . very technical. I feel courses
shouldn't be taught as rote memorization, but with a lasting understanding."

"Very few colleges seem to employ instructors capable of transforming
theory into practical application."

"Some happy medium should be reached on grading techniques and true-
false tests -- out."

"College is 10-15 years behind times. College was comprised of instructors
who went to school, worked a few years in occupation and are now teaching.
Greatest drawback is archaic way of thinking and i:lability to allow for
the development of new ideas. Kind of like a generation gap in education."

"All of my courses in animal science have been helpful in my present job
at one time or another and the experience my instrutors had in the fielc
was also very helpful when at Delhi."

5. Guidance & Counselin

"Faculty advisor did fine job."

"Too many students in college don't know what they want to do after
graduation. Too many students don't go into the field they studied in
college; maybe with some more cr- -cling it would be of some benefit."

, )
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AGRICULTURL DIVISION (continued)
PART A

5. Guidance fi Counseling (continued)

"Faculty members in Animal Science Division were most willing and
helpful to counsel."

"Counseling should have realized I should not have been in Animal
Science."

"I found the Counseling Center very helpful when a few person
problems arose."

"Found Counseling Center able to give tests but little guidance."

"No real difficulties ever arose."

"The Admissions center tells an Animal Science student that the course is
acceptable as pre-vet when, in fact, it is not."

b. New Insights of Graduates

"A good place to find out what I didn't know about myself."

"I would have taken different courses in high school and gone to
Delhi; Then gone on to higher education afterward."

"A transfer student going to Cornell gets hit hard in physical, bio-
logical and social sciences. Students should try to get these courses
at a 2 year college to make it easier for them. Be prepared to transfer
the first year at Delhi and take a straight general studies curriculum."

"Upon leaving Delhi, I would have gone directly to a four year school
instead of getting drafted."

"Would not have delayed transferring and taken a job."

"May have gone to a 'trade' school after graduation from high school."



DIVISION OF ROSINESS MANAGLMENT PART A

I. (eneral

'I think Faculty members should be aware that there is a great deal of
cheating and 'brown-nosing' from students generally. It's difficult
to recor,!nize, but I feel there is much more than they think. The college
and its efforts as a whole are very good. (The best in my book!)"

II visualized Delhi college) as "A place to seek refuge from the draft."

"I would have worked harder to make Delhi a place students could enjoy."

"Delhi is a fantastic place! I really enjoyed it there."

(I visualizeo Delhi college) as "A place to get away from home."

"Somehow the atmosphere on campus while I was there was more a 'suitcase
college' than of anything else causing for less interest in any courses
even though I did want to learn."

"Keep Delhi a small college and it will be rewarding to everyone."

"I watched the college change in many ways during my two years, and I
think that Delhi has profited by it. Academically I felt that I got a
good education while there. The majority of the faculty I came in contact
with were very fine. Socially, i; where the college fell down -- but I
believe since I left many changes in the right direction were made. I

enjoyed attending Delhi and it helped me in many ways. Keep it up!"

(I visualized Delhi college) as "A stepping stone for BS degree."

"On the whole, the instructors did a good job. Disagreed with their
methods sometimes. Delhi needs more social activities for students."

"Had hoped for opportunity to meet many interesting and exciting people
and perhaps even a husband."

"Going to Delhi Tech was a great experience and I have many fond memories.
Although now I'm raising a family, I do hope to eventually get four years
of college and I know Delhi will be a valuable experience."

2. Curriculum

"I entered the Secretarial Science program which was a repeat of high
school. Wish I'd been encouraged into another field."

"When I selected Secretarial I had no prior training in High School. Upon
starting classes, the majority of students had taken commercial courses
throughout high school and my college prep courses were of no help."

188
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DIVISION OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (continued)

'. Curriculum (continued)

PART A

"In the Business Division, the curriculum majors were very closely
related to each other which led to confusion. I chose marketing as a
major. However, throughout my two years I felt I was in business
administration."

think Delhi should stress individual problem solving and general
theory. In my field, each company has their own way of dealing with
each specific problem."

-Usually all theory and principles. Few 'hands-on' practical applications."

"I think that the secretarial course was too specialized for wolldng in
a -;Triall office. I found that things are quite different working for a
corporation. Example: SO% of y time was used in training for short-
hand -- on the job I have used it maybe five times in one year and it
just seems that I could have spent the time training for some other
aspect of secretarial work."

"Unfortunately, much of the training I received at Delhi was almost a
repeat of high school -- at least in my major. More information about
the individual's knowledge when he enters Delhi should be obtained to
put that individual in the courses suited for him."

"Although I felt that there was too much gener-, studies for each curriculum,
I still feel that it does make for a more well-rounded background later on."

"Too much general studies. Half the courses were impractical and will
never be used!"

"I felt that I was required to take quite a few courses which were of no
value to me and a waste of time. There was a very limited 'freedom of
choice' as far as subjects were concerned."

"I found little room to alter my program while at Delhi in order to aid
in career planning."

"Curriculum information found in tile college handbook was accurate, but
the actual presentation of the course material left much to be desired.
Facts were given, but reasoning and application of the facts were left
to the individual's imagination or lack of imagination."

"Would have chosen a different curriculum major in college. This, I

believe, is and was the greatest difficulty with students whom I know.
Certain curriculum were very binding and if one found that they were
unhappy with course, it was very difficult to change without almost
!;tarting over again."
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DIVISION OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (continued)

3. Faculty

PART A

'The professors, while mostly instructors, really did a good job of
teaching -- as compared to the doctors at SUNY at Albany who thought
themselves so advanced they did not teach."

"In my major curriculum, the faculty provided a good balance between
academic competence and experience in their field. However, in regard
to the general studies courses, they were well qualified academically
but not experienced in their field."

"Student-faculty relationship should be (Du a more informal level. This
often enables better communications. There was a good line of communica-
tions between students and most of the younger faculty members. Some of
the more experienced faculty would not let formality give way."

"Although it seems irrelevant now, it seemed that some secretarial
professors chose 'favorites.' Those girls who belonged to sororities,
or those who would make displays on bulletin boards, seemed to be
'exempt' from disciplinary comments, etc."

"Faculty and their teaching habits should be closely observed."

"I had some excellent instructors, but many were lax and seemed uninterested
in their own subject: Very routine, by-the-book classes. I can read a
textbook and don't care to pay to have an instructor read it to me."

"I don't want to condemn all the instructors, but my consensus of opinion
is for an unsatisfactory relationship. I distinctly remember many instances
of difficulty when the instructor announce that things would be his way
and there would be no exceptions. Perhaps there is not enough training in
effective human relations."

"Some of the professors I had were well balanced in their field and
helped me considerably."

4. Instruction

"Some courses (especially marketing) could be passed simply by class
attendance and reading the text."

"The educational experiences at Delhi were far more demanding than
stimulating.",

9
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DIVISION OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (continued) PART A

S. Guidance & Counseling

"Faculty members helped a great deal if I took the initiative to seek
them out and ask for advice and guidance."

"If I hadn't had the talks I had with my professors I may never have
stayed in Delhi. I feel if a student is happy in his major and satisfied
with his professors, he needn't use the counseling center for anything
other than personal problems. I, fortunately, was able to turn to my
professors for both academic and personal guidance."

"I applied to New Paltz upon completion of studies at Delhi and when I
went to register in September, they told me I would not be able to transfer
half of my credits. So, I didn't attend New Paltz and had to wait a
semester before I enrolled at Hofstra. I felt Delhi didn't provide
adequate counseling as far as transferring to other colleges was concerned."

"Student-instructor difficulties were solved by conferring with instructor
and dorm director."

"Counseling and guidance facilities were there and I knew it, but did not
make good use of them."

"Was not aware of what counseling center would or could do besides remedial
reading aid. Had little faith in any kind of aid at the college because
I recognized a need for change in the presentation of matter by'most
(but not all) of the faculty."

"I found no personal interest extended towards me, but if there was, all
of the above would have improved my :Icademic advisement and career planning."

s not aware of the limited span of courses that I had a choice of
taking (electives, social sciences)."

"I was uncertain of my future plans and made no use of the counseling
center."

"I got adequate guidance from individual teachers instead of the so-called
center."

"Counseling and guidance assistance by faculty advisor was little help."

h. New Insights of Graduates

"Would have chosen a different curriculum major from the beginning because
I changed while there."

"Delhi was definitely a turning point in my life and helped me in countless
ways. Nothing could have been better for me!!"
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DIVISION OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (continued)

6. New Insights of Graduates (continued)

PART A

"I think I would have done everything just as I did do it----only with
more determination and confidence in myself. I am more than happy with
my job and when I look back on my days at Delhi, I remember how I constantly
worried about grades and my job qualifications."

"If I had to do it again--I'd do it again! My years at Delhi helped me
to achieve maturity, self-confidence and added knowledge. I loved my
major because of its applicability in today's world. I feel the friendly
teacher-student atmosphere is a vital aspect. There are too many graduates
today who are academic scholars, but are afraid to speak up and voice
opinions, thus lacking the self-confidnece necessary in today's world."

"I think if we all had the opportunity to 'do it over again,' we'd put
forth more effort."

"I don't think I had any strong attributes or qualities, just a desire to
learn how to type and take shorthand."

"Would have gone to another two-year college for educational reasons, not
social."

"I almost said I would have worked harder in high school and at Delhi, but
I think that the only gain would have been a higher numerical grade. I

would have spread my time over more diversified interests to better prepare
myself for a more mcaningful life."

"I had to learn to face characteristics of instructors I couldn't agree
with or cope with at the time. Now, when similar situations come up, I

can cope with them better because of these early experiences with the
realities of life."

"I would not have quit Ohio State after graduation from Delhi."

"I had no accounting background. I had taken college entrance in high
school and I was not used to the accountanes way of thinking."

2
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES DIVISION
PART A

1. General

"I believe Delhi should do a better job of selling itself to
prospective students. It has much to offer them."

"In general, I found my two years spent at Delhi to be an enjoyable,
satisfying, and enlightening experience."

"I feel farmy needs, I couldn't have made a better choice when I chose
Delhi for my place of hivher education."

"The overall experience at Delhi was valuable. I do feel that more
time should be allowed for students to pursue special interests with
faculty guidance."

2. Curriculum

"Possibly your going to a semester system will enable more time in courses.
Quarter system was too small, cramped, too much skipped over."

"I generally find that employers are very satisfied with Delhi students.
Both National Homes and Southern Tier Iron have had a number of them.
A course or part of one should be devoted to panelized or modular con-
struction rather than 'stick' building. This is the coming thing in
light construction and was completely new to me after Delhi."

"Many hours spent on 'hands-on' practical applications, but not realistic
when applied to the construction industry."

"The Architectural Department could put a little more emphasis on
Presentation of drawings, i.e., use of paints, ink, chalk, etc."

"I would have liked additional courses in Reinforced Concrete and
English usage."

"I would have liked to have had greater insight in working in an office
situation."

3. Faculty

"Should institute a more stringent system of teacher evaluation. Most
teachers very good. One or two in my experience were very, very bad:
Out-dated teaching methods and no understanding of students."

"I feel that the Construction Division faculty at Delhi was outstanding
at the time I was there. They were very much concerned with the academic
achievement of the construction students and willingly gave extra help
when it was desired."
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES DIVISION (continued) PART A

3. Faculty (continued)

"They (the instructors) were all nice to know and have for friends."

4. Instruction

"Course of study was good, but detail and relevant subject matter was
not up to date. Procedures were not discussed enough or even
thoroughly, to be helpful in business."

"Have more qualified speakers from our fields; more field trips for
on-site inspection and discussion; and more actual student related
construction projects."

"Not enough consideration given to what you really need to succeed in
a field."

(My Delhi educational experience was) "Demanding, but only in so far
as 'busy work' was involved."

S. Guidance & Counseling

"Received most assistance from faculty."

"I was guided in the right direction if I were to remain in the
construction field. However, I became self-employed as a photographer
and lost interest in construction."

"All in all, it boiled down to the fact that I didn't know who I was orwhat I wanted to do. Delhi helped me get it together."

"Very little attention was given to special aptitudes and abilities.
New and unconventional ideas and approaches were suppressed."

"Could have used counseling, but I never did very much."

6. New Insights of Graduates

"I would probably have enrolled in a heavy construction curriculum if
Delhi had offered one. Heavy construction was the only major field that
the Construction Division did not sufficiently cover: Civil Tech was
basically oriented to road work, i.e., heavy highway application."

"Would have entered the service before Delhi. I think I would have
done much better with studies if I'd settled down somewhat before
entering college."
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES DIVISION (continued)

6. New Insights of Graduates (continued)

"I became an individual, a leader rather than a follower."

PART A

"Would have gone to Delhi before going to a 4-year school, thus, after
the experience at Delhi a 4-year school would have been easier."

"I think Delhi was good for me. It gave me confidence in myself. I

feel now that I could go to most any four year school and do well. I feel

that for many average high school students, myself included, the trans-
ition from high school to a large four year college is often too much.
Delhi, and colleges like it, are ideal for the average high school student.
If he does well, he has built confidence in himself and would be accepted
at a four year college."

"Wished Delhi were a four year school."

"I think Delhi should be a four year college; then you could stress
more on each course of study. You would really be ready for the outside
world."

7. Placement

"Found that job interviewS were very helpful. Found what employers

expected of two year gradUates. Broadened my horizons on the job market.
Helped me to see what my potential was."

23 A
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HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND FOOD SERVICES MANAGEMENT DIVISION

1. General

PART A

"Hotel school was very good '64-'66, but I never realized how good
until I transferred to a school that was supposed to be better."

"I thoroughly enjoyed my two years of study at Delhiand highly
recommend the College as a worthwhile institution for learning as
well as for teaching an individual how to become responsible,
respectable and an asset to the community living structure."

"Delhi should have some form of cooperative education or work-study
program off campus to broaden the student practical experiences."

"Honestly, I felt trapped in the middle of nowhere and in the constant
fear of flunking out. Later, when I got to know the place, I felt like
it was (1) 'A small college where an intimate student-teacher relationship
could be developed. (2) 'A good place to explore and establish career
and personal goals.' "

"I visualized Delhi as a school where one with no desire for an arts
education could get an idea if he liked a technical field."

'. Curriculum

"Not enough practical experiences were provided. One should have more
cooperatives (chances to work for companies while in school). Make it
a three year program including co-ops."

3. Faculty

"Delhi provided an excellent stepping stone for me personally and for my
later academic undertakings. I feel that a more selective system of
choosing professors would upgrade the quality of education."

"We all complained, wanting more to do with our major, but I found I
liked general studies in the long run. I found the program at Delhi
more realistic than at Denver University, though the professors knew
their field, they were more interested in money outside the school
and their egos than teaching."

I)
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HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND FOOD SERVICES MANAGEMENT DIVISION (continued) PART A

4. Instruction

't think the instructors in the General Studies Division could have
related the particular course to the over-all major. In my case, it was

Hotel Management. I think this would make many of the general studies
courses which have to be taken, more interesting to students in what-

ever curriculum they may have enrolled."

"Considerable disagreement regarding the term at College Inn in Stamford.
Gross waste of time, money, administrative planning, instruction, etc.
Valuable only to Delhi as a mistake not to repeat."

"I believe that "books" provide discipline and "hands-on" practical
application provides the best course of action to follow."

"What do you expect after the average American high School?" (Regarding

there being a far greater demand,educationally, than expected.)

5. Guidance F Counseling -..

"Things were pretty well preplanned by the school. I don't remember

where I got information about Denver University. I remember some things

that counselors said about going to D.U. that were true. Many things

that you could consider counseling were talked about in classes."

"Found Counseling Center tried to discourage me from continuing my
education at a four-year University."

"My psychology professor provided the best guidance."

6. New Insights of Graduates

"Would have made greater effort to follow up with part-time classes after
graduation."

"My two years at Delhi proved to me that my high school records could
have been 100% better."

"Knowing what I know now about the restaurant industry, the only area that

I wish I had changed was the curriculum. The sales field in restaurant
equipment is much more lucrative and rewarding."

7. Placement

"Teach the students how to take interviews well. When I took different

interviews, I was very nervous and did not know what to say half the time."
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DIVISION PART A

1. General

"I think that the Vo-Ed program at Delhi is improving rapidly and
does a good job."

"I visualized Delhi as a good place to meet different people."

"I think there should have been more social activities."

"Thought the College would give me a chance to live and learn with
other students. In high school all I did was study, no social life."

2. Curriculum

"I thought that the Vo-Ed welding course was just a re-run of high school
course in welding."

3. Faculty

"I found the instructor was quite helpful in any difficulties which
occurred."

4. Instruction

"A set of standards should be set and followed through for all students.
At times I found a laxness on the part of some instructors to let some
students slide through without completion of required work."

"The instructor I had had the ability to make the student think which
idea of his was better by common sense on the student's part. The
instructor just gave ideas for the student to ponder on, and then it
was discussed in class."

S. Guidance and Counseling

"Did not know there was a Counseling Center for use of anything other
than changing courses."

6. New Insights of Graduates

"I was glad to get out of Delhi and didn't like it while I was there,
but at this time I am totally happy that I attended your college and
had the instructor I did."

"Would like to have taken the second year at Delhi."
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PART B

GENERAL COMMENTS OF GRADUATES

ACCEPTING A FULL-TIME POSITION

AFTER GRADUATION FROM DELHI

A number of opportunities were provided for the graduates to

make general comments regarding their experiences at Delhi. The

content of these has been classified by major emphasis for each of

the academic divisions at the College. These are presented below

in summary form and without further comment.

Classification System

1. General

2. Curriculum

3. Faculty

4. Instruction

5. Guidance & Counseling

6. New Insights of Graduates

7. Placement
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AGRICULTURE DIVISION

2. Curriculum

PART B

"For an individual studying any phase of Dairy curricula, there should
be more emphasis on Animal Husbandry.A

"In my experience with additional training and education since
graduation from Delhi, I find I need training to move into new fields."

"I feel that the Animal Husbandry students should have more practical
experience on the farm. A graduate who has had very little practical
experience finds a herdsman job very difficult."

"I feel that if it were possible, h: would be better if students could
get a broader knowledge of how machinery worls, safety, and get more
practical experience. Courses have to be rushed too fast to get a
good working knowledge of the farm operation."

"When I attended Delhi, Animal Science entitled one to many, many
careers after graduation. So, I became a lab tech., which is one of the
above careers, and failed to use much of the Animal Science curriculum.
The curriculum is much too broad, trying to cover all those career
opportunities because once you take up one of the careers, you find
that the training at Delhi was not specific enough for you. One career
it meets mainly is any type of veterinary work. This opportunity would
make use of all of the Animal Science curriculum."

"The college was a disappointment to me in that after completion of my
courses, I found myself unprepared for either work as a laboratory
technician or veterinary assistant. It took almost 8 months of training
in my position before I considered myself an asset to my employer."

"Opportunities for additional education are difficult due to location
and immediate superiors."

"As a whole, I am quite satisfied with the course at Delhi. However,
I would have preferred more training in the line of working with small
animals at a vet, hospital and less in the line of lab work. However,
I feel that the only way this could really be solved would be perhaps
to have the first year in Animal Science the same basic courses for
everyone -- and then split up the course for those who want to work in
an animal hospital and those who want to work in a lab. But, this is also
a problem because at that point many still don't know what they want."

"I took the 'Large' animal science program but could find no vet who
would accept a woman. I therefore feel large animal science students
need more lab work and assisting experience before graduating. I also
believe the subjects taken should be more specific and specialized
rather than 'general.' "

L
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AGRICULTURE DIVISION (curriculum) PART B

Curriculum (continued)

"For the technician going into practice as many do, they need more
hiformation and work on prophylaxis (D l H, Rabies, Worming) and much
more exposure to case work. The Animal Science Center should set up
an outpatient clinic (at the very least) such as vet schools have and
assign students to assist attending clinicians. This would be of
tremendous value."

S. Faculty

"In my eyes, at Delhi, the instructor who gave a damn and tried to teach
and really assist the student could not help but enhance the student's
knowledge. The instructor made the course. The courses themselves were
fine."

f
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DIVISION OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
PART B

1. General

"In the company I worked for, there was no real opportunity for
additional training, just brush-up classes."

"I have worked for New York State Electric & Gas for two years and am
ready to quit so I can take the position of full-time mother to my
two children."

'. Curriculum

"I feel the college should offer three separate secretarial programs:
Legal, Medical, and General Secretarial Science."

"I think that secretarial courses should be geared more towards the
larger corporations. For instance, XEROX had their own way of doing
things and the terminology for engineering personnel is totally
different from any type I had known in college. I felt very inadequate
upon entering this job as truthfully, the only areas I felt competent
in were typing and shorthand. If I would have known that corporations
were different, I could have expected the change."

"The job I have now is not so much concerned with how fast you can type
or take dictation as with how efficient you do it. The machines I use
are much bigger and I had to learn how to fix them."

"When I attended Delhi, we were required to take an elective. The fixst,
time we were given a 'choice' of one - Data Processing. The second time
we were given a choice between Data Processing II, Statistics or
Astronomy, which to many of us, was still not much of a.choice. At
that time, Delhi was definitely lacking in interesting general studies."

"Some courses such as Economics and History, could have been eliminated
from my course of study with no harm to my field of secretarial business."

"In working with a company as large as Kodak (especially in Engineering
hivision), I have had the opportunity to branch out. I feel that more
technical courses should be offered to secretarial majors, if they wish
tcytake them."

"One of the things I regretted most about Delhi was not having any
self-interest courses to choose from such as Art, Music, Photography, etc.
Many students have unrealized talents and courses such as these may help
undecided students find a suitable career and they also prove helpful
where one applies for a job in his field and finds it has some oddball
qualifications such as the secretary in an Art or Advertising firm where
they request some artistic experience. Career schedules are too narrow
in each field."

2. 1
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DIVISION OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PART B

Curriculum (continued)

"Again, l stress the need for choice. Courses such as Astronomy and
Data Processing have dune nothing for me but bring my average down
at the time."

"I think a great number of students graduate from college today
thinking they're going to go into good jobs right away. Most businesses
look for experience frst, then education. Schools should emphasize
this."

4 . In,st ruction

"I was very pleased with the academic knowledge I attained at Delhi.
I do feel however, that some courses provided very little incentive
duc to th c. lax marking systems of the professor. Basically, my
courses evened out to be stimulating and gratifying."

"Does the College really allow students to choose their electives?
Is there enough time devoted to classroom iiscussion in courses?
w '.en there is discussion can a student always express his opinion
,Ithout being penalized? Do secretarial students really need to
work for teachers as part of a course requirement?"

"I think you should have graduates come back and talk to classes of
hit it's really like working. Most professors have never really

worked in industry and can only say, 'It may be or can be.' Too
theoretical; should be more practical."

;11ii ince Counseling

'1 hope this doesn't sound bitter analysis. I did learn at Delhi, but
not in the way I had planned. I wasn't ready to pick a career yet
And that is what Delhi offered -- career training. Faulty high
-.C11001 t:ounseling played a part of my disappointment."
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES DIVISION PART B

2. Curriculum

"Naturally, being in a field such as Estimating, a knowledge of a
broad range of subjects is n6eded, but more emphasis must be pi.iced
on interpreting specificationas and being able to express ones self so
that there can be no misuncerstanding as to what is meant in letter,
etc. Also, there is need for a greater background in reading prints
of larger buildings."

"English needs more emphasis, precise and not flowery prose writing.
An English remedial writing clinic is needed."

"More emphasis should be placed on contracting management. Also,
more on large building construction and dealing with unions."

"I believe courses are needed to build poise, character, self confidence,
LL,Iinion sense."

S. (;uidance Counseling

"It would have been helpful to me to have more counseling on what my
career goal should be and then to develop a curriculum to obtain this

f). New Insitnts of Graduates

'Though most courses were of use to me, from my own standpoint, an
entirely different 'major' would have been more useful. Perhaps
Construction Business Management; something related to the field but
from the management standpoint."

"I took too long to return to college to complete education."
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HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND FOOD SERVICES MANAGEMENT DIVISION

I. General

PART B

"Would he intereQ,ted in correspondence courses if made available."

'. Curriculum

"More detailed training in bar-tending and beverage control would have
been helpful."

"There's a need for more kitchen, purchasing knowledge essential to
good management."

"A great need to help the nanagers know the jobs in the kitchen, the
pressure the cook feels for example trying to get orders out to
waitresses. A need for compassion for his employees needs and goals.
A good manager makes a good and happy ship, one where the employees
want to work because the management works for them too."

"Because of my previous education and experience, Delhi honestly did
very little for me other than give me the degree. It was more or less
a vacation for me with a few minor exceptions."

"In my field, I feel that students should be more prepared to face
life-like situations with regard to dealing with employees, employers
and guests. More courses should be given within the field of
socialization."

Instruction

"The term that I found to be of most value at Delhi was the term I
spent at the College Inn in Stamford."

Placement

"Please send me lists of jobs open in college feeding."
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DIVISION
PART B

1. General

"Before I went to Delhi, I had never driven a spike into a 2 x 4.
Now I can safely say I am a carpenter by trade. Maybe you won't
believe this, but Delhi helped me more than words can say."

2. Curriculum

"I would like to learn more about print reading. I would like to
learn to read a transit."

"I feel an introduction linking accounting with the IBM computer
would help a student understand the involvement of how each affects
the other in posting and closings."

6. New Insights of Graduates

"If I would have been pressured more into studying, I would have
done better."

4)
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PART C

GENFRAL COMMENTS OF GRADUATES

TRANSFERRING AFTER

GRADUATION FROM DELHI

A number of opportunities were provided for the graduates

to make general comments regarding their experiences at Delhi.

The content of these has been classified by major emphasis for

each of the academic divisions at the College. These are

presented below in summary form and without further comment.

Classification System

1. General

2. Curriculum

3. Faculty

4. Instruction

5. Guidance & Counseling

b. Insights of Graduates

7. Placement

2 4 6
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AGRICULTURE DIVISION PART C

I. General

"I believe that my practical experience at Delhi combined with theory
at Cornell made me a stonger 'all-around' person for a successful
career."

"I believe I was led to expect much more from my major than I would
ever have been able to achieve. After entering Cornell, I found I
would need no less than a Masters to get a job and then only if State
finances permitted. Few businesses used conservationists and fewer
State jobs were available. I found morn ditch diggers were needed
than skilled personnel."

"The most significant factor influencing TT: fiAal decision totransfer
was that Delhi's trainin;; was not sufficient to fulfill my career goals."

"PerTle could be made more aware of Delhys types of ieirning experiences:
degree program, certificate proprams, etc. Also upgrac....,-.: athletic program.
It's good publicity."

"After five years since graduation from Delhi I have been ilvolved in
both further education and employment in my chosen field. Therefore I
foci somewhat justified in saying that vocational or techn:cal schools
such as Delhi serve an important and necded function. I have had
opportunity to discus, my ._:(.1ucation at ielhi with professors, professional
people and other students. All with whom I spoke were impressed with
the thoroughness and variety o schooling I received at Delh... Finally,
besis being cne of my most enjoyable experiences in life, my two years
at Delhi taught me a grat deal about living with people and learning my
joi) well. In fact se:ieral courses I took at Delhi were far-superior to
thos..: of the same nature offered a: larger institutions.

In ending my-comments it may seem to the reader that I was overwhelmingly
satisfied with my two years at relhh I c'at gratefully say this is so.
I hope the school can continue to perform its functions as well as it
did when I attended."

. Curriculum

"At Delhi I feel Mat I was taught practical, usable ideas. At Georgia
too much theoiy taught. Also I have only taken one course in my major
at Georgia so I can not adequately evaluate the Dairy Sicence program at
Georgia. The one that I did t2ke was Dairy Micro Ilrich I had already
taken at Delhi and v.as supposed to get credit for the course but due to
an error by my advisor at Georgia I only got credit for the hours and
not the course. Comparing the course at both schools Georgia didn't
measure up to the one at Delhi."

"For those who plan on'transferring, emphasis should be placed on all
math and chemistry courses taken. If these can be put o:It of the)Nay
before transferring the scholastic load at the 'new' college will be
lighter."
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PART C

AGRICULTURL DIVISION

4. Instruction

"I had a slightly lower overall average at the college to which I

transferred. It was a much more competitive school. I had no transition
problems, due to my experiences at Delhi mainly."

"The main experience at Delhi helpful in transferring was that it
provided an opportunity for me to compile an above average academic
record for transfer to a large, competative college."

248
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DIVISION OF BDSINFSS MANACFMENT PART C

1. l;eneral

"Fhe most significant factor influencing my final decision to transfer
was that I was bored with my payroll clerk job."

"The most significant factor influencing my final decision to transfer
was to stay out of the draft."

"The only problem in transferring is adjusting to the new people and
surroundings. It's like starting school all over again."

'Fry to get d; many responses as possible to the questionnaire. Try
to put into use any criticisms that are brought. It would be helpful
to keep the school from getting too big. What I mean is losing its
personal type of atmosphere that makes Delhi the nice place it was
during my two years.'

). Curriculum

"The Accounting program into which I transferred was too theoretical,
not enough practical application."

"I wish that I could have had more of a choice to select the electives
at Delhi. Right now I'm taking mostly elective liberal arts courses to
complete my degree. If I were to single out one great area which I
felt important it would be the learning I gained from the people --
students and instructors, learning not found in the classroom. Thank
you for the opportunity to help."

"No courses at Delhi were particularly helpful in transferring because
it was like starting all over again with new courses and they had very
little relationship with courses at Delhi."

"Delhi could help solve the transition problems encountered in transferring
to another college by preparing a transfer program. My major courses in
aceo:inting at Delhi formed the basis for my current job."

"Delhi provided me with a good variety of Business courses so that when I
tran-,cerred I lacked only a few courses in my major. Most of my time has
been ,Ilent in making up for a lack in General Studies."

5. (;uidance 6 Counseling

"I think if I had decided to transfer while at Delhi, transfer counseling
would have been helpful."

6. Insights of Craduates

"The most significant factor influencing my final decision to transfer
was that four years are required for the position desired CPA."

"I withdrew from Kent State due to disatisfaction with transfer credit."



LNGINELPING TFCHNOLOWLS DIVISION PAwr c
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"Delhi could help solve the transition problems encountered in
transferring to another college with a remedial clinic in English
grammar and composition and an eye examination clinic to strengthen
Cy and mind muscles."

"I withdrew due to dissatisfaction with instructional program to which
I transferred. Also I withdrew because poor grades in English forced
me to go to work and try in the future to improve my weakness."

'Delhi should aid students in securing summer 'on the job training
programs' to assist in their advancement professionally and educationally."

"More emphasis on calculus and higher math would have greatly helped in
transferring to a four year institution."

"Students who plan to transfer from Delhi should be given counseling so
that they can take the most valuable courses available and use them in
transfer to another university."

"To improve the Construction Program at Delhi a course, possibly
vocational, that would pertain to general home appliance fixing, such
as repair leaking faucet, possible electrical problems in home, etc.
would be beneficial."

3. Faculty

"1 thinh the instructors in the Construction Department need evaluating
because they rank very poor compared to the teachers in Buffalo. The
teacher I have now will bend over backward for a student, where the
teachers in the Construction Department wouldn't do anything."

4. Instruction

"My scholastic achievement was lower than at Delhi. The lack of challange
at college transferred to resulted in loss of interc3t and lower grades."

'The instructional emphasis at the college to which I transferred was
poor theory and poor 'hands-on' practical application. Delhi was one
of the most intellectually challanging experiences I have had. I gained
very little I feel from transferring to Oswego State."

"I withdrew after transferring due to extreme dislike for that college.
I wouP lttend a four year school other than University of Buffalo."
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1LCHNOLOtilLS DIVISION (continue,H PART C

Couw;e1Ing

York In.:titute of Technology is a very confused, disorganized school."

"\rchitectural DrAwing 1, 11 6 lll courses at Delhi were most helpful.
Hpun complytion at Delhi and two years of study at Tri State College I

Ihive ccured a joh as a draftsman."

"what influenced my final decision to transfer most was the job after
fr-m Delhi with New York State Department of Transportation."

tran,;fer counseling (1965-67) was poor."

Insit,,hts of t;raduates

"Thy ignificant factor influencing my final decision to transfer
wus that I 1%,oited to he an instructor of Building Construction."

"lhe mot -,inificant factor influencing my final decision to transfer
wa- to luaiify for more demanding a position."

-\t thy tl7ny I was at Delhi 1 did not know I was going to transfer."
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HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT DIVISION PART C
I. General

"What influenced my final decision to transfer was I felt it wasbeneficial to obtain additional education for employment purposes."

"The most significant factor influencing my final decision to transferwas I didn't want to be able to say at the end of my life that
I hadn'tdone anything. I didn't want to work right away and wanted someadventure. Denver sounded like it."

"Delhi was bery good and the teachers very interested in their work, butthe counseling selL-ice need personnel."

'. Curriculum

"My experiences at Delhi were helpful in transferring in that I gainedpersonal and academic maturity."

"General Studies at Delhi provide for a more well rounded personregardless of the type of business one finally enters into."

"I withdrew from the four year college to which I transferred because Iwanted more hands-on work experience and also wanted to marry."

"Rochester Institute of Technology had a good curriculum including oneyear of co-op work, but only if taken as a four year program. Transferstudeents who, like myself, only like major subjects and not liveralarts, will get bored and disgusted with the program. But, I did learnone thing. In order to be a good manager one has to know the back ofthe house really well. The manager should know how to 'purchase', notorder or buy, as is too frequently done. A food purchasing course wouldbe invaluable to any student taking HRFSM.
In getting a BS degree there is too much liberal arts. For myself, Ithink that much more of the culinary arts should be taught. At Delhiwe learned how to make differenc sauces but never made any dishes wecould apply them to. I thank you for your time and this opportunity totalk and tell it from the other side of the fence."

3. Faculty

"On the whole, Delhi instructors were much more friendly and understanding.I wasn't ready for the pompous 'Guru' four year school professors atDenver University."

"I felt the student-teacher relationship at Deflii to be more satisfactorythan at the college to which I transferred."

2 z,
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IRYI1 RE,FAURANT And FOOD SERVICL MANAGEMENT DIVISION

in,truction

PART C

"Helhi was helpful in :ransferring in that it helped me gain some
,elf-discipline in preparation for a large university."

Guidance 6 Counseling

"Mhi could have helped solve the transition problems encountered in
trAnsferrng to another college but didn't really know anything about
,;chools that I could go to. I've talked to others who were disappointed
once at new schools who didn't know what they were getting into."

"I not recommend that anyone transfer to Stout State University
At thl time. All the hotel instructiors qui.t. It is a very poor

progrAm. Also, there is difficulty with transfer credits."

"Delhi could help solve the transition problems encountered in transferrin
to Another college by being more encouraging about further studies. I

felt the counseling center had no real interest in their job.

Ne'w 111-;ights of Graduates

"Mv two years at Delhi were definateiy worth it. , looking back, I

think I could have received a lot more from the Llege that was there
at the time if I had a greater understanding of myself, my goals, and
the field."

"If I was sure of the f:Id th t_ I wanted to go into before I graduated
high school I would have ..c. r attended Delhi. But, believe me, I'm
really glad things worked out Lhe way they did."

;
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